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Summary
During the last decade volunteer tourism has become more and more popular. To find out what
effect the conservation volunteer experience has on the volunteers it seemed useful to look at the
environmental values and nature images of the volunteers.
The environmental values that I have divided into four main values (the use, process,
knowledge/believe and sensation environmental values) are based on the meanings and preferences
that people attach to nature (Campbell & Smith, 2006). The nature images that are also divided into
four different once in this report (the functional, wilderness, historic and use nature images) are
relatively stable networks of meanings and ideas that people attach to nature (Jacobs, 2007).
Considering that the environmental values and nature images have things in common it might work to
predict the nature image of someone based on the environmental values that that person expresses.
In order to find out the change in environmental values and nature images of volunteers, six
volunteers have been interviewed at both the beginning and the end of a nature conservation volunteer
project in the Kruger National Park. To get a good idea about the experiences of the volunteers on that
particular volunteer project I joined the project as well (as a participant observer for three months).
This also to help explain and or understand the changes in the environmental values and nature images
that took place during the volunteer project.
During the three months as a volunteer many different things happened, there was a large
volunteer supervisor turnover, there was work to do e.g. on the roads and to eradicate an exotic plant
species, a scientific research project had to be set up and there were many game drives. Further there
was, especially in the first two months, the issue that the programme was not what the volunteers had
expected. From the interviews it became clear that from the environmental values the use and process
main values had changed most during the nature conservation volunteer project, both values were
expressed more during the second interview. For the nature images the most popular were the
wilderness and the use nature image, at the beginning more people could be categorized within the
wilderness nature image then after the volunteer project. Predicting the nature images based on the
environmental values appeared not to be a 100% accurate and besides that, people expressed more
than one nature image per person.
Through the use of nature (often in a touristy way), seeing other people using nature, helping with
a conservation task and learning about different uses of nature the environmental values and nature
images of the volunteers both changed in the ‘use’ direction during the volunteer programme. In this
research the environmental values did not give much trouble but nature images did. The nature images
gave trouble because placing people in just one nature image seemed very questionable. Within this
research the results were not always as expected which was partly due to the fact that more valuable
information could have been obtained through the interviews.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background and problem statement
Around 1915 the first type of volunteer tourism began (Wearing, 2004) but during the last decade
this type of tourism has vastly grown in popularity (Campbell & Smith, 2006). During the 1980s a
green consumerism developed and with this development some tourists became more aware of the
environment than the average mass tourist. A term used for the type of tourism that is associated with
more environmental awareness is alternative tourism (Holden, 2004). Following Wearing (2004)
volunteer tourism can also be considered a type of alternative tourism (see also figure 2.1 on page 5).
During my internship in South Africa, I met some nature conservation volunteers, one of them was as
he called himself “very green” which meant that he for example didn’t eat meat and was anti hunting.
After three weeks though he understood that hunting a particular species in a legal way might actually
be a good option to stop farmers from killing those animals in a cruel and uncontrolled way. Farmers,
as well as conservation organisations, could in this way earn money with trophy hunting while
conservation organisations were at the same time able to keep track on the number of animals that are
killed and on the density of this species in the area. The switch in view made me realise that the
volunteer experience can influence the environmental values and nature image of nature conservation
volunteers.
For terrain managers and policy makers it is useful to understand the way in which users and
potential users of managed terrains value nature in order to create a policy that can count on a stable
societal support (van den Berg, 2004). Research among volunteers can contribute to this
understanding. Different types of research have already been conducted on volunteers. These
researches focused for instance on the motivations of volunteers that work in their home environment
(e.g. Donald, 1997 and Martinez & McMullin (2004) as in Campbell & Smith, 2006) and on the
reliability of gathered data and how that might be changed (e.g. Newman et al., 2003). Some
researches though, looked at the values of nature conservation volunteers (Campbell & Smith, 2006;
Halpenny & Caissie, 2003). Campbell & Smith (2006) conducted a qualitative research into the
environmental and wildlife values of nature conservation volunteers in order to find out why the
volunteers wanted to participate in that particular sea turtle conservation programme. This doesn’t
however cover the question how the values of the participants might change during the volunteer
programme. But the whole experience of being and working in nature and in the mean time also
learning about nature could influence the way people look at nature. Till now nature experiences are
usually thought to have a positive influence on people’s behaviour towards nature (e.g. Louv, 2008)
even though it seems that there is only weak evidence when it concerns the positive influence of
childhood nature experiences on adult vision of nature (van den Born, 2007). Further Turpie (2003)
didn’t find a positive relation between the willingness to pay for particular National Parks and the
experience with that type of protected areas, the interest and knowledge levels seemed much more
important. Besides, as is also argued by Van den Berg & Ter Heijne (2005), fear is often experienced
in natural surrounding e.g. during encounters with wild animals. Thinking of those types of
experiences, a nature experience has the potential to have negative instead of positive effects. It is thus
unclear what effect nature experiences can have on the environmental values and nature images of
people.
So as up to now no research has been conducted on how the nature conservation volunteer
experience, changes the environmental values and or nature image of the people participating in a
nature conservation volunteer programme. This since the whole experience of being in an often
unfamiliar country with a different culture and in an unfamiliar environment, has the potential to
change people’s views because they get confronted with all sorts of things that are out of the ordinary
for them and therefore can make them change their minds. With large amounts of people participating
in nature conservation volunteer programmes, it’s good for society as well as volunteer programme
providers if more is known about the possible effects of these programmes. The providers of volunteer
programmes are often for a part economically dependent on volunteer tourists but for scientific
reasons it’s also important to understand volunteers since the fees that volunteers pay are often partly
used to finance conservation related research (e.g. Edge of Africa, 2008 and Newman et al., 2003).
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In this research I will look at nature conservation volunteers who go abroad, to other cultures,
where they will work and live in a new environment and learn new skills to see if this relatively short
but intense experience with nature changes their ‘environmental values’/ ‘nature image’.
The objective of this research is to explore whether or not the ‘environmental values’ and or the
‘nature image’ of nature conservation volunteers change during the experience of a volunteer
programme and if there are changes, to understand and explain which changes there are and why this
changed.
The research question that follows from this objective is: What changes occurred in the
environmental values and nature image of nature conservation volunteers during the Pretoriuskop
Kruger National Park volunteer programme and how can these changes be explained and or
understood?

1.2 Setup of the report
After the introduction, all the important terms that are used in this research will be explained in
chapter 2. That chapter will be followed by the explanation of the theoretical framework in chapter 3.
When all the terms and the theoretical framework are known, it is time to explain the methodology in
chapter 4 which will be followed by the results in the chapters 5, 6 and 7. The research question will
then be answered in chapter 8, the conclusion, discussion and reflection chapter. So the report will be
finished with a theoretical discussion and reflection.
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2. Volunteer tourism
Within this chapter a short explanation of volunteer tourism will be given with the emphasis on
nature conservation volunteers. Then a brief explanation of the term experience will be given. This
explanation will be followed by a description of the volunteer programme used for this research.

2.1 Nature conservation volunteers
Volunteering can generally by defined as a freely chosen activity that provides services (skills)
and time to benefit others without gaining financial benefits (Wearing, 2004). Figure 2.1 shows that
volunteerism and serious leisure partly overlap. Stebbins (1992, p. 3) defines serious leisure as: ‘the
systematic pursuit of an amateur, hobbyist or volunteer activity that is sufficiently substantial and
interesting for the participant to find a career there in the acquisition of its special skills and
knowledge’. An example of a volunteer programme falling within serious leisure and eco-/nature
tourism (section 1 of figure 1) could be a ranger course but this also goes for people gaining
experience through volunteering before they start their PhD, in both these cases the people volunteer
in order to gain experience for their future career. This report though will be about volunteers from
section 2 of figure 2.1, that I will call nature conservation volunteers, that don’t participate because
they see it as a good experience for their future career. With nature conservation volunteers I mean
people paying to participate in a volunteer programme abroad for a shorter (e.g. 2 weeks) or longer
(e.g. 3-4 months) period often as (a part of) a holiday or gap year. Within this period volunteers help
with conservation work and or scientific research.

Mass
tourism
Alternative
tourism

Serious
Leisure

Eco-/nature tourism
1

2

Volunteerism

Tourism
Figure 2.1 Conceptual scheme for the relation of volunteering with alternative tourism, serious leisure and eco/nature tourism after Wearing (2004).

2.2 Experiences
In the introduction it is mentioned that the volunteer experience might have influence on the
environmental values and nature image of a volunteer. In a dictionary an experience is described as a
“process of gaining knowledge or skill by doing and seeing things” (Hornby et al. 1963). Another
explanation of experiences is that: “experiences are continuous structured intentional processes of
subjective qualitative unities, with a Gestalt-structure, a centre and periphery of attention and a mood”
(Wageningen UR, 2006b). Two important things from this explanation are that experiences are
subjective and qualitative meaning that no two people will have truly the same experiences and you
can also e.g. never say that one experience is twice as nice as the other experience. Further, this
explanation says that our brain always tries to structure and combine experiences in order to make
something meaning full out of this, the mood in which someone is and the concentration level during
the experience also plays a role in what someone experiences. Besides that everyone is also looking
for different experiences when they are in nature. A volunteer experience is thus something very
personal which means that the effect of the experience can also be very different for different people.
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As a consequence it is not possible to generalize just like that when it concerns the effect of
experiences on people.

2.3 The vol unteer prog ramme
The volunteer programme that I have investigated for this research is the Pretoriuskop Kruger
National Park project. This project is like the name already indicates based at the Pretoriuskop section
within the boundaries of the Kruger National Park (Kruger NP), at the south west border of the Kruger
NP to be precise (see figure 2.2). At the Pretoriuskop section the main vegetation type is called sour
veld (for an explanation see appendix 1). The Kruger NP in South Africa is one of the most famous
National Parks in the world and is known for it’s big five sightings but besides that the Kruger
harbours an amazing plant and animal diversity (South African National Parks, 2001). The concession
where the volunteers work is owned by the Mdluli Tribal authority after their successful land claim in
the second half of the 1990s. Thanks to an agreement between South African National Parks
(SANParks) and the Mdluli Tribal authority, the area is still managed by the Kruger NP conservation
staff. Tourism in this area provides employment and other income opportunities for members of the
Mdluli tribe which means that the volunteer programme also directly benefits the local community.
(Andrews, 2008)

Figure 2.2 The area owned by the Mdluli tribe (source: Andrews, 2008)

Volunteers stay in dome tents at the Nsikazi Wilderness Camp (in the Kruger NP) which has a
beautiful view and is situated at a drainage line. The dome tents are equipped with beds and bedding
but for possible camping trips or if you have to sleep in the main tent when there is the danger of the
dam to break you need to bring a sleeping bag. In the wilderness camp is a generator so there is
electricity for a couple of hours a day (during my stay a solar panel was placed which provided
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electricity for a light system in the main tent and at the ablution tents). Further the camp was equipped
with a swimming pool and Jacuzzi, because the camp is placed at a drainage line though both the
swimming pool and Jacuzzi were pushed out of the soil by the power of the water. Because of this
drainage line the camp is very wet and muddy during the rain season (so at the end of the second
month of my stay concrete pathways were build in order not to walk through the mud all the time). In
the main tent where everyone eats and can relax is also a bar (most of the time with drinks but it did
happen that the bar was empty). At the camp they were busy building the so called volunteer tent
which will have electricity all the time and also a TV will be placed in there. The three to seven
volunteers that participate per month have a town-day approximately once every two weeks in order to
e.g. visit an internet café (all volunteers expected a townday once every week because that was in the
activities list that they received before arrival). The volunteer programme which can take four, eight or
twelve weeks, is supposed to start with an “arrival orientation and bush craft training course” of one
week but the planning doesn’t always work out well. During this first week the volunteers, that need
no special skills to participate, are supposed to learn things like basic bush skills, animal behaviour,
how to deal with potentially dangerous game, navigation and basic first aid. After that week the
volunteers work for generally five days a week and eight to ten hours a day on a large variety of
activities (in reality the working hours are usually less). These activities depend on what is needed to
be done so the programme is very flexible. Some of the many activities that volunteers can be
involved in are assisting the staff with research (e.g. setting up a biodiversity research project), border
fence patrols, removing snares, road maintenance, locating and mapping problem animals and assist
field staff with animal counts. Further, the volunteers join a full day commercial game drive every
ones in the two weeks to also explore the central part of the Kruger NP. (Andrews, 2008)
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3. Theoretical framework
Within the objective of my research are a couple of terms that I want to explain in more detail in
this chapter. First the environmental values and the nature images are explained separately and then
those terms are combined and to finish the chapter I will go into the research question again and give
my expectations on the outcome of the research.

3.1 Environmental values
Following Campbell & Smith (2006), environmental values can be defined as: “the meanings and
preferences one attaches to nature or natural features such as wildlife”. Campbell & Smith (2006)
made a list of the environmental/wildlife values that they found within their study on volunteer values,
the eight different categories are:
• conservation → value because of a threatened status;
• scientific → value because of all the things that can be researched;
• aesthetic → value because of it’s beauty;
• humanistic → value because of something deeper e.g. childhood memory or love;
• experiential → value because of the possible experiences;
• intrinsic → value because of certain “qualities” that the environment has on its own e.g. that
an animal has feelings;
• existence → value just because of knowing it exists; and
• spiritual → value because of spiritual connectio ns e.g. links between nature and god.
In order to make the distinction between these categories more clear I will explain them a bit
further and give some examples. The conservation value is an environmental value that people can
have when they know that e.g. a certain animal or ecosystem has a threatened status. Someone with a
conservation value would e.g. mentions to participate in a nature conservation volunteer programme
because he feels that he can then work close to threatened species like the black rhino. A slightly
different answer on the question why someone participates in a nature conservation volunteer
programme could be that he likes the idea that he can help with the research on black rhino habitats
and especially that this research can contribute to the conservation of black rhinos. In this case the
person seems to realise that the black rhino is a threatened species so there you have the conservation
value again but this time it is also mentioned that it is nice to be able to do research on a specific
species so nature is also valued for scientific reasons. The fact that there is so much to do research on
in nature can be a reason for people to appreciate nature and this is meant with the scientific value. A
whole different environmental value is the aesthetic one, this value is based on how someone values
the looks, smells and sounds (things that you can sense) of nature. A person that values nature for
aesthetic reasons could e.g. say that he likes birds so much because they often have such beautiful
colours and sometimes sing so nice. The humanistic value is about more deep feelings like love and
memories of times long gone. Remarks that point to this environmental value are for example: “I truly
love elephants, every time I see one gets killed on television it makes me cry” and “I really like this
forest, as a child I always went to a forest like this with my grandfather”. When nature is valued for
the possible experiences it provides, it is called experiential value. If someone e.g. describes very
detailed about an exciting encounter with a deer, which stood face to face with him and then walked
away slowly, it can be a reason for him to appreciate nature. This then is clearly an experiential value
that is attached to nature. But also if you appreciate nature just because you know that you can
experience such an encounter with a deer the next time you go into nature it is an experiential
environmental value. With the experiential value your own experience is important, that is not the case
for the intrinsic value. If a person values nature for qualities that nature has on its own it is called
intrinsic value. Someone then likes nature e.g. because off elephants that so clearly mourn when a
youngster dies (the elephants thus have feelings). In cases like this, people recognise e.g. emotions in
animals that humans can have as well while they know (think to know) that this in natural (people
have not learned elephants to express sad feelings when a youngster dies). Nature can also be valued
just for the fact of its existence, existence value. People e.g. can value the North Pole not because they
have been there and know therefore that it is beautiful but simply because they know that it exists. The
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fact that it is there and might be visited in the future is appreciated. The last value mentioned by
Campbell & Smith (2006) is the spiritual value. This environmental value has a lot to do with faith, in
certain cultures people appreciate nature (e.g. a sacred forest) because they believe that the soul of
their ancestors live there. But also e.g. a cow is seen as sacred in India as well as ancient Egypt. People
that value nature or a specific aspect of nature for this kind of reasons value nature for spiritual
reasons.
All but one of these eight categories described by Campbell & Smith (2006) are non-use values,
Freese (1998 as in Campbell & Smith, 2006) describes use values as the direct use of the environment
such as harvesting wildlife and income generating activities, the non-use value on the other hand are
passive values such as the enjoyment that the environment provides. Only the scientific environmental
value doesn’t fit in with the non-use value as Freese (1998) describes it because for scientific purposes
nature is often really (directly) used. That the research by Campbell & Smith (2006) only include nonuse values is not very surprising because people went there to help with sea turtle conservation and
then it’s not likely that they will value sea turtles for their use in e.g. turtle soup. In my research
however it is much more about the value of nature in a wider sense (not just one animal), therefore I
would like to include use values because I don’t consider it impossible that nature conservation
volunteers value nature for certain uses that nature can have. To the list with environmental values
mentioned above I would like to add the following two use values:
• consumptive → value nature because of it’s ability to provide (touchable) products like
timber, non timber forest products (NTFP) and (other) food products; and
• space → value nature for the space it provides to do all kinds of (outdoor) activities.
The space environmental value differs from the experiential environmental value in that nature is
really valued for the space that it provides. Someone who e.g. values nature because he can jog there
expresses a space environmental value while if that person likes nature because he can get face to face
with a wild boar then he expresses an experiential environmental value.
Another value that I miss in this list is that nature can also be valued for its natural processes. The
fact for example that nature has the power to regenerate (disperse seeds e.g. but also just the tools to
survive everyday life, find food and nutrients e.g.) and “clean up” waste that people caused through
processes like decomposition and purification but also the resilience of nature (the ability to cope with
many extremes). Dailys’ (1999) ecosystem services however do take this into account. Daily (1999)
uses a classification of five ecosystem services, namely: production of goods, regeneration processes
(which includes cycling and filtration processes), stabilization processes, life-fulfilling functions and
preservation of options.
Within the research on the environmental values of volunteers it is possible that a distinction
between all these different values is difficult to make. Therefore I’ve divided all the values mentioned
before into 4 main values as in table 3.1.
Use value
The first main value is the use value which can be divided into the two use values I missed in the
list of Campbell & Smith (2006) and the scientific value since in order to do research you need to use
nature as well. So, environmental values that are related to valuing nature for its ability to provide
consumer products (e.g. food and wood) and providing space for activities like recreation and research
can all be considered as use values.
Process value
The second main value is the process value that can be divided into the regeneration value,
cleaning value and resilience value that are based on Dailys’ (1999) list of ecosystem services. A
process value is all about appreciating nature for the processes that take place within nature and the
relations that exist within nature. Nature has the power to regenerate in many different circumstances
and fix things that people see as a problem, processes that cause this can therefore be an important
aspect in valuing nature.
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Knowledge/believe value
Main value number three, is the knowledge/believe value that can be divided into the
conservation, intrinsic, existence, spiritual and experiential value. These values are all based on
knowledge, of nature or what can be expected in nature, which is gained in the past. This does not
mean that this knowledge is based on scientific fact, stories that are told by e.g. parents or monks can
also be seen as knowledge as long as the person who believes it conceives it as something that is real
and true.
Sensation value
The forth main value is the sensation value which can be divided into the aesthetic and humanistic
value. These two sub values have to do with someone’s personal memories and taste. A personal
memory is different from knowledge or believes in that it is based more on personal emotions.
Someone who as a child went to a particular forest to play will have an emotional connection with this
forest because of all the memories and that can cause this person to value forests that remind him of
this particular forest.
Table 3.1 Division of values into four main values.

Main values
Use

Process

Knowledge/believe

Sensation

Sub values
- Consumption
- Space
- Scientific
- Regeneration
- Cleaning
- Resilience
- Conservation
- Existence
- Intrinsic
- Spiritual
- Experiential
- Aesthetic
- Humanistic

3.2 Nature images
A concept similar to the environmental values is that of nature images that is described by Jacobs
(2007) as: “a relatively stable network of meanings and ideas that people attach to nature”. The five
different nature images that Jacobs (2007) describes are:
• image of wild nature → real nature is untouched by man, no management is best;
• image of autonomous nature→ real nature is everything that is not made by man, so in
management (which is allowed) nature should be considered before man;
• image of broad nature → real nature is everything that grows, so with respect for nature man
can use it;
• image of decorative nature→ what real nature is, is not clear but managing it for the
enjoyment of man is alright; and
• image of functional nature→ real nature does not ex clude nature that is controlled by man,
nature should be managed to benefit man.
Several other Dutch scholars have also used this concept of nature images (e.g. Dagevos et al., 2000;
Keulartz et al., 2000; Buijs et al., 2006 and de Boer, 2007) but the different nature images that are
described vary. In for example both Keulartz et al. (2000) and Buijs et al. (2007) only three nature
images are distinguished, these are the functional nature image (nature is there to serve man kind), the
wilderness nature image (the autonomy of nature is very important) and the arcadian nature image (the
history of a landscape is important). Dagevos et al. (2000) however adds two future nature images to
the three images that Keulartz et al. (2000) and Buijs et al. (2007) described, namely the technical
nature image (where the boundary between technology and nature becomes vague and no desire for
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past situations exists) and interpretive nature image (where nature is produced by its consumers and is
a compensation for society). Woerkom (2006) used three nature images just like Keulartz et al. (2000)
and Buijs et al. (2007) but replaced the functional nature image for a broad nature image in which
every thing that grows or flowers is nature and where buildings are not immediately a disturbing
factor.
Within this report I want to distinguish four nature images based on the previous mentioned
literature (Buijs et al., 2007; Buijs et al., 2006; Jacobs, 2006; Dagevos et al., 2000 and Keulartz et al.,
2000). Here follows a description of these nature images, table 3.2 is a summary of these images.
Functional
Ever since the existence of mankind, humans have used nature as a source of survival. At a certain
point people started to cultivate nature for their own benefit. This cultivation and its development have
never stopped and is the basis for a functional nature image. This nature image means that people
think of nature as a place that is there at their disposal. The value of nature thus depends on how
productive it can be, the more productive the better. The ideal picture of nature is in this case e.g. a
production forest or a large citrus plantation. Productivity and therefore the feeling that nature will
provide products is seen as an important experience in nature. This nature image is very much related
to the functional nature image of Keulartz et al. (2000), Jacobs (2007) and Buijs et al. (2007).
Wilderness
People that have a wilderness nature image only see nature as real nature when it is untouched by
men. This very narrow nature image thus means that it’s thought that nature reduces in value when the
influence of people increases. So management is out of the question, nature should be wild and natural
processes should take place. The ideal for people with a wilderness nature image are large untouched
areas like a desert or tropical rainforest. This nature image could emerge after the beginning of the
Romantic period, before that nature was often seen as something dangerous and was therefore feared.
When people enter nature they want to experience a space with distance from clear human interaction
and where no artefacts are visible. This nature image is very much related to the wild nature image of
Jacobs (2007) and the wilderness nature image of Keulartz et al. (2000) and Buijs et al. (2007). Jacobs
(2007) image of autonomous nature is also related to this wilderness nature image in that nature is not
something that is made by people but the fact that management, even when nature is considered before
people, is allowed makes that it does not fit perfectly.
Historic
A rustic landscape with for example small scale agriculture is what people imagine as valuable
nature when they have a historic nature image. Fallen trees or carcases e.g. should be cleared away
because nature should be tidy. Memories from the past may influence what people consider as nice
nature and the history of how a landscape came to existence (Buijs et al., 2007) is also important for
the valuation of nature. People have a positive association with nature and the “dark” side of nature is
banned from the view people have of nature (Dagevos et al., 2000). Nature isn’t supposed to look
messy so management should take place because people have to take care of nature, sort of to
compensate for the use of the area. Since people don’t see or don’t want to see the “dark” side of
nature this means that e.g. a dead animal or fallen tree should be removed from nature in order to keep
nature tidy. The nature experience that people expect is that the history of a landscape is recognisable,
this can also be an aspect within the landscape (e.g. also a type of farm that you know from your
youth). This nature image can best be compared with the Arcadian nature image of Buijs et al. (2007),
Dagevos et al. (2000) and Keulartz et al. (2000) and also a bit with the decorative nature image of
Jacobs (2007).
Use
The use nature image is a very broad nature image (in principle nature is everything that grows). It
means that people see nature as a source of consumer products, an area that can be used for recreation,
as something that can be beautiful when people manage it, as something that can be valuable if it is
still “untouched” by men and when natural processes can take place. So if that (what is there now) can
be protected it would be nice but nature and people will have to live together, nature and society
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should not necessarily be seen as two separate entities. An important value nature has for man is that it
provides space, space for recreation at the first place but also space for the production of consumer
goods. If people are in nature, they want to experience that there is space for them to use. The use
nature image therefore differs from the functional nature image in that the consumption of space is
most important while for the functional nature image the consumption of ‘touchable’ products is most
important. Further nature is put below man within the functional nature image while for the use nature
image both man and nature are put at more or less the same level. This nature image can best be
compared with the broad nature image of Jacobs (2007) and Woerkom (2006). A comparison can also
be made with the decorative nature image of Jacobs (2007) in that managing nature for the enjoyment
of men is alright but this should be done with respect for nature. An example of this kind of
management is the placement of a buffer species in an area this would have been the case in the
Kruger NP if the impala, a buffer species that protects other species from being caught by predators,
was introduced there. This type of management is good for the survival of certain species and is in the
same time nice for the tourist, who are able to see more species (also more predators because food is
more abundant with all these Impala around). Further certain aspects of the technical nature image of
Dagevos et al. (2000) however could also play a role, in that nature could sometimes also have some
artificial aspects e.g. a city park where a waterfall is created (the city park is not necessarily not nature
anymore because of one artificial artefact).
Within nature images you can make a distinction between three aspects (Buijs et al., 2006 and
Jacobs, 2006) namely the cognitive, normative and expressive aspect. Following Buijs et al. (2006) the
cognitive aspect is about knowing, the normative aspect about wanting and the expressive aspect about
feeling. The cognitive aspect therefore has to do with what people know, e.g. what they see as real
nature. It is not important though whether the knowledge is ecological correct or not, what people
know (right or wrong) will determine their view on nature.
How people see the relation between men and nature has to do with the normative aspect. Often
five different paradigms about the relation between men and nature are described (Colby, 1990):
• frontier economics → progress means economic growth which can be reached through the use
of natures infinite resources;
• environmental protection → environment is an economic externality, when the environment is
damaged it should be taken care of;
• resource management → the environment is economized, sustainability is an important issue
and the polluter should pay;
• eco-development → humans and nature should co-develop, pollution prevention pays of better
then letting polluters pay; and
• deep ecology → back to nature thought, people should live in harmony with nature and
(economic) growth should be avoided (which puts man under nature).
The terms ecocentric and anthropocentric are also used to describe the relation between human and
nature, Colby (1990) e.g. mentions that the first three paradigms are very strong to modified
anthropocentric while the eco-development paradigm is more seen as ecocentric. Anthropocentric
means that people are seen as the centre of life, everything only has a value if it can benefit man
(Achterberg, 1994). Ecocentric on the other hand means that people see nature as a separate entity that
can function by itself, nature has a value on its own (Achterberg, 1994). Van der Windt et al. (2007)
also used these two terms to describe the difference between nature images (they related the functional
nature image with strong anthropocentrism, the arcadian nature image with weak anthropocentric
stewardship and the wilderness nature image with ecocentrism).
The third aspect of nature images, the expressive aspect, is all about experience. What do people
feel when they are in a natural surrounding, are certain emotions important and what type of
experience do people want when they are in a (in their opinion) natural environment.
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Table 3.2 Own interpretation of the nature images on the base of Buijs et al. (2007), Buijs et al. (2006), Jacobs
(2007), van Woerkom (2006), Dagevos et al. (2000) and Keulartz et al. (2000).
→ Images
Functional
Wilderness
Historical
Use
↓ “dimensions”

What is real
nature

Everything that
grows and produces
products for
mankind

Areas/things
unspoiled by men,
natural processes
should take place

How should
nature be
treated

Nature is there for
the use of people
(+/- frontier
economic)

Hands-off, nature
works fine by itself
(+/- deep ecology)

Nature is most
valuable

If it is “productive”
for men

If people don’t
influenced it

The nature
experience

Production security

Distance from human
influence and artefacts

Ideal

Large scale
production forest,
large scale farms

Desert, ocean, tropical
rainforest
(large “untouched”
areas)

Landscapes with a
history of small
scale domestication
(tidy looking
landscapes)
People should take
care of nature
(+/- environmental
protection)
If it tells a historic
story and doesn’t
look messy
Recognition of the
passed (and
sometime current)
use of the land
Small scale farms,
“cultural nature”
(nature with a
history), city parks

Everything that grows
or is not made by man
(e.g. water or a death
tree)
With respect,
management is at
certain places
desirable (+/- ecodevelopment)
If it provides space
also for people to use
Space and sometimes
even
vastness
Every “green place”
where people can go
to (but places are
ideal for different
reasons)

Within this table every nature image is connected to a paradigm, as described by Colby (1990), that
fits best. It doesn’t mean however that e.g. deep ecology is a perfect fit with the wilderness nature
image, but from the five paradigms deep ecology comes closest because nature should be treated in a
way that man are put under nature.

3.3 Environmental values and nature images combined
Looking at the definitions of environmental values and nature images that were given in the two
previous paragraphs it is clear that there is a relation between the values and images since the
meanings people attach to nature is mentioned in both definitions. And even though environmental
values are not mentioned in one of the three aspects that Buijs et al. (2006) and Jacobs (2007)
distinguished within the nature images, the meanings and preferences people attach to nature will be
able to help determine what nature image they have. The combination of environmental values can tell
what nature image someone is likely to have, therefore table 3.3 shows the most important “relation”
between the images and values.
Functional
For this, value wise, narrow nature image the use (main) value is not surprisingly most important
because nature is there for the use of mankind. Within the use (main) value two of the three sub values
can be seen as important by people with a functional nature image namely the consumption and space
value. Nature would not be really valuable if it can not produce anything so the consumption value is
directly related. The space sub value is related with the functional image because farming is an
outdoor activity that needs soil and not a tarred area. Going one step further natural processes are
needed in order to produce products so when thinking beyond the products, the process values are
related to the functional nature image as well.
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Wilderness
Within the wilderness nature image, the natural processes are seen as very important and therefore
all three sub values (regeneration, cleaning and resilience) of the process (main) value can be
considered as important values for this nature image. Another environmental value related with the
wilderness nature image is the intrinsic value, this because nature within this image is valued for its
own qualities and not for its purpose for men. This then leads to the existence value that means that
it’s seen as most important that real nature exists, whether you can experience it or not is much less of
an issue. Knowledge of threatened nature, caused by human action, and the idea that hands-off
management (e.g. through the provision of space) could stop this bad human influence explains a
relation with the conservation value and the wilderness image. On the other hand, areas that are not
disturbed by men can be of scientific value to find out how e.g. natural processes really work. A value
for and maybe even longing to wilderness can also be a consequence of a deeper feeling that the
roughness of wilderness is how it used to be before the “modern man” existed. This is expressed by
the humanistic value. A last value that is more or less related with the wilderness image is the spiritual
value, during the Romantic period nature that was feared before was now idealist and e.g. the super
natural was a point of interest. The most important main values for this nature image are therefore at
the first place the process value and at the second place the knowledge/believe value.
Historic
Space value can be considered most important for people with a historic nature image because
they really appreciate beautiful landscapes in which you can escape from your daily life. Two other
important values are the aesthetic and consumption value. Aesthetic values because the beauty of
nature is rated as important, the more cruel things in nature are more or less denied in the historic
nature image. The consumption value is not as important as in the functional nature image but the
landscape that is created by e.g. small scale farming is valued very highly. The conservation value then
in this case is more related to the cultural heritage and landscapes but that can also mean the
conservation of specific animal or plant species that are associated with these landscapes. The
appreciation for example of rural landscapes can be caused by childhood memories and is therefore in
some cases a humanistic value. The last value related to the historic nature image is the spiritual value,
an example for something like this is a sacred forest or a Kankantri (a sacred tree under which you
often find bottles or other gifts that are sacrificed). Main values that are most related to the historic
nature image are the use and sensation value, the knowledge/believe value is related as well but at a
much lower level.
Use
This most broad nature image is related to the largest number of environmental values. The most
important environmental value is that of space, this because for the individual the ability to have space
to do outdoor activities is of great importance. So in that sense the experiential value is also high.
Consumption values though are also important because you need nature to produce certain products.
Since humans have to treat nature with respect, the conservation value (scarcity makes things more
valuable) can come in as well as the scientific value (research can help to find out what is a respectful
way of treating nature). Because nature is most valuable when people can enjoy it, the aesthetic value
could also be related to the use nature image. Further things like childhood memories of forest walks
or canoeing trips can play a role (humanistic value) just as well as the knowledge that nature has
values on it’s own (intrinsic value). With so many related values, it is not surprising that all main
values are related with the use nature image. The use and process (main) values however are most
related with this image.
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Table 3.3 The most important “relation” between the environmental values and nature images. X= most
important value for this nature image and x = value related to this nature.
→ Nature image
Functional
Wilderness
Historic
Use
↓Environmental values (main/ sub)

Use

Process

Knowledge/believe

Sensation

Consumption
Space
Scientific
Regeneration
Cleaning
Resilience
Conservation
Experiential
Intrinsic
Existence
Spiritual
Aesthetic
Humanistic

X
x
x
x
x

x
X
x
X
x
x
x
X
x
x
x

x

x
X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

3.4 Research question and expectations
In the introduction I mentioned one research question, namely: What changes occurred in the
environmental values and nature image of nature conservation volunteers during the Pretoriuskop
Kruger National Park volunteer programme and how can these changes be explained and or
understood? In the previous paragraph I introduced also that I think that nature images could possibly
be predicted by looking at the environmental values. Therefore I want to add the following more
specific question: Can you predict the nature image by looking at the combination of environmental
values that someone expresses? In the conclusion I will also go into the changes of the environmental
values and nature images separately.
My expectations concerning the environmental values is, assuming that the people who come for
the Pretoriuskop Kruger National park volunteer programme are relative uninitiated when it concerns
nature and or nature conservation, that the knowledge/believe and sensation value are most “popular”.
When the volunteers learn more about nature conservation they will probably see that it will be
difficult to conserve nature without influencing it and they might also realise that nature is very
important for the production of food and providing of space for activities that many people like.
Therefore the use value will most probably become more important in the way they look at nature.
Further people might start to appreciate nature in a different way if they know more about how nature
works (understand natural processes better), so natural processes can then play a more important role.
For the nature images I expect that during the programme the volunteers will (if they didn’t
already think this) realise more and more that it is very hard if not impossible to separate people and
nature. In the Kruger NP the tourists use nature which provides many people with a job and thus food.
Besides that, many people in Southern Africa are still directly depended on what nature brings through
agriculture but also sometimes through hunting or poaching. This means that I expect more volunteers
within the use nature image at the end of the programme then at the beginning.
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4. Methodology
The goal of this research is to explore, understand and explain the topic of environmental values
and nature images from nature conservation volunteers. The purpose of this research is not to
generalise but more to get an insiders perspective. With these goals and using a qualitative method,
this research can be seen as an interpretive research (Wageningen UR, 2006a). The total amount of
people I was able to interview is not very high so quantitative research won’t even be possible. But
that is not really a problem since qualitative research will be more appropriate for the goal set for this
research. Southwold (1999 as in Southwold & Schipper, 2008) and Angrosino (2007) both stress that
it is important to use multiple research methods in order to check the validity of the research findings.
Therefore I use interviews and observation to gather data. Using multiple research methods to be able
to increase the validity is also often called triangulation as mentioned by Angrosino (2007).

4.1 Inte rv ie ws
To find out about the environmental values and nature images of people it is good when
interviewees have the chance to explain well what they mean and that is possible within qualitative
research. Also it gives more opportunity to look into interesting and important issues that come up
during the data gathering but that were not anticipated on at first. Most of the data will therefore be
collected through semi structured interviews that ideally take place on the first day that a volunteer
arrives and on the day before the volunteer leaves again (hopefully all the volunteers following a
certain programme during a certain period will be interviewed). As a preparation for the interviews a
list will be made of all the questions/subjects that should be addressed during the interview. One of the
advantages of semi structured interviews is that the same topics are addressed in every interview,
unlike informal interviews, which makes it easier to compare those interviews (Southwold &
Schipper, 2008). Some disadvantages of interviewing are though that people have a selective and
subjective memory and besides that often try (with or without noticing it) to give socially “correct”
answers (this is also described by Baarda & de Goede, 1997). Within the list of questions I have
therefore tried to address certain issues in different ways in order to get a more reliable insight in these
subjects.
The semi structured interviews are recorded and were then literally copied into a written report
after my return to the Netherlands. In order to use this information in the report a coding system was
made, after I had a better idea of what information I got out of the answers from the interview (the
environmental main and sub values and the nature images were used as the codes), the results of the
interviews are written down in chapter 6.

4.2 Observation
Observation is something that everyone does all the time in daily life, e.g. if you tell someone a
story you try to notice whether he likes it or not. The definition of observation as a research tool by
Angrosino (2007, p. 54) is therefore: “Observation is the act of noting a phenomenon, often with
instruments, and recording it for scientific purposes”. He further stresses that observation is not
restricted by visual observations, information from all kind of sources can be used. One type of
observation is participant-observation. Pader (2006, p. 163) described participant observation as: “the
fine art of hanging out---with a difference. The difference is that an ethnographer doing participantobservation attempts to interpret observations and experiences systematically by looking for
sociocultural patterns.”.
If I want to find out what effect the experience of a volunteer program has on the environmental
values and nature images of volunteers it seems best to try to experience as much as possible what the
volunteers experience (Shehata, 2006 reasons in this same way). Since I will participate in a volunteer
programme myself it was possible to indeed do participatory observation. This means that every day
during the volunteer programme I will make field jottings during the day which will help to make the
field notes of that day in the evening. It’s most important in order to make good field notes, to work
systematically over the whole period of the fieldwork (Southwold & Schipper, 2008). There are
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several options to achieve validity of data obtained from qualitative research. Following Angrosino
(2007) there are three common used ways to achieve this validity namely: multiple observers or teams,
analytical induction and verisimilitude. The first option is not possible since I had to do the research
on my own but the second is better feasible. Analytic induction means that as soon as you recognise a
pattern you start looking for cases where this pattern is not correct. With a short research this is
difficult but it is an important method to keep in mind when you think to recognise a pattern. The third
way to ensure validity is to use the technique of verisimilitude and that is what is tried in this report.
Verisimilitude means that the report needs to be written in such a way that the reader is drawn into the
researched “world” through things like descriptive language and examples (anecdotes) this can be
reached. If the reader finds the descriptions plausible and recognizable the conclusions should follow
logically. Angrosino (2007) further mentions some issues that are important to keep in mind while
doing the research and writing the conclusion. First, like just mentioned, the conclusion must follow
logically from the information that is gathered. Further the quality of the conclusion depends on the
consistency of the research. The more credible the conclusion is to both the researched group and the
reader the better the quality. This will then also influence the relevance of the conclusion beyond this
research. And lastly it is important to keep in mind what the research report can lead to and whether
ethical issues are treated in the right way.
In chapter 5 the results of the observation are written down and in paragraph 5.2 I wrote about my
experience of writing my observations in the diary. The information that is gathered with the
observation can then be combined with the information that I get out of the interviews, this will be
done in the analysis (chapter 7).

4.3 How to ge t and order the information from the intervie ws
From the interviewees I need to find out what their environmental values and nature images are at
the beginning and at the end of the volunteer programme therefore I made two lists of questions, one
for the first and one for the second interview with a volunteer (these can be found in appendix 2). In
the first interview I start with a couple of general questions about the volunteer but in the second
interview I do not need to ask these same questions.
Environmental values
To find out about someone’s meanings and preferences that are attached to nature and natural
features, I did not have any direct questions on the interview list. Direct questions might be difficult to
answer and the answers are then also overrated more easily (Campbell & Smith, 2006). So to
determine the environmental values, questions were included in the list about the reason for joining a
nature conservation volunteer programme, what they see as the most important quality of nature and
what their favourite animal and plant is and why. Further, values can also be expressed when the
volunteers are asked about their experiences in nature.
To order the gathered information I would like to make a table following the example of table 3 in
Campbell & Smith (2006) for the environmental values, see for an example table 4.1. In the tables for
the environmental values I can note down per volunteer which values they expressed during the
interviews. Further I will also make a table with the most likely nature image per volunteer per
interview on the base of the environmental values like in table 4.1 and the combinations of
environmental values like in table 3.3 (for an example see table 4.2).
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Table 4.1 The environmental values expressed per volunteer, an example. In this table it is noted down when a
volunteer (V 1 till 2) expressed a main value during the first (1) and second (2) interview. If possible it is also
registered which environmental sub values are mentioned by the volunteers.

Use

Process

Knowledge/believe

Sensation

humanistic

aesthetic

spiritual

existence

intrinsic

experiential

conservation

resilience

cleaning

regeneration

scientific

space

consumption

→ Environmental
values

x

x
x
x
x
2
2

↓ volunteers

V1
V2
Total

1
2
1
2
1
2

Difference

X
X

x
x

x
x

X
1
2
1

x
1
2

x
1
2

x

1

X
X
X
X
2
2
0

x
x
x
x
2
2

x
x
1
1

x
x
x
1
2

X
X
X
1
2
1

x

x

x
2

1

X
X
X
X
2
2
0

1

Table 4.2 The most likely nature image based on the environmental values, an example.
↓ volunteers

V1
V2

Interview 1

Interview 2

Historic
Wilderness

Use
Use

Nature images
For the questions in the interview to determine the nature image of the volunteers I made use of
the three aspects (cognitive, normative and expressive) mentioned in the theoretical framework
chapter. The cognitive aspect is about what people know, therefore a rather direct question is asked
namely to explain what real nature is for them. At the end of the interview the volunteers were then
asked to fill in whether they see the different landscapes and aspects of the landscape in the list as real
nature, natural enough or not natural. The normative aspect is focussed on what the volunteers see as
appropriate relation between nature and people. The volunteers are therefore asked to what extend
people can use nature for economic and human development. After that volunteers have to imagine
that they are the manager of a nature area and are asked what they would do with the management of
both nature and people in certain situations. The expressive aspect is all about experiences. Therefore
questions are asked about the most beautiful and most fearful experience in nature and from the latter
also if fear influences whether they like to be in nature or not. Further the volunteers have also been
asked what they look for when they are in nature.
For the nature images it is a bit more complicated to order the information then for the
environmental values because you want to end up with preferably just one nature image per volunteer.
To do this I will keep a tally from remarks made by the volunteer during an interview pointing to a
certain nature image. Simply by counting, the dominating nature image can be determined. The table
for this looks like table 4.3. This means that from the transcripts of the interviews I will need to make
three tables. The notes from the observations will then help to explain the differences that are shown in
the tables.
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Table 4.3 The nature images expressed per volunteer, an example.
→ Nature image Functional
Wilderness
Historic
↓ volunteers

V1
V2
V3
Total

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

III
II
I
I
I
II
-

II
III
IIIII
II
IIII
IIII
2
1

x

I
I

x
x
-

Use
IIIII
IIIII
I
IIII
II
I
1
2

x
x
x
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5. The results: the diary
In this chapter I write about the results of my observation during the 3 months on the volunteer
programme. In paragraph 5.1 the people that played a role in those months will be described (for
privacy reasons their real names are not used) and in paragraph 5.2 a description is given of the
experiences during the volunteer programme.

5.1 The people
During my 3 months stay I met a large variety of people who came to the Mdluli concession for
different reasons. The people can be divided in 5 groups namely the staff, FGASA students (FGASA
stands for Field Guide Association of South Africa), film students, of course the volunteers and people
working for SA volunteering.
Staff
At the Nsikazi camp we had a kitchen staff of generally 3 to 4 people. They were first just
responsible for breakfast but later mainly for dinner, and they were also responsible for things like
cutting the grass and filling the paraffin lamps. All the time I was there, the concession manager and
safety officer (Ruan) also lived in the camp with his dog. Further of course the nannies (nickname for
the guide appointed to the volunteers) also stayed on side as it was called. The fiancé (Fourie) of one
of the nannies lived in the camp for 2 months while I was there, he was one of the guides for the
company that the volunteers worked for and he trained local people to become a guide. When he left, a
camp manager was appointed. Ryan moved to Nsikazi as soon as he became camp manager. The
kitchen staff lived in tents just like all the FGASA students, film students and volunteers but the other
staff lived in a sort of wooden cabin. The 3 different nannies will be introduced next. Since there was a
rule that there always needed to be a rifle in the Nsikazi camp, Simon would come if the concession
manager and Fourie were not on site for the night. Simon is a Shangaan from almost 70 who only
speaks Tsonga and Zulu but who is very good at his job.
Juanita
When I arrived Juanita was the person involved with guiding the volunteers. She is 25 year old
from Pretoria who had her FGASA level 1 and a BSc in ecotourism. Before, she had worked as a
guide for a very luxurious lodge on another concession in the Kruger. During her BSc she had also
been involved with a lion census research for a couple of months in the Kruger. The first 4 weeks of
my stay she was hired by Wild Kruger Safaris but after a meeting with SA volunteering she was hired
by SA volunteering. Two weeks later though she gave a 24 hour notice because promises were already
broken by SA volunteering. Juanita was very knowledgeable and the volunteers learned a lot from her
about mammals and birds. The general opinion was that thanks to her the volunteers stayed even
though they were disappointed with the programme.
Karen
SA volunteering now had to find a replacement for Juanita in just a couple of days and that’s when
they hired Karen who heard about this only 2 or 3 days before she had to start. Karen a 25 year old
from Pretoria had studied conservation and did some guiding in a private game reserve. She didn’t
have a FGASA level 1 yet but was busy studying for it and she was studying zoology part time. She
was told by SA volunteering that she would have time to study but that time appeared to be very
limited once she had started. She got along with most of the volunteers, just not with Clair and Ron
(but then she was told to have to work with 18-30 year olds). Karen was shown around at the
concession by the volunteers and sometimes when we needed a rifle also by Fourie. The problem was
that she wasn’t prepared or educated well for this job, which was a frustration for her as well as for the
volunteers. SA volunteering got informed about the problem and gave her a 24 hour notice 2 weeks
and a day after she had started.
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Miriam
The day after Karen was fired we met Miriam, a 35 year old from KwaZulu Natal. She was asked
a couple of days earlier if she wanted to step in for at least 6 weeks. Miriam had done work for SA
volunteering before and was very experienced in this kind of job. The volunteers again showed her
around on the concession (all volunteers except for me had arrived only 2 days earlier than Miriam).
Miriam had her FGASA levels 1 and 2 and knew how to handle a rifle but did still need a rifle
handlings license. She told the volunteers a lot about tracking which makes drives without animal
sightings much more interesting because there are still stories to tell that do not just involve flora
(which doesn’t interest everyone). Because the volunteers were so enthusiastic about Miriam SA
volunteering asked Miriam to stay on the job and she agreed on that.
FGASA students
Every first Monday of the month a new group of FGASA students arrived for a 28 day course
provided by Wild Kruger Safaris. This course was a FGASA level 1 course which means that the
people who passed it could start working as a field guide on open game vehicles. A large variety of
people from different countries came to do the course, some people did it as a holiday while others
seriously wanted to become a field guide. In the first month there was a group of (at the beginning) 14
students, only a couple of these students were serious about following the course and 3 people even
stopped with the course after some time. In the second month it was only a group of 6 students, 4 of
them liked to party but they were all determined to pass the course. In the third month it was a group
of 11 students, not all of them wanted to do the practical assessment or final exam but they were all
very interested and serious in class. During this course the students had to do a written test every
week, a 3 day bush first aid course and at the end they had to do a practical assessment.
Film students
Approximately every 2 months a group of film students arrived. They were sent by a company that
provides a 4 week course in wildlife filming and that has arranged a contract with Wild Kruger Safaris
to provide the accommodation and food, a classroom and several day trips into the Kruger. This group
usually didn’t fit very well in the group of FGASA students and volunteers partly because they were
the ones complaining most about e.g. cold food or the broken swimming pool. The first group though
got on rather well which was thought to have to do with the fact that most of them were South
Africans which meant that they didn’t expect to make movies about things that you will never be able
to film in just the 5 filming days they had. The second group was much more international and with
that also came the high expectations of wildlife sightings. The company that sends these students, sort
of bought a couple of tents where the film students could stay. These were the tents with the best view
but when it rained a lot, it was a very muddy path from the main tent to their tents.
Volunteers
And then the most important group, the volunteers. Every first Monday of the month a new group
of volunteers came to stay either 4, 8 or 12 weeks. The volunteers were sent by a company that had
also arranged a contract with Wild Kruger Safaris for accommodation and they first paid for a guide of
Wild Kruger Safaris to guide the volunteers full time but later they hired their own person for that.
Next follows a description of all the different volunteers.
Noa
Noa is a 27 year old airhostess from Germany that has a contract of 8 months every year and
therefore decided to do volunteer work for 3 months (to fill up the 4 months of not working). She liked
the work but hated the lack of structure within Wild Kruger Safaris. She had expected to work on
ongoing research projects but since these did not exist, it was mainly manual labour that had to be
done like e.g. fixing roads. The term German precision was applicable because she was always ready a
few minutes before we had to leave and expected everyone to be that punctual.
Ian
Ian is a 21 year old German who had some spare time because he couldn’t finish his social year in
the army due to an injury. It was the first time for him in South Africa and he had hoped to work with
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the local community more than what we did during the month that he stayed (even though it was
planned, we didn’t even go to the orphanage once because we heard the exact date too late to shift
things around). Next study year he planned to start a study in political science. On the car his favourite
spot was at the back row and especially not at the drivers’ seat because driving a Landrover on the
concession was not his hobby because of the maximum speed and the shifting between the high and
low gearing. Further he also wasn’t a very talkative guy, he didn’t ask many questions during the
drives and before dinner he often sat in front of his tent reading.
Jenn
Jenn is a 18 years old and from England who will start an economics related study in London next
study year. Her stepmother is South African and that’s why Jenn has been in South Africa rather
regularly. But because they have a house in Cape Town she has mostly been around in the Cape,
which is also where she was the last month. The 3 months before that, Jenn has been on an overland
tour from Malawi to South Africa (Johannesburg). The reason for her to do this volunteer programme
is that she wanted to experience the Africa that the standard tourists don’t experience (Interview with
Jenn). During her 2 months stay she was my tent buddy. Jenn had a lot of contact with the FGASA
students.
Clair
Clair is the 53 year old wife of Ron. Originally she is from England but now she and her husband
live in Italy. This is the second time that they do a volunteer programme like this, the last time they
were in the Addo Elephants NP in the Cape. They are well travelled throughout Africa. Especially for
a tourist she has a lot of knowledge already about the plant and animal live in South Africa. Her
special interest is in birds. Clair is very disappointed that the programme is so different from what you
could read from the information that we got before we came. They had even applied for a project with
the same description but then at another place and with more luxurious tents but a week before they
left they got an e-mail saying that the project had moved to the Mdluli concession.
Ron
Ron is an 80 year old Italian who has lived in England for most of his working life. He is used to
have a leading position in a hotel chain business and that is something that you notice with all the
work we did. He likes to be in charge. The amount of manual labour is more then he would like and he
also is very disappointed in the project. He tried to get compensation for the fact that the programme
was supposed to be different and when this didn’t work he and his wife left a week early after a 7
week stay.
Kate
Kate is a 24 year old person from Switzerland who lives in Zurich city. In her daily life she works
as a doctor’s assistant and her month trip to here is meant as a holiday. This is her first time in
Southern Africa and after the volunteering her uncle and aunt will pick her up for a trip to Cape Town.
Because of her bad English her tent buddy (Suzan) and John have to do a lot of translating for her.
This is also why she has most contact with them but during the month she started to speak more and
more with other people in English as well.
Suzan
This 21 year old from Munich, Germany, studies veterinarian medicines. This is the first time for
her in South Africa and she decided to do a month of volunteering because she wanted to do
something different from studying this period. She chose for South Africa because of the nice pictures
and enthusiastic stories of her brother. From the volunteer work she hopes that it will involve some
veterinary things as well. Her English is better than that of Kate and she has more contact with the
other people. Also she is very involved, asking questions and actively participating in the sort of
classes that we sometimes had. Suzan had quite a lot of contact with the FGASA students.
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John
John is a 19 year old Swiss from the district of Zurich. He has a gap year now and will start an IT
study next study year. He is a member of the scouts. John often had to translate for Kate (just like
Suzan) because he understood English rather well, it just took him some time before he also spoke
more English with other people. He found a scorpion in his bed at the first night that he was at Nsikazi
and that made him very weary for things in his bed for the rest of the month. Further he had no
interest in birds while the volunteers were taught “a lot” about birds and their calls.
Rose
Rose, 30 years old was born in Zimbabwe, lived in Swaziland for a couple of years and then
moved to Australia when she was about 6. She worked in South Africa for the last two years and has
also been in the bush quite regularly which made her more knowledgeable and experienced then the
average volunteer when it concerned the bush. She had planned to stay for two months to gain more
experience in the bush because she had an off year from work in which she wanted to figure out if she
wanted to stay in South Africa or go back to Australia. Rose had a lot of contact with the FGASA
students. When Karen got fired Rose decided to leave as well and travel around instead (with one of
the FGASA students she had met).
Mary
A 40-45 year old volunteer from Germany that wanted to stay a month and would then go to
another volunteer project, one focussed on vervet monkeys and after that she would do an overland
tour through different countries in Southern Africa. Because her passport got stolen on the third day of
her stay she decided to go back to Germany to arrange a new one from there. Mary didn’t have faith at
all in the fence around the Nsikazi camp and also the idea of scorpions in bed (John warned her for
that) put her off a bit. She talked, about this and her fear for a dam close to the camp (already called
‘Brokendam’) to break, a lot with Scot and Peter.
Scot
Scot is an about 21 year old German who is a driver in the army at this moment but who wants to
study something like mathematics next study year. This was his first time in South Africa and he
stayed 2 months (only 4 weeks together with me). A couple of days after he returned to Germany he
had to start working again which gave some tension in the first week because he got his drivers licence
stolen. His English was good so it didn’t take long to have also contact with non Germans even though
he preferred speaking German (sometimes if there were 3 Germans at a table and you were the only
non German they would start speaking German).
Peter
Peter is a 20 year old German who has a gap year now. He had worked with children with a
disability and that’s why he thought about becoming a teacher for disabled children. A couple of years
ago he had been on a safari in Kenya but this was his first time in South Africa. His mother is a vet so
he has been in contact with animals a lot and that is what he really likes. He had planned to stay in
South Africa for 2 months but he thought about adding one more month in order to do a FGASA level
1 course.
The people working for SA volunteering
SA volunteering is a company, based in the Western Cape, that ‘provides’ volunteer programmes.
They also have a contract with a German company which arranges a lot of German volunteers
(German and Swiss people are not allowed to book direct via SA volunteering even though this would
save the volunteers about 700 euros for the first month and about 300 euros for the second and third
month).
Kurt
Kurt is a 25 years old South African from the Cape who works for SA Volunteering. He came
twice for a couple of nights to Nsikazi camp to see how everything was going and to arrange things
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that were needed like more cooperation from Wild Kruger Safaris for the building of the so called
volunteer tent and to buy materials for the research project that had to be set up.
Paul
Paul is the 23 year old brother of Kurt and also works for SA volunteering. He is the project
manager and is responsible for all the contacts between the people that want to do volunteer work and
SA volunteering. Paul came twice to the concession but stayed at Nkambeni and only visited the
volunteers for a couple of hours during his stay.
David
And then we had David, he was called ‘the scientist’. His job was to set up the research that was
planned on the concession but to get some practical knowledge of the bush he also followed the
FGASA course. David is a 25 year old MSc in biology from England. He works for a British company
in close cooperation with SA volunteering.

5.2 Tree months as a volunteer
This paragraph will start with more general descriptions of the live at the Nsikazi camp and the
writing of the diary and then the experiences on the volunteer programme are described per month. For
every month I start to write about the first day of the arrival of the new volunteers, then the general
weather conditions during that month are described, followed by what we did during the bush craft
course. Then the work and related ‘events’ followed by the nature and non working ‘events’ are
described and then it finishes with the health issues in that month.
A normal day at Nsikazi
At the Nsikazi camp breakfast is served at 7.00. The first month this was arranged by the kitchen
staff but after that the volunteers, FGASA students and film students had breakfast duty (two by two).
After breakfast the fluid levels of the Landrovers needed to be checked. The FGASA students then left
at around 7.30 to 7.40 in order to be at mainlodge (where they had class) at 8.00. The volunteers left at
8.00 from Nsikazi to where ever they were ‘needed’. At 12.00 everyone (except for the kitchen staff
from Nsikazi) came to Nkambeni for a warm lunch (for people with a large appetite the portions were
usually too small). At 13.00, class would start again for the FGASA students and the volunteers then
left Nkambeni again for the afternoon activity. Between 16.00 and 17.00 everyone was usually back at
Nsikazi. During the first month we had pickup duty for dinner which meant that we had to leave
Nsikazi at around 17.00 and drive the more or less 16 km to Nkambeni (at officially a maximum speed
of 30km/h) and back to fetch dinner from the kitchen there. Dinner was served at 19.00 but after the
first group of film students arrived it became 19.30 for about 6 weeks. Before dinner (from 17.00 to
19.00) was the time that the generator was on, during these two hours only a small amount of plugs
was available for everyone living in the camp. By the time dinner was finished it was completely dark
and it didn’t take long before most people were tired and went to bed. Most of the time it was only a
group of the film students that stayed up until (a for there very late) 00.00. For me the work started
when I got back to the tent because there I wrote my diary in the light of my flashlight.
The rules at Nsikazi
After arrival at Nsikazi you get told what the normal routine is in the camp and what you can and
can not do. Students and volunteers are only allowed to drive the Landrovers in low gearing when on
the dirt roads (officially even only in the forth gear) and on the tar road the Landrover had to be put in
high gearing. The car had to be washed twice a week and especially before entering the Kruger for a
game drive a clean car was important. No alcohol was allowed before driving. Further we were not
allowed to just take a car to drive around at the concession. Leaving the camp on foot is also strictly
forbidden because the camp is in a big five area. The bar in the camp was supposed to be only open
between 17.00 and 19.00 and a barman (one of the students or volunteers) had to run it but soon it
became self service (the bar bill had to be paid weekly). If you would find a snake or some other
dangerous animal, Ruan or Fourie had to be notified immediately. Also we were advised not to walk
on your own through the camp when it was dark because the fence doesn’t stop for example leopard
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from coming in and a flashlight after sunset was a necessity because of the possibility to step on
scorpions or snakes. Another advice that was given was to check your bed before going in because of
scorpions but sometimes also snakes like to lie in a warm dark spot.
Writing the diary
During the 12 weeks that I stayed at the Mdluli concession I had to write a diary which is
something I usually never do. The planning was to write something on my laptop every evening but
with the lack of electricity this didn’t work. Especially during the first 8 weeks I was among other
people 24/7. The most privacy that I had was in my tent. In the last 4 weeks I had this tent for myself
which I considered a privilege by then. Every evening before I went to sleep I wrote in the diary with
the light of my flashlight. I tried to work with a paraffin lamp in the tent but that didn’t work very well
because a whole cloud appeared in the tent when I did that which smelled very unhealthy. For my
torch though I had to buy lots of spare batteries because I needed to change the batteries very
regularly. In the end I even bought a headlight with LED lights which was much more efficient with
the batteries. After a hard day of work in the field it happened that I was very tired and fell asleep on
top of my diary or it happened that I tried to read something the next day and didn’t understand what I
had written down anymore. One night when I was writing in my diary I noticed that something walked
on my diary, I almost slapped it off but something told me to look what it was first. It appeared to be a
scorpion. When the scorpion was at a right spot I crushed it with my diary (you can still see the mark
of it). After that I checked what kind of scorpion it was, I didn’t know the type but I could see that it
was a venomous one.
From the whole diary now I noticed that I didn’t write much about things that were not planned
well in the last month mainly. This could be because I got used to the whole not planning culture but it
could well be also as a consequence that less people around me complained about things. The term
T.I.A. though was used throughout the 12 weeks there. T.I.A. which means This Is Africa is used to
point to something that isn’t planned well (if for example a night drive is planned but can’t happen
because there is no spotlight, you can say T.I.A.).
After these 12 weeks it was very nice that I didn’t need to write every night anymore since I
started to dislike it more and more because it was something that I had to do even though I would
much rather have gone to sleep as soon as I was in my tent. In order to remember the day I would just
start writing about the events of the day in a chronological order and when it was possible I wrote
down remarks from people in my notebook (that I brought with me in the field) that I immediately
thought of as a good fit for an environmental value.
5.2.1 The first month
After arrival at the airport in Nelspruit I looked for someone from SA volunteering but couldn’t
find that person. After some time someone asked me if I was looking for someone from SA
volunteering, they were looking for the same person but couldn’t find him either. This is how I met
Clair and Ron. Clair also asked Ian if he was looking for SA volunteering and so the 4 of us were at
the airport waiting for our transfer. After a while we found out that there was someone with a piece of
paper with our names but the name of
the company was different namely Wild
Kruger Safaris. On the list with names
was also a Marius Bauer who should
have been on the same flight as Ian and
me. After a call to the office our driver
found out that it shouldn’t have been
Marius Bauer but Jenn Miller, knowing
this Ron located Jenn within the minute
which meant that we could finally leave
the airport. At main lodge we met
Juanita, Noa (who was there for 9 weeks
already) and two FGASA students for
Figure 5.1 The ’Fat Lady’
this month’s course. We then loaded our
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luggage on the Fat Lady (the nickname for the Landrover of the volunteers because the engine wasn’t
as powerful as it should be, see figure 5.1) and drove to Nsikazi camp. On our way there Jenn asked
Noa if she liked it here but Noa was not very enthusiastic, she was happy that she only needed to stay
another 3 weeks and not longer like all the new people. Later Noa explained that she did like the work
that the volunteers had to do, mainly manual labour, but that it had been raining a lot and it annoyed
her that nothing was planned properly. Noa and Juanita often use the term T.I.A. and introduced it to
the new group of volunteers and the term was quickly used by everyone in the group.
The weather
With temperatures usually between the 20 and 30 degrees Celsius the temperature was fine (but
then of course it was summer). It was in the middle of the rain season so there was often overcast and
also rain and thunderstorms, this caused the camp to be very muddy and thus slippery at many places.
At the end of the month we were not allowed to park the cars within the fence from the camp anymore.
A sign pamphlet was hung up saying: “Please park outside, mud wallow in the making”. During the
night the temperature didn’t drop too much so in the evenings no one needed to wear something warm.
The bush craft course
The booklet for the bush craft course, that SA volunteering was supposed to provide to Juanita,
hadn’t arrived yet (even though the project ran for at least 3 months already) so she tried to teach us
some bush craft things from the FGASA level 1 handbook. In the end we only learned something
about navigation with the stick method and through stars for the course. Something was mentioned
about water collection but this was limited to the theory only. The bush first aid that was supposed to
be a part of the bush craft course appeared to be a separate 3-day course which was in the third week
of our stay (you did receive a first aid certificate for this that is valid for 3 years). The volunteers did
this first aid course together with the FGASA students. During day 1 of the course, 2 of the FGASA
students left the course because they couldn’t stand the teacher (Ed). Ed managed to shock many
people with all the pictures and short movies that he showed from accidents and animal attacks, other
people loved the way he teaches because according to them it wasn’t as boring as most first aid
courses. His most important message: “Safety is a lifestyle”, did get through to everyone though. One
of the stories that Ed told us was about a ranger that, only a month or so ago, that was dragged out of
his tent and got killed by a lion when he was sleeping in a tent that he had left open. At the last day we
had to ask if we could do the exam because he had doubts whether we had been interested but after we
had done the exam on a voluntary basis he was very happy with the result. I was, like most of the other
people, disappointed in the lack of practise we had for example for CPR. Another thing that was sort
of part of the bush craft course was the so called snake talk. This meant that a snake handler would
come with some snakes (rock python, puff adder, cape cobra, mozambique spiting cobra, black
mamba and a boomslang) to have a talk about them for the FGASA students and the volunteers could
join. At the end of the second week, the snake handler came and the film students thought that would
be a nice thing to film so at least 6 cameras were focussed on the snake handler when he told us about
the different venoms of the snakes etc. and showed us the snakes (except for the Black Mamba
because he thinks it’s irresponsible to get that one out of it’s cage). Thanks to the film students many
people hadn’t been able to concentrate well on the snake talk and after only two to three quarters of an
hour the talk was finished.
The work and related ‘events’
At the first day of our arrival we heard that the list of possible activities for the volunteers wasn’t
correct. Certain things from the list were not even allowed in the Kruger (like helping a vet) and there
were no ongoing research projects that we could work on at the moment because those still had to be
set up and SANParks still needed to give permission for this. To make up for this, Juanita asked us to
make a list with things that we wanted to do or what we were interested in. Ron mentioned that he
would like to know more about the economics of the concession. Other things mentioned were spoor,
birds, small mammals and frog catching. These things were not really work related so Juanita tried to
deal with those things during the drives or when we didn’t have any work.
On the first workday for the new volunteers it was our job to lock the coordinates of the
concession boundaries in the GPS. For most of the people it was the first time they had to work with a
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GPS so Juanita explained first how this locking of coordinates works. To lock all the boundaries we
first had to drive on the concession which gave everyone a better idea of the area that we were in and
after that we drove along the fence on the outside of the Kruger to lock those border corners. It wasn’t
possible to do this from inside the concession because the water level of the Nsikazi river was to high
to cross it. While we were busy with this work we saw for example Dwarf Mongoose that triggered
people to say things like: “see how nice they are playing” and “cute little baby”. We also saw Impala
which was for Ian the first time to see them, Juanita therefore told us something about them. Clair then
mentioned that: “even if you see them a lot they are still beautiful”, at the end of the day though she
said that it was the Painted Reed Frog that we spotted that was the highlight of the day.
During this month, usually the planned activity for the day didn’t happen because other things
came up or it was just not possible. Something that came up once for example was that a car got stuck,
they needed another car to tow them out or otherwise material to dig them out. In the end we couldn’t
get close enough to tow so branches were cut and put in the ‘holes’ that were dug to get some grip on
the soil. With some manpower pushing the volunteers became muddy but we got the car out. At
another occasion, we had planned to do some hippo breathing monitoring (checking how long the
hippo’s stayed under water on average) but when we arrived none of the 3 hippo’s that were often
there could be found in the dam. Once we had started the activity, namely the fence patrol that had to
be done to see if there were holes in the fence (often made by poachers), but after maybe half a
kilometre along the fence we got terribly stuck. First we tried to do some digging but it was so wet that
the car sunk in even worse and now the chassis was on the ground. We called someone to come and
tow us out but that landy (as we often called the Landrovers) almost got stuck as well so heavier
material was needed. An excavator came and within no time he had pulled us out. Since there was no
other road to check the fence (the road on the outside of the Kruger was further away from the fence)
we went on a game drive at the concession.
At a routine drive on the concession to check for example for roads that needed to be fixed, we
crossed the Nsikazi river because the river water level hadn’t been this low for a long time but when
we crossed it we almost got stuck. On the other side of the river we drove along the fence and found a
carcass there. Juanita called Ruan to check it out because she wasn’t sure if it was killed by animals or
maybe by a poacher. When Ruan arrived with his dog he told that from the carcass and the way that
his dog reacted it must have been an african wild dog kill. Also he found spoor and explained to us
that he could see from the spoor that the Impala was chased into the fence by the african wild dog and
then killed. On the way back to the camp we almost got stuck again while crossing the river. In the
evening when we discussed what the highlight
of the day was Noa, Ian and Jenn mentioned the
almost getting stuck experience in the Nsikazi
river, Clair really liked the ‘daggaboys’ we had
seen in the river and Juanita and I liked the
african wild dog kill most. For Juanita this was
because she is very fond of african wild dog and
for me it was because I found it very interesting
to see how you could tell the story of the kill
from the spoor that we found. A couple of days
later after we got back from the dam where we
couldn’t find the hippo’s, we ran into one of the
guides from Wild Kruger Safaris. He told
Juanita in Afrikaans that he had just found a
group of 4 african wild dog (see figure 5.2) on
the concession. After he had explained her Figure 5.2 African wild dog
where the wild dog were, Juanita Ferrari safaried
(driving very fast with a game vehicle) to the rock where they were supposed to be. And we were
lucky because they were still there so we parked the car on the rock and just watched the dogs for a
while. In the mean time one other car also arrived (with people form the staff). After a while the dogs
got up, checked the cars (meaning that they were only a meter or 2 away from us) and then lied down
right in front of the car. Because the wild dogs were so close by we could also smell them, we talked
about how that smell could be described and the conclusion was a combination of sweat and sour milk
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so not a very pleasant smell. Juanita told all about the wild dogs while we were still busy making
pictures and films. Several people (but especially Clair and Jenn) thought of the wild dog different
now, first they thought of wild dog as ugly animals but now they saw their beauty. Someone
mentioned the nice big ears. (To me this sounded very familiar because the first time I saw wild dog I
thought they looked ugly and after reading more about them I started to really appreciate them and
now I think they are beautiful in their own strange way.)
The Mdluli Concession was situated in the most wet area of the Kruger NP and this caused
problems with many of the roads at the concession. Besides that it was said that it had rained more
then average this year and even in the Kruger NP certain bridges were flooded and at the end of the
month and beginning of the next month at least a part of the dirt roads in the Kruger NP was closed.
For the volunteers this meant that there was a lot of work to do on the roads to make or keep them
accessible. Road maintenance meant that gullies had to be dug along and sometimes across the road,
holes had to be filled and sometimes a gabion needed to be dug. During this manual labour one person
was assigned to do the so called “cat scan” this meant that you positioned yourself at the game vehicle
and that you had to scan the area for any possible danger, cats but also for example hippo’s or buffalo.
Other manual labour that the volunteers had to do was to eradicate lantana (destroy as many
lantana as possible), this is an exotic invasive species in the Kruger NP and along the fences of the
Mdluli concession you could find a lot of lantana bushes. To get the plants out, all the branches were
cut of and then the roots were dug out to avoid the plant to re-grow. The branches and roots were then
just thrown over the fence. You had to work carefully with this plant because of the little thorns it has
on the stems as well as on the leaves. Before starting the work the area needed to be checked in order
to avoid dangerous situations with wildlife, on one occasion when Juanita checked behind a lantana
bush she heard hissing. This could very well have been the warning of a puff adder (one of the most
common snakes in South Africa and also the snake that causes the most snake bites for humans) so we
quickly left that site and went to another lantana bush.
Another plant at the concession that needed attention was the sicklebush, this plant with its spikes
could cause punctures on the car tires but also injuries for tourists if a branch would swing into an
open game vehicle. Therefore it was our task as volunteers to prune this plant along the roads as soon
as they seemed to hang to much on and above the roads. During this first month we needed to do this
only once. The procedure to do this was to simply drive past the sicklebush to prune it which meant
that no one needed to get out of the car.
At the end of the month the permission for the research project came so in the third week of our
stay we started with the setting up of a biodiversity research project. For this we had to set out a 20 by
20m square within a 50 by 50m square (this was done by placing droppers at every corner with a red
and white ribbon around it). A pitfall trap had to be placed on one side of the 20 by 20m square. This
pitfall trap is a strait line (of 20m) with a bucket dug in every 4m and sheeting placed between the
buckets. The idea of a pitfall, that little mammals and insects walk into the sheeting and then follow
the sheeting till they drop in one of the buckets, was explained by David who had come with Kurt to
start up the research project. Placing the pitfall traps meant that we had to work further then 40m away
from the car and therefore we needed to have a rifle with us (this was mostly Simon or Fourie). Before
the end of the month we managed to finish 2 sites with pitfall and at a third site the pitfall still needed
to be placed. After we had placed the first site, Ron mentioned that he felt we had finally done
something useful for the first time in 3 weeks.
At the Nsikazi camp the so called volunteer tent was under construction but the building went very
slow and the floor of the tent was very muddy because there was no drainage system. Noa and I helped
twice with the painting of some of the walls but this wasn’t very rewarding to do since the colour of
the paint was almost the same as the colour of the concrete which was sometimes even still wet when
we had to paint over it. Ron also thought out a drainage system for the tent so a couple of times we all
have been busy to dig drainage lines, to fill those with gravel and then to cover that with plastic
sheeting which then was covered again with sand. Ron was clearly in charge when we were doing this
and he really wanted everyone to listen to him (not everyone appreciated the way he did that).
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Nature and the non working ‘events’
The volunteers were told that we would have 1 or 2 walks and 2 nightdrives (actually more sunset
drives because it was before dinner) a week. Noa immediately told us that she didn’t believe that
because till now there hadn’t been many walks and drives partly because of the high grass that makes
the walks rather dangerous and it causes that you don’t see much during a nightdrive. Besides that the
planning was so bad that there was hardly ever a spot light available for us, the ‘normal’ tourists were
seen as more important than the people at Nsikazi. In the second week of this month though we had
our first real night/sunset drive and first walk. Ron couldn’t join the walk because of his age, the rule
in South Africa is that if you’re over 55 you need a proof of good health of your doctor. We went on
the walk with Fourie as our first riffle and Simon as our second riffle. During the 1 hour walk Fourie
often stopped to show us something and to talk about that. Everyone could join the night/sunset drive
that was on the same day but as predicted we didn’t see much (just a nightjar, shrub hare and a barn
owl). The sunset was very beautiful though. Jenn said: “It’s very pretty with the sun like this” (with
it’s: meaning the sour veld), Juanita a bit later said: “Look how beautiful that is” (pointing at the sun)
and Clair agreed fully with this. On another night/sunset drive we saw hippos in a dam. Jenn then said:
“They are so cute” at which Clair bluntly said: “Maybe not really the right animal to consider cute”
(this since the hippo is considered as a very dangerous animal, causing more accidents and deaths then
e.g. lions or rhino). During this month we had a couple of similar drives (sometimes with guides from
Wild Kruger Safaris) and also the walks were similar to the first one even though we walked every
time on different parts of the concession. Only 1 walk was a bit different, the temperature was rather
high and Fourie was not feeling very well just like Jenn and then during the walk both Clair and Ian
got stung by wasps which meant that only Simon, Juanita and me came back feeling just fine.
One evening at the beginning of the month we heard a lion relatively close to the camp. This was
reason enough to go for a sudden late afternoon drive. We tried to locate the lion by its sounds but
didn’t succeed. We did however see hippo’s and a sundown that was described by several people as
beautiful.
From the form that the volunteers got before arrival from SA volunteering everyone had
understood that we would (if possible) have a townday every week in Hazyview (the nearest place
with a mall) but soon we found out that we could only go once every two weeks and that it was in a
mall in Nelspruit because Hazyview wasn’t safe enough for tourists. This meant that things like
checking e-mail could also only be done once every two weeks so contact with the outside world was
rather difficult especially because the cell phone reception wasn’t very good either.
When we saw a baboon troop in the first week of my stay, Juanita told about baboon mothers that
sometimes carry around their dead baby. She said that this looks very emotional but that she doubts if
baboons really have emotions. Ron was determined that animals have emotions and argued that
motherly instinct is a sort of emotion. Clair agreed with him and then went on about human family
relations.
Juanita told at a certain moment that there were plans for a theme park in the Kruger NP. Clair,
Ron and Jenn thought this was very stupid: “The Kruger NP is to watch animals and not to visit a
theme park”. They mentioned that it was very American to build something like a theme park. Jenn
said to me a couple of days later: “How the hell can they think about a theme park in the Kruger, just
imagine the noise pollution”.
Driving the landy was also an event on itself, everyone with a drivers license was allowed to drive
the landy after Juanita had seen your driving skills. Noa didn’t like to drive, Jenn didn’t have a drivers
license yet and Ron didn’t want to drive anymore. So it was Ian, Clair and me from the new volunteers
that could drive. Ian though found out after a couple of times that he didn’t enjoy the driving just like
Noa. He hated to change from low to high gearing and vice versa (Juanita hardly ever had trouble
doing that but the volunteers all had a little bit trouble with it) and besides that the speed of only
30km/h was not his thing. Clair and I really enjoyed driving.
Once every two weeks we did a full day drive in the Kruger NP. The gates opened at 5.30 this
month so we tried to enter the park not long after that so we left the camp at around 5.15 when it was
still rather dark. The first Kruger day was at the Saturday of the second week, for Jenn and Ian this
was the first time in the Kruger NP (if you see the concession separately). We saw several animals
(impala, giraffe, warthog and kudu) and Ian saw his first elephant. Also we had a lion sighting but
because they were sleeping (as they do 22 hours a day) rather far away from the road, you could only
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see their ears so it wasn’t considered a very good sighting. During the day remarks were made (mainly
by Clair, Jenn and Juanita) about how sweet, cute or beautiful certain animals are (giraffe, elephant,
birds etc.). Juanita then also mentioned when we saw warthog that they are also nice because of their
‘lekker’ meat, I had to agree with that but the others seem to think of it more as a funny looking
animal. Also when we saw kudu I would sometimes make a remark that they are nice for the biltong
but even after Ian tried the biltong he didn’t make similar remarks. When we saw an elephant that
seemed to have stomach problems and even farted, Jenn said: “He looks so sad”. The second Kruger
day was on the last Saturday of the month, during the morning the most remarkable thing we saw was
an elephant with a large cut in his trunk that was clearly caused by a snare. After lunch we went to the
Kruger gate to watch the water level of the Sabie river and the statue of Paul Kruger. Earlier that day
we had already seen a flooded bridge and the
Sabie river was also flooded, one road along the
river was partly flushed away. After that we
saved a chameleon that walked on the road. Not
much further we suddenly spotted lions that
walked towards the road. 4 Lions (1 male, 3
female) walked on the road and then suddenly a
group of cubs came from out of the bush (see
figure 5.3). Remarks were made like, “How
beautiful” and “It’s so cute” and Clair was
clearly very excited making the following
comments: ”O how nice”, “Well spotted”, “Isn’t
it beautiful” and “The sun is nice behind us”
(meaning that the light was good for making
pictures). Not long after this sighting when we
drove at a dirt road Juanita suddenly said: “O
you guys are so lucky!”. We thought there was a
black rhino or leopard but when we drove back Figure 5.3 Lions
we saw it was a honey badger. This special
animals is very rare to see, it was Juanita’s third or forth time she saw one. Back in the camp the first
thing that everyone told about to the FGASA and film students was the lion sighting. This had been
the highlight of the day for most people but I liked the honey badger most because I’d never seen one
in the wild and I’d heard interesting stories about that animal.
The weekend in between these two Kruger trips Clair had arranged for those who wanted to have
an overnight in the Kruger. Because there weren’t as many animals during the Kruger drive as
expected, Clair decided that we would go more to the north because she and Ron had seen many
animals there last year (even though the south of the Kruger is known for having the highest density of
animals in the Kruger). She had rented a car and together with Ron, Ian, Noa and me we went into the
Kruger for 2 nights. On the way to the rest camp we saw many elephants, some giraffe and a bataleur,
if we past impala we often didn’t even mention it anymore because there are so many of them.
Remarks were made though about how sweet the impala are. Then only a couple of kilometres from
the rest camp we noticed that a couple of cars was standing still on the road, when we came closer we
could see 3 male lions lying next to the road. We also pulled over there and watch the lions for some
time. Together we concluded that they are very boring animals because they’re only lying all the time
and seemed oblivious to all the attention they got. When we drove of, a few hundred metres further
some cars had stopped again. It was lions again. This time there was also a young lion and a female
lion that was lying down with her paws on the tar road. A 300m further we spotted a ground hornbill.
Clair really likes those birds because they are very special and endangered. She also became very
angry at someone from the car in front of us because he came out of the car which caused the hornbills
to fly off. We then also talked about the secretary birds which Noa had seen before our group had
arrived, she hadn’t realised that it’s very special to see those. Clair would really like to see them again
because she thought of them as special, rare and beautiful. Later that weekend we had a discussion
about getting out of the car in the Kruger NP, this is strictly forbidden unless there is a sign which tells
you that you can get out on your own risk. All of us were surprised therefore about the amount of
people that just ignores this rule. The guy for instance at the ground hornbill sighting had just past
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lions on the road and then got out of his car. We concluded that people wouldn’t do such stupid things
if they had had a bush first aid course from Ed like we had. One morning drive, when Ron didn’t come
along, we spotted a hyena with 2 cubs. When we spotted them they were just lying there but after
some time they became more active and the 2 cubs started playing. Noa and Clair made all kind of
remarks like: “O, how sweet”, “They are playing so cute”, “She doesn’t seem to be bothered by us but
checks out the area” and “It’s a good mother”. On our way back to the concession we drove for a long
time without seeing any mammals or special birds, this caused Ron, Clair and Noa to say that there
were even no impala in sight. Later that day though when we approached a car they signed to us to
drive slower (while they had just past us with a speed that was above the maximum) and then Ian
spotted what that car had stopped for. A leopard was sitting underneath a bush and before we realised
that he was trying to catch a spur fowl that sat on a branch of that bush making a racket. The leopard
failed his attempt and ran off. The driver off the other car said: “What is this for a leopard sighting!!
Very special! We saw the leopard on the road when we came”. This made Clair angry because she
thought that if that car hadn’t been speeding, the sighting would have been much better. Ian was very
happy though to see a leopard because just that morning he had told me that he really wanted to see a
leopard since that was his favourite animal. During this weekend I also noticed how often Clair
mentioned that she had made a nice little film if we drove off from a sighting (both Clair and Ron
were busy filming a lot). For Noa this was her last weekend in South Africa and she told me that she
would miss all the sounds in the evening, right from when she arrived she loved the sound of a
particular frog. Some people though complain about all these sounds and call it noise because they
can’t sleep because of it.
Just two days before we went on this Kruger overnight trip Ruan came to the camp and told us
that a kill was made just 150m away from the camp. We went there and through the grass you could
see a dead kudu but the predator had gone. Everyone was very excited that this had happened so close
to the camp. Ruan thought it must have been a leopard and that if we wouldn’t disturb things to much
he would come back. The guides of Wild Kruger Safaris had heard about it though and went to the kill
with tourists and drove into the grass much further then we had done and this probably caused the
leopard not to return. The next night you could hear the hyenas call to each other that they had found
something and during that weekend they ate the whole kudu.
One day when we were in a rush to get somewhere in time we ran into a group of impala that was
on the road. Jenn: “There are just so many”. Juanita: “Of course you have this when you have to rush
to a meeting”. Clair: “They are just beautiful”. Juanita: “I promise you guys that I’ll show you more
impala later”. Clair: “They are enchanting”. If this would have been a group of Sable antelope (a rare
antelope that was sometimes found on the concession), I know for sure that we would have stopped to
watch them and that Juanita would have said that something like that was a good excuse to be late for
the meeting.
Both Clair and Jenn thought about doing the FGASA course in the next month instead of the
volunteer programme because they were not happy with the project. They would have to pay extra
though to do this so in the end they decided not to do it. Clair mentioned that this was because she
hoped, after hearing the outcome of a certain meeting, that the project would change for the better next
month. Jenn told me first that her reason to maybe do the FGASA course was that she hated the
volunteer programme but later she mentioned that she really hated Ron because he makes ‘jokes’ that
she finds offensive and also she doesn’t like him bossing around as he does all the time. Ron and Clair
both don’t understand what Jenn came to do on this project and don’t take her seriously. They told me
that they thought Jenn was just here for the ride and not like they themselves, to their bid for
conservation.
From Jenn I heard that Noa had told her that the volunteer programme had changed a lot during
this month because first there was much more manual labour and much less driving around on the
concession like activities. This while Clair and Ron still said that they feel like the volunteers are
treated as manual labourers instead of volunteers, if Clair writes in the volunteer diary she usually
exaggerates the time that we’ve done the actual manual labour. Jenn then also told me that she found
some of the drives very boring (she also didn’t join with all the night/sunset drives) because: “being
the typical British tourist I’m not interested in birds and trees”. This while throughout the month
Juanita has tried to teach us different birds and bird calls. Later I also found out that Ian had said to
Jenn: “After a month in Africa I found out that I still don’t like birds”.
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The volunteer diary was supposed to be written in every day, during the first week this happened
all the time and a nice overview of the day was given with all the animals we had seen that day. Soon
though it became more a short list of what we had done that day with usually a complained about for
example the food. If during the day we had only been driving around Jenn would write: “Did fuck all”.
Clair was usually writing longer peaces but then to make it look like we did much more manual labour
then we actually did, she tried in that way to reach Paul who would read the diary and then maybe
change the programme (every time she would mention that Paul would hopefully read everything).
Throughout the month we and the FGASA students were told that they (Ruan and the teacher of
the FGASA students) would try to arrange to sleep on the rock for a night (the rock is a large rock at
the concession where tourists always have a sun downer) but since the weather wasn’t good enough
this never happened.
Health
In the first week of our stay we already heard that Fourie had salmonella as a consequence of bad
chicken the weekend before most of us arrived. And soon one after the other got very sore throats but
that was not the only thing, several people also got trouble with their stomachs. One of the FGASA
students even had to go to the doctor for a drip a couple of times. From the volunteers only Ian and I
didn’t have any trouble this month. Juanita didn’t feel well for a couple of days and one day she
couldn’t even work. Both Clair and Ron got a terrible sore throat and Noa didn’t feel like coming out
of her tent for a whole day. Jenn got bad tonsillitis and had to go to the doctor who gave an antibiotic
to her but after that she still didn’t feel very well and went to the doctor again. At the first day of the
next month she then found out that she had tick bite fever so she had to take even more antibiotics. In
the area surrounding the Kruger NP there was a problem with cholera that had spread from Zimbabwe
and that in combination with some people having a stomach bug we were suddenly not allowed to
drink the tap water from the well anymore. The kitchen staff would boil water for us and we could buy
water as well in the bar. The price of the water was too high though, so Kurt went into town to buy
cheaper water for us.
5.2.2 The second month
The day that Ian left, 4 new volunteers arrived. While Ron, Clair and I were busy identifying trees
in camp Juanita went to the main lodge to pick up the new volunteers (Kate, Suzan, Rose and John)
and some of the new FGASA students. This time the picking up of the volunteers at the airport had
been a bit smoother then last time, no wrong names etc. As ‘old’ volunteers we had decided that we
didn’t want to influence them too much with our thoughts about the project so the talk with Paul that
evening was done in the boma (braai area in camp). During the meeting with Paul, Clair but especially
Ron was complaining a lot to Paul and Jenn and I in the end said hardly anything because everything
was already said by Ron or was otherwise already mentioned in the assessment form that we had filled
in. Later Clair complained to us that we hadn’t complained enough. To avoid too much
disappointment, the new volunteers were told that the activities that they expect might not be feasible
but that being in the bush is very nice and that you learn a lot about wildlife and related things.
The weather
This month the temperature was a bit more diverse, we needed to wear more than one layer at
particular days but on the other hand there were a couple of days at which it was above 30 degrees
Celsius. In the evenings the temperature was usually high enough so that we didn’t need to wear
something warm. It did rain heavily a couple of times but not as often as in the first month (also a
couple of thunderstorms and the amount of water that came down wasn’t less then in the previous
month). At the end of the month the heavy rains did cause that ‘Brokendam’ looked as if it could
really break at any time, therefore all the people that stay in the tents situated at the low part of the
camp had to sleep in the main tent.
The bush craft course
Paul had brought booklets for everyone with all the things we needed to learn for the bush craft
course. The first day after the arrival of the new volunteers we could therefore start with the real bush
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craft course after we had a walk with Fourie. We started with basic survival things and then learned
about dangerous spiders and scorpions. Later in the week and the next week we learned about how to
deal with potentially dangerous game and about birds, animal calls and tree identification. When we
were busy with the birds, John didn’t seem to really participate actively. He wasn’t very interested in
birds he said and then Jenn told him: “I wasn’t interested in birds either but if you recognize some
birds it starts to become nicer and more interesting” but John shrugged his shoulders (later that month
I overheard a conversation in which Jenn told someone (who likes trees): “I hate birds, well I don’t
hate them but I don’t know many and I’m not interested to learn more about them. I like trees, they do
stuff, they have medical uses etc.”). For the tree identification we were told how to work with a key in
a tree book and we had to practise this. While we were busy with this Clair made very hurtful remarks
to Jenn which made that she, Rose and I went somewhere else in camp to practise the trees. In the
second week the snake handler came again and this time there were no film students to interfere with
his talk, which was longer than last time. At the end of this second week the new volunteers had to
follow the first aid course by Ed so the other volunteers were very curious if this time everything
would go fine. At first this was the case, Ed mentioned how much better this group was in comparison
with the last group he had had there. The second day already people started to complain about some of
the remarks he made. The third day some people were very tired because of a birthday party the night
before and Ed said he appreciated that everyone tried to stay awake. After reading the assessment
forms that the people had filled in he complained to the owner of Wild Kruger Safaris and suddenly
we were not allowed to drink alcohol anymore in the camp (that is how we think it went anyway).
The work and related ‘events’
The Friday of the first week was the first real working day this month. Because of the rain the
roads were very bad again so we had to fix certain parts of the main road to the camp because you
could hardly leave the camp because of a slope in the road that was too slippery. When Jenn was doing
the cat scan she suddenly heard something and told Juanita, after listening and looking they found out
that it was an elephant so we quickly got into the car and drove to another spot that needed to be fixed
(luckily the first site was more or less finished anyway). Jenn told me that she was happy that we
needed to do some manual labour again. Besides that it seemed that most of us also thought it was
rewarding work because you could immediately see that what we did worked to get the roads dry
again.
Half way during the second week David told us that after a meeting with SANParks and a
professor, the final layout for the research project is now known. This means that we can now start the
real work because the monitoring was even supposed to start next month already. For this research that
professor (from England) had given the coordinates of 12 spots where he wants a 100 by 100m square
and in the middle a pitfall. The layout of the pitfall is different though then the ones that we made
before. This time it should be a pitfall with 4 buckets, one in the middle and then shaped like the
Mercedes logo. Jenn, Rose and I thought that this finally meant that we were going to do something
constructive. I had expected Clair and Ron to think the same about that but for them it was more
reason to complain because it means that we will be doing a lot of pitfall building and not all the other
things that were on the list that we had received before our arrival in South Africa, they want the
variety in activities that they had expected. The day after we heard about the project we did a drive on
the concession to check out where we were supposed to place all the different sites. Some sites where
on the other side of the Nsikazi river and since we still couldn’t cross the river those sites should be
replaced. A lot of the other planned sites were in high grass, and that means 2m high grass. Juanita
said that those sites were not at all suitable from a safety point of view. Ron, Clair, Rose, Jenn and I
agreed with that but David wasn’t happy with this. He argued that if you go to Africa to work in the
bush that you know there are certain dangers. We told him that you know there are certain dangers but
that you don’t need to look for dangerous situation on purpose (Suzan, Kate and John kept quiet
during this discussion). When Fourie heard about the spots where David wanted us to work he helped
us to make it clear to David that it is really irresponsible to go work there. When the new volunteers
were busy with the first day of their bush first aid course, the other volunteers (minus Ron who stayed
in camp to supervise on the building of the volunteer tent) and some staff members of Wild Kruger
Safaris went into the field to make the first pitfall trap new style. At one potential spot that David
thought was safe they found fresh buffalo dung and fresh rhino tracks and when they were doing the
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safety check an elephant came running in their direction so David had to admit that it might not be as
safe as he thought. In the end the spots where the pitfalls needed to be placed where chosen on the
basis of different types of vegetation, different amounts of fire damage and above all the safety. Later
during the month we did build some more pitfalls with our new nanny. Before we started working a
safety check was done in the area to see if there were no fresh signs of dangerous game, Fourie told
me that this was done extra carefully to make sure that David would understand the importance of
safety. When we went out with just Karen and Simon we didn’t do much because Karen couldn’t
properly communicate with Simon.
With Ruan we went to check possible spots for the pitfall traps and at the same time checked out
the condition of the roads. At several sites we could join to check the potential site even though some
people were just wearing flip-flops. Usually we are not allowed to do that because of the possibility to
step on a snake, in such a situation the snake would most likely bit at ankle height so wearing shoes is
therefore much safer. Further we also checked the old style pitfall traps today and when we arrived
there we found out that the buckets were floating. The reason being, that the trap was placed in a
drainage line so the water had just pushed the buckets out.
In the third week of this month we had to do the community part of the volunteer project, which
according to the programme meant that we would help in the vegetable gardens of e.g. school. In
practise though this meant that we had to fetch food from the kitchen at Nkambeni and then we drove
to an orphanage where we first served dinner for the little kids (younger then 6) and after that we got a
talk about the orphanage (Clair fell asleep during this talk). After the talk we had to wait for some time
for the older kids to come back from school and then we could also start serving them food. The
problem was that we didn’t know for how many children we needed food so in the end no food was
left and then we also left through the back door. I didn’t like this whole thing and was ashamed that
we didn’t even have enough food with us. Jenn and Rose mentioned that it felt like a zoo, we as
tourists standing around the children that we just gave food and then some of the volunteers were also
making pictures (Jenn mentioned she felt uncomfortable in this whole situation). Clair and Ron tried to
play with the little children but communication was difficult because they couldn’t speak English yet.
For the research project that David is setting up the volunteers also need to do a bird count. To see
how that would go we went for a trail bird count, this was one big mess so some changes need to be
made in the method to do the count. The idea is to count all the birds within a certain area for a certain
period of time but you also need to know at what time you saw the bird, where the bird was (distance
and direction), which bird it was and what it was doing. This is a lot of information to write down
while the birds keep flying around.
Our last working day this month we started with checking a pitfall trap we had opened the day
before for a trial run. Karen hadn’t organised everything that well which caused that we all had to wait
very long before we could finally go to that pitfall. This caused some irritation and Fourie told either
Paul or Kurt about this and that he didn’t think Karen had the right skills yet for this job. At the pitfall
we found that we had caught several spiders and grasshoppers and also a mouse. Jenn thought the
mouse looked very cute and she wanted a picture with her holding the mouse in her hand.
Nature and the non work ‘events’
During the first full day that the new volunteers where at Nsikazi, Juanita wanted to do a game
drive at the concession after we had eaten an ice-cream at the Numbi-gate to celebrate that Juanita was
now employed by SA volunteering and would earn much more. Juanita then suddenly said that I
would do the drive and that Jenn would be my tracker. So I started with the safety talk and then drove
on the concession and showed the new volunteers all kind of things there and then we suddenly
encountered an elephant. Juanita then took over because she wasn’t sure how the elephant would react.
During one drive at the concession Juanita suddenly said: “O look it’s the elephant with the trunk”,
Jenn, Clair, Ron and I immediately understood which elephant she meant but the new volunteers
looked at us with a sort of frown (saying: a trunk, well it is an elephant). What Juanita meant with it
was that it was the elephant with the cut in his trunk that we had seen in the Kruger less then 2 weeks
before. The elephant looked a bit agitated to Juanita so she called Ruan to check it out but he
concluded that the elephant looked healthy but that he was probably in the beginning of must (which is
a moment that you don’t want to mess with a bull elephant because they are much more aggressive
because of the risen level of testosterone).
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After lunch somewhere in the first week of this month a little bug walked on my arm. When Jenn
asked me to do something I said that was fine if she would take over that bug. It was meant as a joke
because I knew she didn’t like bugs that much but without hesitation she took over the bug. Jenn then
said: “I wouldn’t have done this bug stuff 4 weeks ago but now it is ok”. At another occasion a praying
mantis landed on Jenn’s leg and she said to me: “That’s a large bug, isn’t it?”. I said yes and then she
said: “O well, who cares” and didn’t attempt to get the animal of her leg. Later that month though a
large dung beetle flew into the game vehicle and she screamed very loud and stood up immediately
with the chance of falling out of the car because she still didn’t really like the larger beetles.
Our first night/sunset drive was on the Thursday of this first week and our guide was one of Wild
Kruger Safaris. We were hardly gone and already saw an elephant, it was eating Marula on the road so
we waited and watch for a while. When the elephant finally left the road we drove off and were
delayed by some guinea fowl that didn’t want to let us pass. Then we left the main road but saw that it
was too wet so the guide tried to turn the car but unfortunately it was to wet there already so we got
stuck. He checked if we could get the car out but it was hopelessly stuck and we didn’t have the tools
with us to do anything about it so someone was called to pull us out with a tractor. It already started to
get dark by now so Clair and Ron didn’t like the situation at all. They already had visions of us there
in a big five area at night. We did conclude though (after having been told about basic survival skills)
that we had a sufficient supply to survive the night. Our guide tried to explain the route to where we
were several times but after more then an hour the tractor driver hadn’t found us yet and it was totally
dark by now. That’s when we called Juanita and she then came with Ruan. We left the car that got
stuck and jumped in the other car. After 1,5 to 2 hours we finally left that particular spot.
The first weekend of this month Clair and Ron wanted to do an overnight trip in the Kruger again
and wanted to do this with Rose, who had her own car, and me. Before Rose and I had noticed
everything was already arranged for this. So that Friday, after working on the roads, we left to a
special type of lodge that you could only reach over dirt roads. Because of the weather most dirt roads
were closed though and that in combination with the delay we had had because of an overheated
engine we drove back to a restcamp where we arrived after gate closing time but after telling our story
they helped to find a place to sleep for us. During the rest of the weekend we had nice sightings with a
lot of white rhino, ground hornbills and lots of different birds at a bird hide. One morning the highlight
was a sighting of a sunbathing slender mongoose. At a zebra sighting we saw one zebra with a red and
swollen eye, the blood was also on it’s cheek. Rose said: “O, poor thing” and Clair said: “that looks
terrible”. An injury like that would according to us decrease his chance to survive a lot because it
seemed a much easier prey then the other zebras in that group.
Because the first aid course was in the weekend that we would normally have had a Kruger trip,
that trip was set for the Tuesday before. Juanita asked all the volunteers to prepare a little talk about a
tree and an animal. Ron for example had to talk about the elephant and the sausage tree and Suzan’s
tree was the knobtree and her animal was the giraffe. During the Kruger trip we had to talk about that
animal and tree when we spotted it. Everyone managed to spot it’s animal and talk about it even
though my talk was stopped before I was able to finish. Ron suddenly got annoyed by Suzan and Kate
because Kate asked Suzan to translate some things and then Ron couldn’t hear what I was saying so to
keep the peace Juanita decided to drive off. The trees were rather problematic since most people had
never seen the tree they needed to talk about (or at least never realised which tree it was). Even Jenn
who had the Marula tree didn’t talk about it
while we drove past many Marula trees.
Animal wise this Kruger day started off very
well because before breakfast we had a
beautiful cheetah sighting (figure 5.4), and
with only 225 cheetahs in the park (Tinker &
Tinker, 2007) this was really special and then
short after that we saw 12 African wild dogs.
During breakfast Juanita got a phone call and
suddenly something that was agreed on last
week with SA volunteering was now a
problem and this was for her the last drop so
she thought about quitting her job. During the Figure 5.4 Cheetah
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rest of the day we saw the more ‘normal’ animals like the elephant, giraffe, white rhino and of course
the impala. When we drove back to Nsikazi we found out that the film evening from all the short films
that the film students had made was later then planned so we could also go if we wanted. Immediately
after arrival at Nsikazi the FGASA students left to go to the film show and I joined them. The rest
went for a shower and would come later (since they had already seen a preview of the movies). The
films hadn’t started yet and the other volunteers even came already during the first film. The subjects
of the short films varied a lot: over population of elephants in the Kruger NP, the nature film maker,
the cycle of life (from grass to predators), the destruction of nature/the Kruger by tourists, nature
researchers, the yellow-billed hornbill, the involvement of the local community in nature conservation
and tales about animals (e.g. why zebra don’t have horns). After we had seen all the movies we went
back to Nsikazi where there would be a goodbye braai for the film students (the first big braai since
I’m here at Nsikazi and that in South Africa!). Fourie went to bed early but then got stung by a wasp
and since he is allergic for them he had to go to the hospital. Juanita therefore stayed with friends for
the night and when she came back the next day she told that she had indeed decided to quit. This
means that Friday will be her last day as our nanny. What would happen after that was still unknown.
Kurt told that they were looking for someone who could start working on Monday. On Saturday we
heard that they had indeed found someone who would arrive on Monday. Before we heard that the
volunteers were afraid that no one would be found in time but we all understood that all the promises
that were not kept toward Juanita was reason enough to quit. When Juanita left she told Jenn and me
that we really had to make sure that David wouldn’t let us do anything that we thought was dangerous,
she even said that Rose and I would be responsible next month to check the safety.
On the concession we saw several times herds of kudu, the reaction on kudus could be different
every time. Once we stopped to watch them and Jenn would just fall a sleep. At another kudu sighting
Clair suddenly mentioned: “Woooh I have never been so close to a kudu before”.
In total we had 2 walks with Fourie this month and also 2 with Ruan. The first walk with Fourie
we left from the camp and walked toward the dam and saw a hippo there, for me this was the first time
to see a hippo while on foot. We didn’t stay long though since at a certain moment he must have
smelled us because he started to display territorial behaviour. The second walk with Fourie was in the
third week of this month and we left from the camp again. The goal of this walk was for us to learn
how to react when we would walk into dangerous game so Fourie came up with all kinds of different
scenarios and we then had to think of how to react on that. Everyone thought of this as a very useful
walk because it seemed much more realistic then when you just read it from a book. With the walks
from Ruan we first drove to a nice spot to walk from. For the first walk we parked the car underneath
the rock and then walked around and ended on top of the rock. During this walk we saw buffalo,
elephant and kudu so everyone really liked this walk because we had never seen this many mammals
on 1 walk. On our way back in the car we also saw an elephant and this time Clair said: “Come on
push a tree over for us that would be nice on video”. The last walk this month (in the last week) we
went to a small river that flows rather close to the fence of the Kruger NP. We literally walked in the
river so everyone had wet shoes and we had to jump of a 2 to 2,5m high rock into the water. We had
all expected to do a walk of about an hour as usual but suddenly Ruan decided to walk all the way to
where we have lunch everyday so the walk became almost 3 hours and we arrived nicely in time for
lunch. Because this walk had been so different from all the other walks everyone loved it, the scenery
when we were walking in the river was seen as very beautiful by everyone so it was worth to get wet
for that. (Looking back this was for me the nicest walk I’ve done in those 12 weeks.)
Like last month it was planned to spend a night on the rock and luckily the weather was good
enough to indeed sleep on the rock for a night. So after dinner we went with 6 cars to the rock and
onto the rock. Everyone had taken a mattress so we could lie there comfortably. We arrived at the rock
when it was already dark so the first thing that was done was to build a nice fire from the firewood that
we had brought with us. It was not a particularly clear night but every now and then you could see a
sky full of stars. Because we were in a big 5 area, we needed to keep watch. This meant that 2 by 2
you walked from car to car (the cars were situated around the place where we slept) and then
connected two wires to the car battery to make the spotlight work. Then you watched if you saw
something and that repeated itself with every car and then after just over an hour the next 2 had to
keep watch. Fourie, Karen, Clair and Ron didn’t come with for the night on the rock. Early in the
morning everyone woke up from the trumpeting sound of an elephant. Some people had experienced
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the night as a bit scary, which was probably not that surprising if you had heard that that same month a
fieldguide had been killed by a hyena in the Kruger when he had fallen asleep in his house while the
door was still open (they think that the smell of the meat that was in the kitchen attracted the hyena).
But still everyone had enjoyed this overnight trip, because how often does it happen that you can sleep
underneath the sky in a ‘big five’ area.
Ron and Clair were determined to get compensation because of last months failure with the
volunteer project. They wanted an overnight trip into the Kruger NP paid for by SA volunteering. Kurt
looked if he could arrange that. Personally I didn’t think it was fair that only Ron, Clair, Jenn and I
would be compensated because Noa and Ian then were not compensated at all, besides that I didn’t
feel like another weekend in the Kruger with Clair and Ron. Jenn also didn’t like the idea of a
weekend in such close proximity of Clair and Ron all the time. When Clair and Ron heard that this
compensation could not be arranged the way they had wanted, they decided to leave the project a week
early (this was something I heard only a day before they left and not even from them). After they had
left we noticed how much tension they had caused all the time which meant that the last week was
much more relaxed then the previous weeks.
The last Kruger trip this month was with Fourie as our guide since Karen doesn’t have her
FGASA level 1 yet which means she isn’t allowed to guide in an open game vehicle in the Kruger.
Fourie asked before the drive if people had special interests. Rose was interested in bird calls (Fourie
is very good in those), Jenn, Kate and Karen had no particular interests, John was interested in cats
and Suzan liked to know something more about trees and their uses. In the morning we already had a
nice lion sighting. A group of lions was lying in the high grass hardly visible but one male lion walked
up and down the road and past us a couple of times. During lunch time we ran into Juanita who was
driving around film people for the BBC. Other animals we saw were a giant kingfisher, a long crested
eagle, southern hornbills and some white rhinos. Kate her uncle and aunt stayed in the Kruger as well
so we dropped her of at her family so that she could travel further with them.
Throughout the month John asked every now and then if a beetle that he saw was a blister beetle,
this after we learned in the bush craft course that you had to be very careful with blister beetles. Non
of the beetles he saw was a blister beetle though, most beetles were smaller than the average sized
blister beetle. The first night in the camp though John was lucky to have listened to the warning to
check your bed before getting in because he had a scorpion in his bed which he carefully removed
himself.
In this second month we saw a larger diversity of animals (especially mammals) on the concession
then in the first month. The amount of elephants we saw was rather high because of all the marulas
that had attracted them and also we saw a white rhino on the concession (Bruno with the crocked ear).
Health
Health wise this second month was much better, only once a couple of the volunteers got sick.
Everyone that had both drank the juice for breakfast and eat the watermelon felt sick. For me it was
only for an hour but 2 people felt sick after every meal for 2 days.
5.2.3 The third month
The day that Suzan and Jenn left, 3 new volunteers arrived. Peter, Scot and Mary already ran into
Suzan and Jenn at the airport and from Suzan they immediately heard that she whished that she could
stay longer. Rose and I had decided that a good first impression would be a good thing so we had both
put on our SA volunteering shirt. When we picked up the new group of volunteers and one new
FGASA student. Karen explained that she was the nanny and that John, Rose and I were also
volunteers (John would leave the next day). Since Karen didn’t like to drive I drove and therefore also
did the safety talk together with Rose. When we arrived in camp Karen gave an introduction on where
everything is at Nsikazi and how things work. Then the new people all got appointed to their tent.
Unfortunately it had been raining the day before so the water level was rather high and there was still
the chance that the dam would break. Especially Mary didn’t like this thought at all. Mary also wasn’t
sure if the fence was designed well and she talked about that a lot with Peter and Scot. John then also
managed to make the new volunteers even more scared by telling them to walk 2 by 2 at night and also
to tell about scorpions, spiders and snakes. After dinner David did an introductory talk which was for
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the first time. With the arrival of this new group a bit of alcohol was again allowed but as soon as the
new film student group arrived in the third week it wasn’t reduced to a bit anymore.
The weather
The temperature during this month was good during the day, usually between 20 and 30 degrees
Celsius but as soon as it became dark it also became colder so in the evenings many people would
wear something warmer. The amount of rain was now at the end of the rain season a bit less then in
the previous two months but the camp was also better prepared for wet weather because of concrete
pathways that were made.
The bush craft course
Paul told Miriam that she really needed to do the bush craft course as quickly as possible. She
didn’t seem to like the booklet that much though so we tried to do it in a more practical way. We
talked about how to react when you encounter particular animals but further the focus was on spoor
and signs. Miriam told us that spoor are very important because it can tell you which animal has been
there and thus also which animal you might run into. Further the birdcall of particular birds are
important to know because if you for instance hear the red-billed oxpecker, you know that there might
be a buffalo, rhino or giraffe in the area because those birds often sit on those particular mammals. On
one spoor search drive we spotted lion tracks and Miriam explained how you could see that these were
very fresh. They must have left just before we arrived so we were all excited and looked around and
listened in the hope to get a glimpse of the lion. I found this almost as exciting as really seeing a lion,
just the fact that you can see from the spoor that they have just been there and so you know that they
must be somewhere close by.
Of course this month the snake handler came again. He also had the same snakes with him as the
last 2 times. Since there were no film students it was the ‘long’ snake talk again. Scot mentioned that
he didn’t need to see this again and he made a shivering movement when he toughed the python.
Further the first aid course couldn’t be left out and this time it went all well. Ed was very happy with
this group throughout the 3 days and I even joined for the practical CPR part.
The work and related ‘events’
The first work we did with the new group was road maintenance. We had to get rid of some large
puddles at the main road. We started doing this work after we had dropped of John and Karen at main
lodge, John to wait for his transfer to the airport and Karen for her phone meeting with the big boss
from SA volunteering. This was why Ruan came with us into the field. After fixing the roads we drove
around at the concession to check the condition of some other roads. Scot had to drive and Ruan gave
many commands on how he should drive. Also he told us to drive in high gearing and not to obey the
official rules. Karens telephone meeting hadn’t been very nice because she was fired, this caused that
Rose also decided to leave (both the next day already). The new nanny (Miriam) had already arrived at
Nkambeni because David met her that evening already.
After picking up the new nanny from Nkambeni, we had already said goodbye to Karen and Rose,
the work could start again. This time we did a pitfall trap, the first one for the new people so David
also came to help even though he is officially a FGASA student this month. When we came back from
the pitfall trap spot to the landy, Mary suddenly noticed that her bag was gone. Scot, Peter and Miriam
concluded that their bags were gone as well. Only David and I had taken our bag with us in the field.
Simon found some spoor from people so he and Miriam followed those and spoor while the rest
chased to the main lodge to make sure that the police was called. The police came quickly and then the
interviews and paperwork could start. Simon and Miriam had found the bags but not everything was
left in it. Miriam’s photo equipment was all gone as well as her wallet. Mary lost her camera, backup
memory cards, a lot of money as well as her bankcards and her passport. Scot lost his camera, drivers
licence, bankcards and good cell phone and Peter only lost his cell phone. Mary mentioned over and
over again how disappointed and angry she was that the pictures she had taken in Rwanda from a
silver back gorilla was now gone. She was angry at herself, how she could have been so stupid to
leave everything in the car but also a bit at the fact that she was advised not to leave valuable things in
the tent because of the possibility of the dam to break. After all the police stuff, Fourie asked us if we
wanted to help him with a mock assessment drive of a field guide in training from the local
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community. He wanted the drive to be as realistic as possible so he wanted us to act as real tourists.
Miriam and Scot were still busy arranging some stuff for their bankcards etc. but Mary (who couldn’t
do much at that moment and thought about leaving), Peter and I did come with on this game drive.
The next day Mary, Miriam, Scot and Peter had to talk to detectives again to make a final statement
about the theft. Mary had already packed her bags and left after the police stuff was all done.
The main task for the volunteers was to finish all the pitfalls as soon as possible because we
should actually have finished already. Since Karen had done the GPS locking of the pitfalls that were
already finished but didn’t leave her notes about this, there was no overview of where exactly the
pitfall were placed and where the potential other sites were located. David had GPS locked those
potential sites but something went wrong so it was all one big mess. So in the second week (the first
week hadn’t been very productive thanks to all the unexpected things that had happened) we tried to
get a better overview on which name was connected to what site and thanks to Simon and me we were
able to also find out much easier where most of the potential sites were situated. Now there was a
better system, the manual labour could start again. Most of the sites that we needed to do were very
sandy so that was no problem but at a couple of sites there were a lot of stones in the soil which made
it very hard work. When we were working on one of these difficult sites, Simon helped us with the
digging which meant that no one was keeping watch. Peter and I then heard a sound that we didn’t
trust and when I looked from behind a bush I saw 2 ‘daggaboys’. As soon as the ‘daggaboys’ saw me
they turned and went to a shady spot. Peter and Scot said: “Wow, that’s our first buffalo” and I thought
that it was lucky that we had heard them because otherwise they might have ended up closer to us then
we would have liked. On the last working day of this month we managed to finish the last 2 pitfalls
that needed to be done so David was very happy that the monitoring work could start next month.
Because of some rain all the roads besides main road were closed so it was difficult for the
volunteers to do some work. Therefore Peter and I joined the FGASA student in the afternoon when
they had class among other things about foot structures and bird calls. But then a guide got stuck at a
road where he shouldn’t have been and the road was damaged in such a way that Ruan asked us to go
there and fix it. He also came himself. The road was on a slope and a deep gully on one side had been
the problem, Ruan didn’t understand how that guide couldn’t have seen the gully. Another gully in the
middle of the road wasn’t that deep so we filled that one up and broadened the road a bit so that people
could easily drive past the deep gully.
After we had seen how one of the tourists almost got hit by a branch of a sicklebush we decided
that it was time again to do some pruning. We only had one morning to do this so we were not able to
prune all the long branches on the road from the tar road to the rock but it was a start. One FGASA
student also came with to help and she, Peter and Miriam did most of the pruning and I did the driving.
Scot helped a bit with getting some firewood in the car (and he as the only one ended up with a small
cut on his finger).
Nature and the non work ‘events’
At a game drive in the first week we saw an elephant bull walking relaxed at a 20 to 40m distance.
Scot said that this was the first time that he saw an elephant this close by in the wild in an open game
vehicle. Peter nodded in agreement and when we approached the elephant I heard several Oooohs and
Wows from both of them. We also saw a kudu on the concession (just like last month) that triggered
Peter to say: “wow beautiful!”. Sometimes if we saw a kudu I would make a remark that they are nice
for the biltong but even after Scot and Peter tried the biltong they didn’t make similar remarks.
One evening during the first week Peter asked me if it was the time that I had spent in the bush
already that made that I wasn’t scared for things in camp. He said that in Germany you don’t have
dangers like that in nature. Further he mentioned that he wasn’t really scared but he was more wary
knowing about all the possible dangers. I told that I thought that it was a combination of having been
in the bush for a while but also the fact that I now know more about it. You know what you need to
pay attention for and can recognize for example whether a scorpion is venomous or not.
At the Saturday of the first week we could join a game drive in the Kruger because one of the
vehicles was rather empty. Peter and Scot who had never done a drive in the Kruger before really
wanted to do this. When I picked them up after their drive and asked how their day had been they
reacted with a loud YES!. Peter said: “We’ve seen everything” and a bit later: “except for buffalo and
leopard”. Scot said: “We saw cheetah, we did need binoculars and only saw the head”. Scot also
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mentioned that they had seen many lions, 1 male and 1 female sleeping next to their kill. Peter and
Scot both smiled from ear to ear while telling all this. Later Peter said that it was amazing. The next
day they still said that they had had a great day but that they did think it was very busy around the kill
with the lions and it was just crazy how cars would just go off road to get a better view. Further they
thought I should have been their guide because the one they had didn’t say a thing. The other tourists
on the drive had wanted to get closer and closer to the animals but Scot and Peter didn’t think that was
a very good thing to do. Scot did really regret that he didn’t have a camera anymore because he
wanted to be able to show people back home what he had seen. Therefore he asked everyone if he
could have their pictures of the things we saw.
In the second week when we were having breakfast Ruan came rushing into the main tent and said
that Ryan had just called him to say that there are lions on main road so: “If you want to see lions, go
go go!”. Everyone ran to the cars so only some had their cameras with them. We drove to main road
and it didn’t take long to find the lions lying on the road. The lions (2 male and 2 female) looked very
thin but looking at their paws they were actually large ones. Then suddenly one of the lionesses got up
and walked into the grass. A bit later one of the other lions also got up and started to check out what
was happening in the grass. The other 2 lions then also got up and we heard the sound of a hoofed
animal that was running. Miriam said that it sounded like the lions were chasing a buffalo but then a
giraffe came running out of the grass followed by two lions. All 4 lions then helped with the chase.
The giraffe and the lions came running strait towards our cars and only a few metres in front of our car
the giraffe ran into the grass again. Then we heard sounds that according to Miriam could mean that
the giraffe was indeed caught by the lions. Everyone was very excited, laughing and was talking about
it. No one could stop talking about it. Miriam said about
what we saw: “This is not a sighting, this is an experience!”.
When we went back to the place where we saw the chase
after our breakfast we drove a bit to far in whilst we were
turning I suddenly saw a leopard walking on the road (see
figure 5.5). I couldn’t believe that after more then 2 months
at the concession and not seeing one cat, only the spoor, we
now saw both lion and leopard at 1 morning. For Peter and
Scot this was the first leopard they saw. They had already
mentioned that this was a great morning but after this
sighting they said it was definitely a great morning. We
followed the leopard on the road for a while and then called Figure 5.5 Leopard
the FGASA students to also come and look. Ryan then got to
close which caused the leopard to leave the road. By now it was too late to start digging a new pitfall
trap so we went for a drive to check the road along the fence since Miriam, Scot and Peter hadn’t been
there before. I warned about the condition of the road and told how we got stuck on that road so when
the road started to look bad Miriam decided to turn. This however didn’t work out very well. We got
stuck and the car was in such an angle that a part of the diesel ran out. Luckily we had our tools with
us so Simon started digging and we collected grass and branches. Without further help we managed to
get out which made Miriam very happy. Scot said: “This is just a great morning. All the excitement,
really not a normal tourist experience.”. Peter totally agreed with this. After lunch we checked out the
state of some pitfall traps that had already been made and on the way back we saw 2 elephants
fighting. Scot then said: “Wow, this is the third of the big 5 on the concession in 1 day”. When we
were back at main road we passed Ryan who asked if we had seen anything, we told about the
elephants and he mentioned that he hadn’t seen anything. When we drove of, we saw only 200m
further the 2 lionesses on the road. They didn’t look that thin anymore so now we were sure that the
giraffe had indeed been killed which meant that the lions would stay at the concession for a couple of
days. For the work this wasn’t very nice because a large part of our working area became much more
unsafe because of their presence. Peter told me: “I can feel my hart beat went faster when we were so
close to the lion” (5-10m away from us). Back at the camp the chase was still thé topic of conversation
and everyone checked out the films and pictures that people had made. It was already mentioned that
the films would be placed on You-tube.
Thanks to the fact that my visa would expire before I would leave the country, I needed to get a
visa extension. This caused that I needed to go into town several times because every time I needed
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more papers, this was a nuisance because it was difficult to get a transfer to town. One day Scot came
with so that he could buy a new camera before the next Kruger trip we then also bought new sheeting
for the pitfall traps because the material we were using now was very bad (there were even holes here
and there). Another time that I had to go to home affairs the volunteers and some FGASA student
went to the orphanage. This time they had only needed to serve food for the 6+ group and they had
really liked it because there had been a lot of interaction with the kids through e.g. music and picture
making.
During the second week Peter, Scot and I had a walk with Ruan. For the walk we drove at the back
of his bakkie (a pick-up truck) to our start point. Scot said that it was very cool to stand at the back of
the bakkie, Peter and I agreed with this. We partly walked along the river and when we sat down on a
rock next to the river (with a village on the other side of the river) Scot said: “I can’t imagine that I’m
sitting in the middle of no where in the Kruger”. The grass in this area was not as high as at the rest of
the concession so we could at least look a bit around us when we were walking. At the end of the walk
the sun started to get down so the light was very special. Peter and Scot both want to walk again
because they said they really liked this walk. Scot also said: “I love it here. I don’t want to be a normal
tourist, I want to experience the bush and South Africa the way the locals would experience it.”. The
day after this walk Ruan’s dog who is always around Ruan got bitten by a puff adder during a walk
with the FGASA students. He did survive the bite but had to keep it quiet for some time so there were
no more walks this month.
The Friday of the second week we went with Miriam into the Kruger NP. For Miriam this was the
first time that she would do a game drive in the Kruger in an open game vehicle. On our way to fetch
the breakfast at Nkambeni we saw a lion on main road. Scot mentioned that he wanted to see the
whole big 5 in one day. He also checked off on a check off list which animals we saw. Not the birds
though: “They are just birds”. Besides the game that you usually spot we saw 2 black rhinos today.
Those rhinos are very endangered so I was very happy to see them. Scot said: “I feel sorry for Ryan
because he has not seen a black rhino yet”. In the afternoon we stayed at a bird hide for some time and
Peter said: “I could sit here for a couple of hours and just watch the hippos and the birds”. During the
day Scot fell asleep a couple of times. He said that if there would be sighting quickly after each other
he would be able to stay awake but otherwise he got sleepy. Further Scot kept saying that we had
already seen 3 out of the big 5 (only needed to see a leopard and a buffalo). At the end of the day we
suddenly had to Ferrari safari back to the gate in order to get there before gate closing time. Miriam
apologized for the speeding but Scot said that the speeding on the dirt roads in the Kruger was the best
part of the day.
On Sunday we didn’t have anything to do after lunch when there was no townday so with Scot,
Peter and one of the FGASA students we went for a short game drive on the concession. We saw a
steenbok and a lion. Peter looked carefully all the time for spoor but Scot fell asleep during the drive.
The next week we did the same (didn’t see more than a couple of impala) but Scot didn’t come with
because he thought that he would fall asleep again anyway.
At a certain night a lion was walking close to the camp because you could hear it make soft sounds
but then suddenly he roared very loud that you could just feel the vibrations in your whole body,
amazing! The next morning they found lion tracks on the road along the camp fence. Everyone was
talking about it the next morning because they were all amazed by the power of that roar.
The Friday of the third week no one of the volunteers and FGASA students was allowed to leave
Nsikazi camp. We were not told why but the atmosphere in camp was filled with tension and
boredom. Several times police came by, once they dropped a policeman of who held his riffle as if it
was some sort of toy. Ryan got a police escort when he went to fetch food for us. Later we heard that
Wild Kruger Safaris had to fire a lot of people and that they were afraid that some of those people
would want revenge.
This month we had a braai every Saturday evening and we had to do the fire wood collecting
ourselves so Peter, one of the FGASA students and I collected the wood. Scot helped the first time but
didn’t want to help the other times because he got a tick during the wood collecting the first time and
he didn’t want that again.
In the last week the weather was considered good enough to plan an overnight on the rock. The
film students had arrived two days earlier so they were not allowed on this trip to the rock. Scot and
Peter were said they were really looking forward to a night on the rock. The idea had been that diner
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was served early so that we would arrive at the rock before dark but that didn’t happen so again the
first thing after arrival at the rock was to make a fire. This time we were with a larger group so we
need to keep watch for only an hour in the same way as last time. During the night one group spotted a
leopard at the base of the rock but it didn’t come up.
When I mentioned to Peter that I liked it that you never know what you’ll see he said: “Even just
fetching Simon from Bushcamp I like, it’s so thrilling to have the chance to see something on the way”.
The last Friday of this month was my birthday and to celebrate this we did our second Kruger trip
on this day. With 2 FGASA people and the volunteers and Miriam again as our guide the first animals
we saw were giraffe in the mist. During the rest of the day we saw an apparently extremely large
group of marabu storks and later a large group of vultures. But the most common animal today,
besides the impala, were elephants young and old. We took the time to watch the behaviour of the
elephants e.g. one that had just taken a mud bath and was scratching himself against a tree. Scot
though had wanted to see cats in the park but that didn’t happen. He fell asleep several times again but
said that he had woken up for a while at every sighting.
Then my last full day at the concession Miriam said that every volunteer should have driven up
the rock before he or she left (Juanita never wanted to drive the rock because she said she didn’t trust
the fat lady to be capable of doing that but we had already found out that our landy could easily do it).
Since I hadn’t done that yet she took me there to show how to do it and then I drove up the rock on the
shallow side and down the steep site and then back. Very cool to have done that!
Animal wise this month was very interesting on the concession since we saw the whole big 5 and
only the African wild dog from the first month were not spotted.
Health
This third month one of the FGASA student got a concussion after she had banged her head
against the roll bar of the landy that they used (the driver who hadn’t seen a large bump felt very bad
about this). From the volunteers Scot got a very bad sunburn but further everything went well health
wise.
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6. The results: the interviews
During the twelve weeks at Nsikazi there were 12 different volunteers. From those twelve I’ve
interviewed six. There were different reasons for not interviewing certain people: Noa had already
been there for nine weeks before I arrived, Clair and Ron had already done volunteer work in South
Africa and were also well travelled in Africa, Rose had lived in South Africa for the past two years
and had been into contact with nature a lot during that time, Mary left the programme already after
five days and Scot had a lot of stuff stolen (just like Mary) and before he seemed to be over that it was
a bit late to still interview him. The six people that I did interview were interviewed once relatively at
the beginning of their stay (the before interview) and at their last or second last day at Nsikazi (the
after interview). Because of the lack of planning for all the activities of the volunteers it was juggling
to fit in some time for the interviews, which usually took between the 20 and 30 minutes. Most of the
interviews are conducted at Nsikazi and if the weather allowed it somewhere outside the main tent.
In the next two paragraphs I will describe the before (first) and after (second) interviews with all
the volunteers. Not all the questions I asked provided the expected result so only the questions that
provided useful answer for determining the nature images and environmental values are described her.
After that I will combine the environmental values and nature images.

6.1 Before
The answer on the question what their favourite animal is and why, was the most easy to
categorize in one of the environmental values. The answer was often something like: “I think it’s a
beautiful animal”, this points to an aesthetic environmental nature image because they like that
particular animal for aesthetic reasons. Jenn also expressed an aesthetic value when she was asked
what her favourite plant or tree is because she said: “[…] probably the pretty ones […]”. Back to the
animals though Suzan said that she liked elephants because her grandfather always collected little
statues of elephants, this has to do with childhood memories and is therefore categorized as a
humanistic environmental value. Peter on the other hand mentions that he likes dogs because: “[…] I
really like spending time with them and I just do some dog training as a hobby […]”, in this case the
experiences that you can have with dogs seems to be very important which means that it can be
classed as an experiential environmental value.
On the question what pops up in your mind first when you hear the word nature, Kate, Ian and
Suzan answered in a bit similar way:
Kate: “Trees, it’s quiet, green.”
Ian: “Grass, green, water, river … like that (pointing to the area outside the fence)”
Suzan: “Green, trees, no cars, yeah harmony and yeah no traffic noise… just relaxed.”
In all these answers the word green occurs which points towards the use nature image because it
reminds me to the ideal type of nature that is associated with the use nature image and that is described
as: “every ‘green place’ where people can go to” (see table 3.2). Both Kate and Suzan also express an
experiential value by mentioning what you can experience in nature: “it’s quiet” and “no traffic
noise… just relaxed”. Jenn’s answer: “Big forest not less so the animals more trees, yeah forest”,
started in a way that I thought it could be pointing to a wilderness nature image, namely a big or large
area but then I miss the word untouched and since this answer doesn’t specifically fit the other nature
images either it’s not classed within one. With the answer: “Wilderness”, John seems to mean an area
without people which is why it fits in best with the wilderness nature image. Peters answer is a bit
more complex: “[…] it’s still like it was, like it has [always] been there. Things like instincts for
example or nature laws that still exist like they’ve [always] existed.”. This describes qualities that
nature has on it’s own which means that an intrinsic environmental value is expressed and further the
answer makes me think of process values (e.g. that nature laws are mentioned). The first part of what
Peter said is about that nature is still as it has always been so without major impact from humans
which directs me towards the wilderness nature image.
On the question what in their opinion is the most important quality of nature many different
answers were given by the volunteers. Kate mentioned: “The clean air”, which points to the cleaning
environmental value. John says about nature that: “It can feed the whole world and make living
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possible.”, this clearly is a consumption environmental value and because that is seen as the most
important quality that nature has that points to a functional nature image. Ian though says: “[…] I think
I cannot judge qualities of nature. It’s quiet, it’s green but it’s not made to be judged by me.”. If I use
the same measures as in the previous question than the experiential environmental value and use
nature image are evident in this answer but to me the fact that Ian says that nature is not made to be
judge by him shows that he thinks that nature has meanings on it’s own and not just for mankind, that
can clearly be seen as an intrinsic environmental value. Because Ian says that it’s not made to be
judged by him, a wilderness nature image fits this answer better then the use nature image. Peters
answer is more straight forward: “I think it’s when you’re like really out in nature when you look for
something it’s really peaceful there.”. This clearly describes an experience you can have in nature as
the best quality of nature so it expresses an experiential environmental value. Both Jenn and Suzan
mention a balance and therefore expressed process environmental values. Jenn: “All the levels of the
food chain being in balance.” and Suzan: “That everything is or should be balanced […] that it is
balanced as long as nobody, no human destroy this.”. Jenn talks specifically about the food chain
being in balance and that shows a consumption environmental value. Suzan though mentions that
nature is in balance as long as humans don’t destroy it so a functional nature image is in this case out
of the question.
Now the question what the volunteers see as real nature, the term untouched was very popular.
Four out of the six answers could therefore be categorized within the wilderness nature image:
John: “Well… maybe the rainforest without any civilisation.”
Ian: “Areas that haven’t been touched by humans. […] For example the Kruger NP but not here or
where streets are but over there where no roads are and no people come.”
Peter: “…probably just untouched nature […]”
Suzan: “Untouched nature and […] nature in balance […] Conservations, national parks… maybe
small islands without civilisation.”
Ian, Peter and Suzan really mention that nature shouldn’t be touched by humans (be untouched) and
John gives an example from an area that he sees as real nature and adds to that, that there shouldn’t be
people (without any civilisation). Real nature within the wilderness nature image is described as areas
or things that are unspoiled by man and where natural processes can take place (see table 3.2), the
answers given by the volunteers clearly fall within this description. Both Kate and Jenn talk about
being in nature and that there are not many people around so that can be seen as an experiential
environmental value:
Kate: “Not to be in a big city, just be in the wild. And not many peoples, just animals and trees and
plants yeah.”
Jenn: “Being in a vast open space, with nothing, no humans well limited human contact and just left to
develop by itself.”
Jenn though also mentions real nature to be left to develop by itself, so natural processes that can take
place which means that the answer also expresses process environmental values. If she hadn’t
mentioned the human contact that you have in nature then the wilderness nature image would have
been at it’s place here.
When I asked what they look for in nature John, Ian, Peter and Jenn mentioned that they look for
animals. John and Peter didn’t mention anything else than animals, Peter only said that that is what he
is really interested in. Ian though also looks for: “beautiful landscapes” which shows an aesthetic
environmental value. Jenn’s answer was a bit longer: “If I go to a specific place which has a specific
thing then I look for that, […] Mainly wildlife, animals and bugs that’s what interests me most.” and
this shows that it can depend on the area. But they mainly seem to look for a specific experience with
animals so an experiential environmental value is expressed. It is also the case though for Kate and
Suzan that they look for an experience but the thing they want to or usually do experience in nature is
different. Kate mentioned in a previous question that she looked for a place without many people and
where it is quiet and with this question she added to look for the air (which she seems to think is more
clean than in e.g. a city). Tranquillity is one thing that Suzan looks for but further she mentioned:
“[…] it’s never boring, you always explore something new and there is always something to see.”
The question to what extent people can use nature for economic or human development, wasn’t
understood immediately by everyone. For Kate in the end I rephrased the question to whether she
thought that people can use nature for their own benefit. She then answered: “No, I think nature is
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nature and it’s not for the people who’re building houses.”. This points to a wilderness nature image
because people are not allowed to use nature. John on the other hand says: “They can produce their
food with nature, otherwise it’s hard, and for medical reasons as well.”. Here it’s clear that nature can
be used by people but specific things are mentioned for which you can use it and he says that
otherwise it is hard. That last remark made that this answer fits better in the idea of the historic nature
image then the functional nature image because it shows that if there was an other way of producing
food that might be better, within the functional nature image nature is there for the use of people
anyway so why would you try to produce food in a different way. Ian thinks of another type of nature
use: “[…] maybe for something like this but I think if human use nature it’s not real nature. If the
humans use it, it will change and it will be like in Germany the forest… I think this cannot work till a
specific line, if it gets higher it’s not real nature anymore.”. With the ‘something like this’ he meant
the concession and probably nature parks in general so that would fit in neatly with the use nature
image but the remark after that: ”if human use nature it’s not real nature” is something typical for the
wilderness nature image. Later he talks about a line that shouldn’t be exceeded because than it’s not
real nature anymore, with this line he seems to mean that when nature is changed by humans it’s not
real nature and therefore I think that this whole answer fits in best with a wilderness nature image.
Peter’s answer fits in best with the wilderness nature image as well because he thinks that we should
leave nature as it is now and not use is: “I think you can just learn a lot from nature if you’re looking
carefully. For example if you’re building [a skyscraper], I think they copied it from the way like grass
things are made and stuff like that […] Well I think we shouldn’t use [nature], we should leave it like
[it is now].”. He does mention though that we can learn from nature and that is a scientific
environmental value. Both Jenn and Suzan talk about using nature but that it should be in balance
(which in my opinion again points to process values):
Jenn: “Well I think we obviously use nature a lot and kind of like for obviously food we take nature
into our own hands so nature can be very helpful in that way but at the same time if we use it to
much it can also be bad. So […] yes to a certain extend that we make sure that it doesn’t really
effect. I don’t know, it depends on each different thing really […] we need to find a balance.”
Suzan: “Just as long as everything is in the right balance […]”
So it is fine to use nature but as Jenn mentioned we can use it too much which means that both the
functional and wilderness nature image are not applicable here. But to choose between the historical
and use nature image is not easy because both these nature images allow the use of nature. Since I
think that the use that Jenn and Suzan mean is broader then just the production of goods like food and
wood, the use nature image seems to fit best.
For the next question I came up with six issues that can arise when you manage a nature area. The
volunteers then had to imagine that they were the manager of that nature area, which at this moment is
used by people for recreational purposes, and think of how they would deal with these issues. The first
thing was that in a forest is an area with endangered endemic plants, a lot of recreation can harm this
plant specie (I did explain the term endemic to them). Kate immediately said: “[…] I think I will close
the forest and then we have to wait.”. This means that she doesn’t want any human influence on the
plant any more and also a hands off kind of management since all we need to do is wait, that all fits
very well within the wilderness nature image. John says: “I would reduce the tourism to a minimum.”
so he doesn’t want to stop people from going there but just tries to reduce the bad influence that
people have on this plant. This points to the use nature image because the use of the area is still
allowed. Ian’s answer was: “[…] I would try to save the area from for example humans but if the
species in this area fight each other and one species is going to die, I would maybe take a few into a
specific little area but the normal area I would let nature do it.”. From this I understand that he is
worried about the plant specie to die out which is why he would take a few into a specific little area so
that is an example of a conservation environmental value. After he has taken a few plants out he
doesn’t want to do anything else in that area so nature is left to develop the way it wants, to me that
sound like it fits within the wilderness nature image. Peter though thinks people, tourists, can play a
role in the protection of this endemic plant, which to me sounds like it fits with the use nature image.
He said: “[…] I think it’s important to show people what kind of species are living there that, I mean
tourism is a way to gain a lot of money so you could maybe show people what kind of animals or
[plants] is just growing there. And then take the money to protect it again so find a kind of way in
between and use it.”. Jenn expresses a conservation environmental value by saying that: “[…] People
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obviously want to see it because it’s very rare, so maybe from a distance if you just cut [an area] of
that they can’t really go around [the endemic species] and touch it and pick it.”. Further she mentions
that tourist shouldn’t be allowed to come too close to the plants in order to save the plant, but since the
use of the area is still allowed the use nature image fits best with this answer. Suzan also, if possible,
wants to make sure that the people can’t come to close to the plants: “Ok, I’d make sure that no
tourists can harm this plant so I would maybe try to build fences but if the plants are really in different
places that is not a good solution, I think so maybe one could teach the people how to treat the plants
and how to recreate without harming nature and teaching and make them yeah that they get a sense
for nature.”. Again the fact that people will still be allowed in the area makes that the use nature image
fits best.
Then the second scenario is that there are some exotic species that recreationists like to see but which
compete strongly with indigenous/native species. Kate didn’t really answer the question but by asking:
“[…][are there more of this indigenous species at other places?][…]”, she shows that it’s important
for the decision of the kind of management whether that plant species occurs somewhere else or not
and that points to a conservation environmental value. What John wanted to do with this area was also
not very clear but by saying: “[…] So that tourists will enjoy these plants […]”, makes clear that its
important that tourists can enjoy this area so that is a space environmental value (which means that
you value nature for the space it provides to do outdoor activities). Ian said: “[…] [I would] try to wipe
it out in this area so it can’t battle other plants but if it’s the last of this plant I would [try to relocate]
it to another place where it usually lives.”, even though this might not be very positive for the people
that use the area, I think it fits best with the use nature image. I would imagine that from a historical
nature image point of view it is a part of history that those exotic species are planted there so then you
wouldn’t remove them, from the wilderness nature image point of view no management is allowed
anyway and the functional nature image point of view would be that they wouldn’t really care about
that indigenous species. Further the fact that Ian would relocate the exotic species to its original area if
it had gone extinct in that area shows a conservation environmental value. Peter, Jenn and Suzan all
want to cut back on the exotic species in order to save the indigenous species and since both Jenn and
Suzan also specifically mention something about not harming or bringing back the endangered species
they express a conservation environmental value:
Peter: “Well I think you’ve got to stop the invading plant […].”
Jenn: “O then I’d actually cut back on the species that was brought there and try to bring the original
one back.”
Suzan: “Actually it can’t stay there if it harms or [badly] influences the other plants. So you have to
[relocate them].”
The fact that they want to actively manage the area to get rid of the exotic species then leads to the use
nature image.
The third issue you can have in a nature area is that a large animal dies and is situated at a spot where
the people who use the area can see it. Most people immediately said that they would just leave it or
do nothing about it:
John: “Nothing”
Ian: after I asked if he would leave it he said yes.
Peter: “No, that’s just the way nature is.”
Jenn: “If it’s like a national park situation I think it’s important to leave it there because obviously the
food chain is going to be altered if you take it away. And also I think it’s good for people to see
things. […]”
Suzan: “Yeah so I would not take it away because it’s only natural and yeah I think people have to
deal with it.”
In principle this not doing anything is typical for a wilderness nature image. Jenn however with the
first part of her answer fits in very well with the wilderness nature image, she even mentions the
importance for the food chain which is a process environmental value. The second part of her answer
though, can also be understood as fitting in with the use nature image because it would be good for
people to see things but I think the first part is more important and the seeing things can be seen just as
the result of a hands off kind of management. Kate was the only one of the volunteers to say that she
wouldn’t leave the animal like it was: “It’s natural […] at my park maybe I will [take the animal]
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away.”, after asking why: “That tourists can’t see it.”. This therefore points to a historic nature image
because she cleans up the area in order to avoid that tourists get confronted with a dark site of nature.
The fourth scenario is that a forest is a big mess after a storm and pathways or roads are blocked
within the area. Kate then said: “I would organize some helpers and I would like to clean up.”, after
asking whether the road or also the surrounding area would be cleaned she said: “I think just the
roads.”. This means that it is important for people that they can use the area but that that doesn’t mean
that the rest of the forest needs to look tidy. Therefore this fits well within the use nature image. The
same goes for Johns answer: “I would [remove the trees from the road]” and also Jenn’s answer: “I
would try to rebuild paths but in a way that you use what is already there. I wouldn’t introduce more
whatever to the area.”. Peters answer is more of the wilderness nature image approach: “Is it possible
to lock this area up and then wait […] and then use it again?”, because he doesn’t want to do anything
for a while. Both Ian and Suzan would like to help nature a bit, so actually they want to conserve it
which means that they express a conservation environmental value:
Ian: “I think it depends, if I think that the area could grow again fast so [that] not many animals are
threatened by it then I would leave it but if it destroys an area and the animals can’t live there and
are threatened to die then I would try to help it build again.” Later he also said: “I think I would
clear the roads […].”
Suzan: “Yeah, that’s natural too but maybe I would support nature a bit if I [knew how to do it] and
maybe plant some little trees to support nature.”
According to the historic nature image, people should take care of nature and nature shouldn’t look
messy (see table 3.2) so that would mean that you have to clean up the area when a big storm made a
mess out of a forest also in order to ensure that nature isn’t harmed anymore after the storm. Therefore
the answer of Ian and that of Suzan fit best within the historic nature image. Within the functional
nature image way of thinking the forest would also be cleaned up but then not in order to safe the
forest but to get as much wood from it as possible.
The fifth issue that the volunteers had to think about was that a heather area, which is there because of
overgrazing by sheep but which is liked by recreationists, is now invaded by pioneer tree species.
After I tried several times to explain the situation to Kate, she said that she really had no idea. John
was very clear in saying: “Well, I would let them die. I mean it’s nature […]”, so that is a clear hands
off type of management that is typical for the wilderness nature image. Ian’s answer is a bit more
double: ”[…] normally I would let the trees grow but in Germany it is that there are many trees cut off
for the wood so maybe I would try to let people cut these trees before they [do any] harm … It depends
on the economic aspect I think. In a national park I would leave [it] as nature would do it.”. From this
I understand that he would prefer the wilderness nature image approach but that if it is not in a
national park he would maybe look at the possible economic aspects of the wood ‘production’. That
then points more in the direction of a functional nature image but since Ian seems to really prefer the
‘not doing anything’ method I will mainly categorize it as wilderness nature image. Peter said: “Well
I’m not a friend of just killing all of the trees. Well if they are coming there by themselves that’s kind
of nature law and if they’re able to do that then it’s kind of their right. But if it means that this heather
gets totally destroyed you are probably allowed to maybe cut a few of them down and just keep the
whole thing a little bit, […]”. This is an example of a conservation environmental value because only
if the heather gets totally destroyed it’s worth enough to protect a little area of heather. Further Peter
mentions that it is just the way nature is that the trees overtake the heather and that fits well into the
wilderness nature image. Jenn’s answer is: “I would probably cut of a little bit of heather and keep it
like that so it grew and cut back on the trees that are taking over but I mean you have to let the natural
process kind of occur. But I would try and conserve a bit of heather, for tourist purpose which it awful.
But yeah I would do that.”. Here Jenn mentions that you actually have to let the natural processes
occur which is typical for the wilderness nature image but then she also says that she will cut of a
particular area where the heather will be conserved for tourist purposes. That last thing makes that it
fits in best with the use nature image. Suzan then said: “Just like before I would make sure that [the
heather plants] can grow and the other species must be taken away.”, whether she wants to do this
because of the history behind heather, just to save the heather or the fact that recreationists like to see
heather is not clear which makes it impossible to really choose between the historic and use nature
image.
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The sixth and last scenario is that in an area is an overpopulation of elephants, they eat a lot and this
causes the area to become more and more open which also means that it contains less and less food.
Kate her solution is: “I think you have to ehm… shoot the elephants maybe?” and when I asked if that
was just to reduce the number she said: “Yeah because there is no more food for the elephant, I think
that might be the best way. I don’t know.”. This means that the lack of food makes it desirable that
something is done and for Kate that’s the reason to shoot elephant which means that this fits with the
use nature image since in table 3.2 it is mentioned that management is at some places desirable. John
also mentions shooting elephant: “Maybe try to [relocate] the elephants from the Kruger or if there
are really too much maybe shoot them.”, but not as the first solution. I didn’t mention that the area
would become a mess when there are too many elephants so it isn’t likely that that is the reason to
reduce the number of elephants. Therefore a use nature image suits best with John’s answer. The same
actually goes for Ian’s answer: “[…] it sounds strange but I think I would try to reduce the number of
elephants.” (meaning that he would kill them). Peter thinks a bit further already: “Well I think if it
would be possible I would try to [relocate] these elephants but I think that’s like really expensive and
you probably won’t be able to do that. […] well I think first you have to think about if the
overpopulation of elephants became because of human intervention and if it does than it’s probably
your job to do something against it, but if it happened just by themselves then elephants… yeah I think
you can’t just take a lot of them because they are grazing there. And does it mean if it’s getting an
open area that it’s less living space for other species?” I said it did. “Ok then you have to do
something against it and if that means [shooting] them, then it’s probably what you have to do. But
it’s [the last solution].”. Peter says that if the problem of overpopulation isn’t caused by human
intervention then no management would be at its place which leads to the wilderness nature image but
later he realises that that might also harm other species which causes him to want to undertake action
against the overpopulation. So again management measures seem to be desirable in order to safe the
other species which leads us to the use nature image as well as that it expresses a conservation
environmental value. Both Jenn and Suzan also see relocation as the best way to deal with the elephant
overpopulation problem:
Jenn: “A couple of options I guess. If I suppose you can relocate elephants, trying to keep them in their
groups … or try to restrict them to a certain area but you can obviously not restrict them too much
because they need their food. Yeah I’ll probably relocate them. […] I think that’s better then
planting trees and doing that sort of things.”
Suzan: “Yeah to replace the elephants and take them somewhere else where they [are no] harm to
nature and vegetation and where they can live free or some of the elephants so that the area is not
overpopulated anymore.”
From both answers you can read that the vegetation shouldn’t be harmed too much which means that
again the conservation environmental value is expressed, so that is probably why it’s desirable to
reduce the number of elephant in that particular area. This therefore fits best again with the use nature
image.
The last question of the interview was whether the volunteers thought from certain landscapes and
aspects of landscapes if it is natural, natural enough or not natural (they had to fill this in at a list I
gave them). About a coastal dune area with wind mills Kate said: “[…] Oh no … well I think it’s good
for the nature that you don’t have atomkraftwerk but it’s not natural, it’s [made by people].” (the
German word ‘atomkraftwerk’ means ‘nuclear power plant’). To immediately consider something that
is made by people as unnatural is typical for the wilderness nature image. The same then goes for Ian’s
remark: “Windmills yeah it’s better then having other energy I think, I think it can work [well] but it’s
not real nature I think.”. Peter has another opinion: “Windmills don’t harm nature in any way and it’s
a good way to gain energy [without disturbing] nature to much so I would say it’s natural enough.”.
From a functional nature image point of view this would be real nature (and it wouldn’t be important
whether the windmills disturb the area or not) but from a historical nature image point of view it
wouldn’t be real nature because at this moment these windmills don’t have a historical value yet.
Therefore Peter’s remark fits in best with the use nature image. About an ocean John said: “An ocean,
well … I think it’s still natural enough but in the last 20 years there has been a lot of fishing and
poisoning of the ocean so that is why it’s not real nature anymore.”. According to John the ocean is
not real nature anymore because of human influence so that is the wilderness nature image type of
thinking. Peter said about oceans: “well I think the ocean is different to that channel because it has not
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actually been changed, it’s just used so I would say [natural].”, this can not be a wilderness nature
image way of thinking. Further the ocean is not really the place to recognize things from the past, so
the fact that it is alright to use the ocean leads us to the use nature image. Then Peter made the
following remark about desserts: “Dessert yeah definitely nature because I think it’s a bit similar to
the ocean, humans use it and use it more and more and kind of destroy it but it’s still very powerful in
natural things like it’s moving and building different shapes everyday and variation of things.”. The
moving and building of different shapes that is mentioned here shows a process environmental value.
Further Peter describes desserts as very powerful which shows an intrinsic environmental value.
Further he says it’s still nature even though people use it so that leads to the use nature image. From
the vast oceans and desserts we go to weeds growing at a sidewalk:
Peter: “Weeds growing at the sidewalk, yeah that’s definitely nature. I actually think that’s very
interesting to see that what kind of big machine and whatever it takes to build up this sidewalk and
there is just this tinny little plant coming out of no where [which has the] huge power to just destroy
[that sidewalk].”
Jenn said it’s natural: “These are all because they happen by themselves.”
Peter mentions the huge power of those weeds to be able to ‘destroy’ a sidewalk and that’s something
that I see as an intrinsic value because it’s a power that that weed has by itself (people haven’t given
weeds that power). Both answers show that that weed growing there is not influenced by people, it
came there on its own so that fits best with the wilderness nature image. Another landscape that the
volunteers had to give their opinion about was with small scale arable fields:
Peter: “well I’d maybe do it between natural enough and no because it’s done by humans but it kind of
creates another living space for new species so it’s kind of becoming natural again […].”
Jenn: “I’m going to say natural enough because they are obviously degraded and ruined if you like but
they’re all left to their own devise, the whole process of growing and cattle grazing and stuff is also
quit natural.”;;
Suzan: “yeah small then they are natural I think because when they are to big the fields can not or soil
can not recover.”;
Following the historic nature image this type of landscape should be seen as natural. Only Suzan
agreed with the historic nature image but the reason she mentions is that with small scale arable fields
the soil is still able to recover so that also shows a process environmental value. Peter said it’s in
between natural enough and not natural but then he mentions that it kind of creates a new living space
which makes that it becomes more natural again. Therefore I consider his remark to fit best with the
historic nature image as well. Jenn’s answer clearly shows that she thinks that small scale arable fields
are degraded and ruined which sounds like she thinks of it as a mess. Within the historic nature image
people don’t want nature to look messy so the fact that the fields are only seen as natural enough
points towards the historic nature image. About a production forest Jenn said: “Oh that’s very
unnatural basically because we are forcing it to grow there just for [our own use]. That’s kind of half
natural now because obviously [the trees] are still growing in kind of their ‘natural’ way.”. The fact
that the trees still grow by themselves makes that it is natural enough so that relates best with the use
nature image where everything that grows is seen as natural (see table 3.2). Suzan said about a city
park that: “City park is maybe natural enough because there are birds in the city and they can use the
park as breading area and so.”. The park is seen as natural enough because birds use it to breed, that
shows a regeneration environmental value. A regeneration environmental value is not something that
fits well with a historic nature image. I think it fits best with the use nature image since it gives space
for both animals and people and also because a city park is according to table 3.2 an ideal type of
nature for the historical nature image so then it should have been seen as natural and not just as natural
enough.

6.2 After
The average answer on the question what their favourite animal and plant or tree is and why has
become more complicated compared with the first interview. Kate mentioned the cheetah as her
favourite animal because “It’s I like cats and it’s a very elegant cat.” this has to do with physical
features that look nice so it expresses again the aesthetic environmental value. Her favourite tree
however is the camelfoot because “I like the name haha.”. In that case you can argue that this tree is
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valued for the fact that it exists so that would point towards the existence environmental value. John
mentioned again the tiger as his favourite animal but now said that it was because: “it was always like
this.” (instead of because they are beautiful like in the first interview) which is an answer that I can’t
really place within one of the environmental values. Ian, just like Kate, expressed an aesthetic
environmental value again by saying: “Yeah I think leopard is really beautiful, like cats in general, the
way they move. I like them.”. Peter had a very extended answer, he mentioned that at home the dog is
his favourite animal but ”out here there are like a lot of really fascinating animals” he then explains
why he thinks first the elephant and second the crocodile are his favourites: ”Just, they are just huge
and still nice looking animals […] you can look at them and really often easy to tell how they would or
what they’re thinking and it’s nice to see how they interact [between each other] or when we saw that
elephant have a scratch on that tree or something, it’s just very nice to see and you can see them
enjoying and playing with others and they’re just walking through the forest, eating the whole day,
destroying everything that’s in their way, they’re just funny animals.” “Crocodiles are just awesome
because they still look [like they are from] early times with dinosaurs or something and [they are just
like a] very successful kind of animal, that’s what I like about them…. I like the fact that they are like
very dangerous but still calm and chilled and just swim around in the water and they are actually nice
to look at. I think they’re just beautiful animals and they are so successful so that they didn’t have to
change for millions of years, that’s just amazing.”. Within this explanation both the elephant and the
crocodile are seen as nice looking animals so that’s the aesthetic environmental value again. Remarks
like: ”they didn’t have to change for millions of years” then remind me of the intrinsic environmental
value again because it’s a quality that the crocodile has on it’s own without human influence. Peter
almost talked with love about those two animals which is why maybe even a humanistic
environmental value is at it’s place here. When Peter was asked what his favourite plant or tree was he
said he didn’t have one in particular: “[…] so there is no particular tree but I like in general when
you’re just outside and know what tree helps who for treating what.”. This clearly means that he likes
trees that can be useful as food or for medical problems so he expresses a consumption environmental
value with this. For Jenn the aesthetic environmental value is again most important in her answer:
“Ohh it changes, when I first arrived it was giraffe but now I think … it’s such a hard decision. I
actually really like wild dog but I also get ridiculously excited when I see a rhino so maybe it’s the
rhino.” After asking why: “They are so beautiful!! They’re just really cool I really like them.”. Getting
ridiculously excited though is an experience so she also expresses the experiential environmental
value. Jenn’s favourite tree is the marula because: “they are the only one I can recognize but also
because well actually apart from when they are rotting, then I hate the marula tree. But no marula
tree, ja.”. This just has to do with familiarity (which can be seen as a deeper feeling, a sort of safety
that you at least know that tree) and therefore expresses the humanistic environmental value even
though this tree could easily be liked for consumptive reasons since the fruit can be eaten and is used
to make several drinks. Suzan this time mentioned that she doesn’t really have one favourite animal
but still likes the elephant and dogs but also the giraffe: “I think for example a giraffe is really unique,
there is no other animal that looks similar. Yeah it’s just I think they look like from another century,
from a long time ago.”. This reason is a bit similar to Peter’s reason for liking crocodiles so it
expresses an intrinsic environmental value, further she did seem to think of the giraffe as a beautiful
animal as well even though she doesn’t really express it that way but I do think an aesthetic
environmental value is at its place here.
On the question: “what pops up in your mind first when you hear the word nature”, the answers
were more diverse than in the first interview. Ian and Suzan both used the term green again so their
answer falls within the use nature image again (the fact that they both mention animals this time
doesn’t change that):
Ian: “Yeah well, [like] this, green, grass, trees, animals … yes places like this.”
Suzan: “Trees, green, forest, mammals yeah.”
Johns answer fits in very well with the use nature image, he said: “[...] everything that was made not
by humans is nature.”. That sounds very similar to: “everything that grows or is not made by man”,
which is the description in table 3.2 for real nature in the use nature image.
In Peters answer more than one environmental value can be found: “… I don’t know, of animals,
forest, being outside, breathing good air, yeah things like that.”. The being outside part points to a
space environmental value while breathing good air can be a specific experience and has to do with
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natural processes so the experiential and cleaning environmental values are also expressed. Jenn says:
“I still don’t know … just open area of land with things living in it that’s literally what comes in mind I
think.”. This description is too vague to pin point it to one particular nature image, because nothing is
mentioned about production or history/the past I don’t categorize it in the functional or historic nature
image. Only if ‘the role’ of people within this open area had been clear I could have made a choice
whether to see it as a wilderness or use nature image remark. The same actually goes for Kate’s
answer: “... just the [landscape] and ...”.
On the question what in their opinion is the most important quality of nature many different
answers were given by the volunteers. Kate answered that: “... especially here in Africa I think it’s die
weite. The space yeah, just trees, no houses, no streets.” (‘die weite’ is German for ‘the vastness’).
The space as an important quality for nature sounds as if it has something to do with the use nature
image because then space is what you want to experience in nature (see table 3.2) but because she also
mentions the no houses and no streets she seems to prefer a space without human artefacts which
sounds more like the wilderness nature image. Johns answer clearly shows a consumption
environmental value: “I think it provides us with everything to live, food and everything.”. And
because this is seen as the most important quality that nature has it fits into the functional nature
image. Ian said: “It gives [strength back to you] and it frees your mind.” which is a bit similar to what
Peter said: “Ja, just it’s wilderness, […] You often think that you’re not that much influenced by
mankind [as] when you’re in the city. It’s just, you’re more by yourself, feel more […] nature just can
make you very satisfied and happy.”. Both Ian and Peter describe an experience that you can have in
nature as an important quality of nature so an experiential environmental value is expressed and since
that means that you have to get into nature to experience that quality it points to the use nature image.
Jenn as well as Suzan express a value that has to do with natural processes and therefore fits with the
process environmental values. Jenn mentions the something related with the biodiversity at different
places: “best quality… I don’t know if it is a quality but like how areas can like adapt like they have
different animals that live in different areas.” And Suzan mentions the balance again: “[…] if you
don’t influence nature everything is in balance […].”.
When I asked what real nature is for them most people again answered that it’s a place that is
untouched so that fits within the wilderness nature image:
John: “When humans leave it untouched.”
Peter: “well maybe just wilderness, where you have no streets and no sounds from outside and no
electricity, no nothing. Just … basically just you and the bush, just outside.” after asking for an
example he said: “For example in South America where they have still like huge areas that are not
properly discovered by mankind so well I think there are probably still people living [there] that
have never seen whatever… TV before or something. Ja, so pure untouched nature that has not
changed already.”
Jenn: “Real nature … Somewhere where no one has really been before, it just is untouched with
things.”
Suzan: “Untouched nature” as examples: “[…] a national park, an island, mountains where no
tourists are.”
From Peters answer I understand though that it’s not necessary that there is no one there but more that
they don’t change anything. He even starts talking about himself being in the bush without anyone or
anything that is made by people so that can be seen as a space environmental value. Ian says about real
nature that it is: “Forests, rivers that are not made by men, yeah well like this.” and that sounds again
like the description of real nature for the use nature image (as in table 3.2). Kate’s explanation is about
her being in real nature: “Maybe to sit here and the wind is [blowing] and see the trees and the
animals and yeah.” When I asked if she meant like here (at the Nsikazi camp): “Not really here but a
little bit outside the camp haha.”. The first part reminds me most to the space environmental value but
the second part shows that she didn’t want man made structures in the real nature. So the combination
of those two things points in the direction of the use nature image.
When I asked to what extent people can use nature for economic or human development Kate
said: “I hope not too much yeah ......” so when I asked if she meant with that that people have to be
careful when using nature, she agreed. With saying this she excludes the functional and wilderness
nature image because the use is allowed but not too much. But I can’t really chose whether the
historical or the use nature image fits best with this answer, if I hadn’t been the one using the word
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careful then I would have gone for the historic nature image though because the way nature should be
treated is for that nature image described as that people should take care of nature (see table 3.2). What
John and Suzan say comes almost down to the same as what Kate said:
John: “Oh well if nature gets damaged then we should stop using it.” With damaged meaning: “when
there are serious changes to nature.”.
Suzan: “Only to the extend which doesn’t influence nature in a bad way so nothing gets destroyed.”
So for these two as well I can’t choose between the historical and the use nature image. Ian though
answered: “I think trees for example to get better air or on hills to stop erosion or to get wood if it [is
done in a controlled way] or to get people to free their mind or yeah to get tourist e.g. to poor
countries.”, he also explained that you can’t take all the wood out of the forest but it’s ok to take a bit
out every now and then. Here examples are given on when the use of nature is alright or maybe even
desirable so this fits best with the use nature image where the use of nature is, with respect for nature,
allowed in certain place (or circumstances) as described in table 3.2. Further Ian also expresses the
consumption environmental value (with the wood production), the space environmental value (with
the freeing your mind and the tourists) and the process environmental values by mentioning the
cleaning of the air and to see the possibility to stop erosion with it. Both Peter and Jenn describe a
scientific environmental value because they believe that you can learn something from nature:
Peter: “I think there are like a lot of things to copy from nature, how they don’t change their
environment, how they try [to adapt] with it and live in it instead of changing it. And I think [there
are] a lot of new way to gain for example electricity from just using nature the way it is and not
changing it.”
Jenn: “Scientifically they can probably use it a lot, pharmaceutical things. … Obviously it’s a good
resource for resources isn’t it. […].” After it was asked if there are limits to the use: “Yeah, you’ve
got to make sure that [it’s still renewable].”.
In Jenn’s answer a consumption environmental value is expressed by mentioning that nature can be
used for pharmaceutical things. But for these two answers it’s again difficult though to choose
between the historic and use nature image because changing nature seems not allowed again but using
it is alright. Because the learning from nature seems to be something desirable I’ll, in this case, choose
for the use nature image.
Here is the question again in which I explained six issues that can arise when you manage a nature
area. The volunteers then had to imagine that they were the manager of that nature area, which at this
moment is used by people for recreational purposes, and think of how they would deal with these
issues. The first issue was that there is an area in a forest with endangered endemic plants, a lot of
recreation can harm this plant specie (I did explain the term endemic to them). Kate said again: “I
would close this area [...]”, that means a hands off type of nature management that is typical for the
wilderness nature image way of thinking. John this time said: “Yeah, maybe limit the time you can be
there.”, so visitors are still allowed in the area but there is a restriction in the form of a reduction in the
time you can spend there so that fits best with the use nature image. Jenn doesn’t limit the time but
said: “[…] I would limit certain areas of the park where this plant was growing and make sure that
little human contact was made. But I mean I would still [not] limit the whole area. So I chose wisely
the areas and then put those out of bounce, but I kind of leave it to it’s own.”. The outcome is similar
though that people are still allowed in the area but with certain restrictions so this as well fits best with
the use nature image. Both Ian and Peter want to use the income that you can get out of tourism in the
area to protect the plant species:
Ian: “Yeah, I would try to keep the endangered plant [the way it is], and try to get more tourists by
saying it’s the only place where you can see those plants […] if it’s to expensive to keep [the
endangered plant] then I would let nature go it’s own way.”
Peter: “Maybe you could use the tourists or the money that is gained by tourist to protect this species.”
Peter mentions to divide the area in 2, one area where no one can come and another where the
tourists can look at the endemic plant.
Using tourism to create financial means to protect the endemic plant species is something that fits best
with the use nature image because being in nature is very important in that nature image and active
management is also allowed within that nature image. Peter e.g. mentioned to have one area where no
one can come, meaning that the tourist can’t harm the endemic species there and what I understood is
that that is also the area where the money can be spent on the protection of that particular species. Ian
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though also mentions that if the protection of that species is too expensive, even with the tourist
incomes, that there should not be any management which points to a wilderness nature image type of
thinking. Suzan answer: “I would protect this plant, maybe build fences or try to find natural ways to
protect it. To keep animals away or humans… maybe, it depends on the plant.”, so she doesn’t
mention that visitors can still come in the area it sound more like that she wants to keep people away
from the area. Suzan does seem to want to protect the endemic plant through active management
though, so this fits best with the historical nature image. Ian, Peter and Suzan mention particularly that
they want to preserve that endangered species and that shows the conservation environmental value.
For Ian though the fact that he wouldn’t save that endangered species when it is to expensive makes
that the conservation environmental value doesn’t go for him.
The second scenario is again that there are some exotic species that recreationists like to see but which
compete strongly with indigenous/native species. Kate, John, Peter and Jenn all mention that they
want to reduce the number or even get rid of that exotic species:
Kate: “I think I would put the [exotic] plant away.” “Yeah because it’s not from this country it’s from
another country.”
John: “Try to restrict growth or get rid of it.”
Peter: “[I would try] to decrease the number of the exotic plant so that it is there and people can see it
to gain money [for] conservation and at the same time not destroying other plants that are already
there.”
Jenn: “I’d get rid of it.”
Following the same line of argumentation as in the first interview all these answers fit in best with the
use nature image. That use nature image fits most clearly with Peter’s answer because he also talks
about reducing it to a certain level that it is still there so that people can look at the plants but also that
it doesn’t harm the native species. Ian argues: “I think that depends on how many are there, if there
are only 20 or 30 then I would try to get them out but if there are thousands and they are all over the
park then it doesn’t make sense to get them out.”. This means that if there aren’t too many of the
exotic species he would take them out which fits with the use nature image but if there are too many of
that exotic plant then he seems to think that no management would be better so that is more wilderness
nature image like. Suzan answered: “Maybe I’d try to find [an] extra area for this exotic species where
they can’t influence each other. Yeah you should try to avoid that the seeds disperse.”, so she only
wants to get rid of that species in the area where it harms the native species and or she wants to restrict
the regeneration possibilities for the exotic plant species. This means that people will still be able to
see the exotic plant specie at certain places and therefore this also falls within the idea of the use
nature image.
The third management issue is that a large animal died and is situated at a spot where the people who
use the area can see it. The answer of most volunteers fits in perfectly with the wilderness nature
image because they wouldn’t do anything:
John: “I would leave it“
Peter: “Then I would leave it there, it’s just nature and I think well there are even a lot of people that
would like to see it […] maybe there are other ones who wouldn’t like it because they [don’t like to]
see dead animals but that is just what happens in nature and I mean it will be digested by other
systems and brought back through the circle of live.”
Jenn: “[…] I would leave it there and the food chain will continue really, something will eat it.”
Suzan: “I would leave it there because it is natural and yeah it’s just how nature works.”
Both Peter and Jenn express a process environmental value, Peter talks about the circle of live and
Jenn mentions the continuing food chain. Kate and Ian make a distinction between what they would do
here or in Europe:
Kate: “Yeah I think [maybe because] here are lions and hyena who eat this animal [so] here in Africa
I would let them but maybe in another country when [the dead animal just lies there] then I will
[take it] away.”
Ian: “I wouldn’t do anything. I think everybody comes to see animals and nature, that is nature.” but
in Europe: “If there aren’t any houses near it then I wouldn’t do anything.”
In Africa they would both leave the animal where it was, so no management which fits with the
wilderness nature image again but in Europe (or outside Africa) they would consider taking it away.
Kate mentions that if it just lies there she would take it away, that sound like it looks to messy to leave
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it there so that can be seen as historical nature image like thinking. Ian would only take the dead
animal away if it died close to houses, I understand from this that if it could cause a nuisance (thinking
e.g. about the smell) then he would do something about it which fits best with the use nature image.
The fourth scenario is that a forest has become a big mess after a storm and all the roads/pathways are
also blocked in that area. All volunteers had very similar ideas of what should be done in this case:
Kate: “... It’s nature but ... yeah I will clean the [pathways].”
John: “Maybe just try to make the roads free again but let the trees there.”
Ian: “I would try to clear the roads.”
Peter: “Then I would try to clean up the pathways and stuff to make it still like accessible but I
wouldn’t go like rearrange all the stuff inside.”
Jenn: “[...] I would unblock [the pathways] but I would use as little kind of machine, I would try to do
it by hand and also put it to the side so not remove anything as such and just literally just opening
the pathways so that all the debris and what ever is still there.”
Suzan: “It depends, if you have to control the forest and the vegetation or you have to do research then
I would maybe make the roads accessible but the rest should stay.”
Everyone would clear the roads or pathways (only Suzan says she would only do that if it was
necessary for specific things) but that the rest of the forest is also a mess doesn’t seem to matter and
John and Jenn even specifically mention that they wouldn’t remove anything from the forest. This
means that everyone thinks that the area should be usable but as Kate also makes clear, a storm is
nature so therefore this fits very well within the use nature image.
The fifth management issue is about a heather area that recreationists like, but which is there because
of overgrazing by sheep and is now invaded by pioneer tree species that overgrow the heather. Kate
her answer was not very clear but her conclusion came down to removing the heather plants and then
plant them somewhere where people can look at them. This means that some action takes place in the
area and that to please the recreationists because the heather will then not really disappear and people
will be able to enjoy heather plants at another place so that can fit within the use nature image. Ian
said: ”Yeah in a park or in a forest I would[n’t] do anything but when it is like a park in a city then I
would always try to make the people enjoy it or I would .. plant those plants that the people like but
only in the city park.”. Outside city parks Ian wouldn’t do anything which points to a wilderness
nature image but within a city park he wants that people enjoy it so there he would make sure that the
heather plant stays so that part fits in better within the use nature image. Peter’s answer is a bit double
as well: “[…] it sounds [like nature just takes] back what belongs to it but it depends. […] if it’s like a
good opportunity to earn a lot of money by just showing people this particular heather plant and being
able to use the money for maybe bigger projects than it’s always like a chance […] so I might try to
get rid of some of the trees to still save some of the heather plants at least but depending on the
situation it is well probably right to say that nature just takes back what actually belongs to it.”. Even
though Peter thinks that nature will take back what actually belongs to it in the end he wants to get rid
of some of the trees so that people can come and visit the area to see the heather plant in order to earn
money from these visitors. So he wants to do some active management for the recreationists which
means that it leads to the use nature image. Jenn said that she would prefer to do nothing but on the
other hand she said: “I would clear some area from the trees so the heather can grow but I wouldn’t
remove all the trees. It would kind of be a balance I would try to leave it as to whatever it wants to
do.”. So she would try to conserve a small area with heather just like Suzan: “Yeah, maybe you can try
to keep a smaller area with the heather and just control the tree growth and make sure that the trees
don’t influence the whole area.”. This fits best with the idea of the use nature image because users of
the area will be happy that not all the heather disappears (only if the whole area would be left to
develop by itself it could fit within the wilderness nature image).
Then the sixth and last issue is again that there is an overpopulation of elephants in a particular area
and that they eat a lot which causes the area to become more and more open and therefore also
containing less and less food. For everyone the option of translocation seems to be most popular:
Kate: “I will translocate the elephants […].” (she also mentioned to shoot elephant but only if there is
no other solution).
John: “... try to dart these elephants and bring them to other parks and if that doesn’t work maybe
shoot them.”
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Ian: “If there are really too many then I would try to relocate them … maybe sell them to a zoo, maybe
shoot [some elephants].”
Peter: “Yeah it’s always difficult to say just … I think it’s probably to expensive to resettle the
elephants to another area but that’s what I would probably prefer. […] Because well I think there
are probably better ways then just killing them, I would try to look for one of these.”
Jenn: “[…] if I can see that it is just going to be a down hill spiral and they are just going to destroy
the whole area in the end. What will happen then is that they will all disappear … naturally but if I
can [I] take away some of the animals, yeah obviously in their own little herd and relocate them.”
Suzan: “You could try to catch some of the elephants and release them [in other areas] where they can
live.”
Considering that I mention that the food supply is decreasing because of the overpopulation it is most
likely that the volunteers see it as desirable to take some action so the answers therefore fit best within
the use nature image. Especially for Jenn this is clear because she really mentions that the elephants
will otherwise just destroy the area which would then cause them to die by themselves. Within the
historic nature image like thinking I would expect that e.g. killing the elephants is a more efficient, it’s
cheaper and has the same effect in their home area, but tourists usually don’t like to see (or know) that.
Shooting though would also be the most likely management option following the functional nature
image because that could produce e.g. a lot of elephant steaks.
Here is the question again where the volunteers have to decide from a list of landscapes and
aspects of landscapes whether it is natural, natural enough or not natural (they had to fill this in at a list
I gave them). To start with the small scale arable fields again:
Kate: “[…] you have to eat some food and I think [that’s] in the nature so I think it’s natural enough.”
John: “If it’s small scale than it’s not that bad. Monocultures […] is not real nature […].”
Ian: “yeah that’s halve I think. Because it’s [nature] for many people who [live in cities] but compared
with this it’s not nature.”.
Peter: “I would probably say it’s natural enough because it’s run by humans but I think it’s still better
then having these huge arable fields […]”.
Jenn: “I think natural enough because obviously the plants have been placed there… not naturally but
they’re… actually I’m going to say not natural because they’ll probably be spraying it with
pesticides and limiting their growth and that kind of stuff […].”.
Suzan: “I think as long as it is small it is natural enough because if they are to big other areas have to
make place for them and also [the soil doesn’t contain] much nutrients [anymore] after a long
time.”.
Everyone except for Jenn thought of the small scale arable fields as natural enough. Jenn said that
people influence it so much that is not natural and that leads to the wilderness nature image. Kate’s
answer clearly shows a consumption environmental value because she says that the food we need is in
nature. John, Peter and Suzan mention that as long as it is small scale it is natural enough this is why
the historic nature image is most suitable here, the small scale farms are ideal for the historical nature
image while the large scale farms are ideal for the functional nature image (see table 3.2). Ian makes a
division between people from the city who would see the arable fields as natural while compared with
the bush, where we were at the time, it wasn’t nature. He therefore probably didn’t see the small scale
arable fields as real nature himself because he was in the bush and that points to a wilderness like
nature image. The same goes for what Ian says about large scale farmlands: “compared to a city it’s
natural enough but … normally I think it’s not nature.”, so here he actually confirms that he doesn’t
think it is nature while people from the city would see it as natural enough. Jenn’s idea about large
scale farms is different: “Large scale farmlands, because it is more large scale I’m going to say …
natural enough because obviously everything has been planted there but it’s then left up to it’s own
devises to do whatever.”. Here the fact that nature is left to do it’s own thing again after they are
planted is very important and not the fact that it produces more then small scale arable fields so
therefore I think it fits better with the use nature image then with the functional nature image. From
the coastal dune area with windmills everyone thought that it was natural enough:
Kate: “[…] natural enough because the windmill I think that’s a good thing to make electricity […].”
John: “Ja, I think windmills don’t really disturb this area.”
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Peter: “Coastal dune area with windmills. Ja … I would say natural enough because it’s of course not
natural, the windmills but it’s still really good, nice way to gain electricity without destroying nature
to much.”
Suzan: “ok the windmills are not really natural but … yeah they use renewable resources so it’s
natural enough I think and they won’t harm the coastal dune area.”
Kate thinks that using windmills is a good way of making electricity, this could be seen as to fit well
within the functional nature image because it’s about producing something while it can still be seen as
natural but she did seem to mean that it is a good way of producing electricity because it uses a
renewable resource so therefore I think her answer fits best with the use nature image. For the other
answers the same nature image applies best because they see the area as natural enough because even
though a windmill is not natural (man made), it doesn’t harm its surroundings. The ideas about a city
park are more diverse:
Kate: “City park, that’s also for me natural enough because if you live in the city it’s nice to have a
city park with trees and plants yeah and it’s also good for the air.”
John: “The city park, the problem with city parks is that there is always litter and the area is very
restricted for animals if there are animals so it’s not nature.”.
Peter: “O well that’s like not really natural because it’s in the city and it’s just build up and you can
see that [everything is planted] and [has] a special use but it’s still a nice thing to have that in the
city and that there is at least something green and some nice place so I’ll say it’s natural enough
even [though] it’s definitely not natural.”
Jenn: ”It’s you know all been put there and made.”.
Suzan: “City park is natural enough because it’s better then a city with no green areas. [I think] many
birds in the city use it as a breading area.”
Kate mentions that a city park is good for the air which can be seen as a cleaning environmental value.
Further she as well as Suzan say that it’s good to have a park in the city and that it is therefore natural
enough. For Suzan it also plays a role that it provides a breading place for birds which just like in the
first interview can be seen as a regeneration environmental value. Kate and Suzan didn’t think of the
city park as natural which would have categorized their answer within the historical nature image so
now they said it is natural enough it fits best within the use nature image. John, Peter and Jenn think of
a city park as not natural and that fits well with the wilderness nature image, especially because Peter
and Jenn also mention that it is because everything there is planted by people. The wilderness nature
image is also applicable to what John thinks about a meandering river which is, that it is natural
because people didn’t make any restrictions for it. Jenn as well is of the opinion that a meandering
river is natural but then because of the natural processes (process environmental value): “Meandering
river is very natural because, you know that occurs with erosion and whatever.”, so that also fits best
with the wilderness nature image. John also describes the dessert as being natural: “Dessert is nature
because [there are no people].”, which again points to the wilderness nature image because the fact
that there are no people make it natural. The oceans however are only natural enough according to
John because humans have influenced it to much: “I think human kind has done to much to the ocean
so it’s not real nature but I think it’s natural enough.” which means again that the wilderness nature
image fits best because of what people did or didn’t do. And then the production forest, both Ian and
Jenn consider that to be natural enough:
Ian: “It’s natural enough or no I don’t yeah it’s natural enough because it’s green.”
Jenn: “I’m going to say natural enough because again they’re growing in their natural way but they
have been planted there.”
Since everything that grows is real nature and every green place where people can go to is seen as the
ideal for the use nature image (as in table 3.2) both Ian and Jenn’s remark fit in with that nature image.
Peter then made almost the same remark about weeds growing at a sidewalk as during the first
interview: “That’s natural because ja, it’s just nice to see that even [though] it takes like big machines
[to] build the sidewalks and whatever, that seeds are and nature is still able to ‘climb’ through there
and just do what [it wants].” so this again shows an intrinsic environmental value and because it’s the
power of the plant itself that caused it to grow there a wilderness nature image fits best again with
Peters answer.
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The last question of the second interview was not meant to find out more about the environmental
values or nature images but to see if the volunteers themselves thought that the volunteer programme
had changed their view on nature and the following answers were given:
Kate: “Maybe a little bit but not much.” “[…] I live in a city and I think now the nature is a little bit
[more present].”
John: “… no not really. Just a bit maybe” “I think [to see] that even in the Kruger NP [there are] some
threats [because] of lots of humans, changes made by humans.”
Ian: “No I don’t think no … I have seen a lot but I don’t think that it changed it.”.
Peter: “No, I don’t think so because … ja I already spent a lot of time in nature and with nature even
before I came here so it might made me [appreciate nature] a little bit more but it didn’t change it.
Jenn: “YES it actually did I think. […] I’m just a bit more familiar with nature and I feel like I’m more
excited by nature then I used to be. I wasn’t really a nature person but now having survived here for
2 months haha. Yeah I look at it differently and I’m far more interested now so therefore I’m more,
what’s the word, I’m more likely to be outside.” After asking what makes her excited: “It’s
unpredictable, like you always encounter different things and some things you really suddenly walk
upon and they’re usually not seen in the area and you know it’s just exciting especially when you
know little bits of information and you can yeah it just makes it more interesting in that way.”
Suzan: “Maybe not really changed but more deepened my attitude to nature.” “Yeah that I think I
learned a lot of things in these 4 weeks and it opened up my senses, especially with things like the
bird calls that is really interesting. In Germany you don’t really notice that there are birds and you
don’t listen to the calls. Maybe it woke up my senses.”
From this it’s clear that most of the volunteers didn’t really have the feeling that the volunteer
programme changed their view on nature. In the analysis chapter I will go into this a bit further. To
just get back to the environmental values for a moment, both Jenn and Suzan talk about particular
experiences in nature so they expressed an experiential environmental value.

6.3 The results from the interviews in short
In the previous two paragraphs I have described the most important questions from the first and
second interview to find out the environmental values and nature images that the volunteers expressed.
In this paragraph I have combined that information in two tables (table 6.1 and 6.2). In the theoretical
framework chapter I combined the environmental values and nature images but that won’t be worked
out here, in the next chapter I will go into that further.
All the environmental values that are described in the previous two paragraphs are noted down per
interview and volunteer in table 6.1. Suzan mentioned something during the first and second interview
that expressed an environmental value that isn’t described yet but which can’t be missed:
From the first interview: “[…] just to have a break and get out of the city.”
From the second interview: “[…] I just like to be in nature and to relax and to listen to the different
sounds of the animals and to observe animals.”
Both remarks express that nature is valued for the space it provides to be in there so that is a space
environmental value. John also made a remark that I find interesting: “[…] it was nice to see the
Kruger national park but after long it gets boring.”, so he expresses that it was nice but after a month
it became a bit boring. That to me sounds like an experiential environmental value because when the
Kruger NP was new for him it was nice but after a while he had seen enough of it.
From table 6.1 it is clear that the knowledge/believe and sensation environmental main values are
mentioned in every interview further the aesthetic and experiential environmental sub values are the
once that are expressed most. The functional environmental main value has changed most going from
being mentioned four times in the first interview to being mentioned by everyone in the second
interview. The process environmental main value was mentioned by four people in the first interview
and by one person more in the second interview. Looking at the environmental sub values, at least two
more volunteers mentioned the consumption, space and aesthetic value. Only the conservation
environmental sub value was mentioned by less people in the second interview then in the first
interview. Further you can see from table 6.1 that more environmental values area mentioned within
the second interview than in the first interview.
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Table 6.1 The environmental values expressed per volunteer. In this table it is noted down when a volunteer
(Kate, John, Ian, Peter, Jenn and Suzan) expressed an environmental main value (see the yellow cells) during
the first (1) and second (2) interview. If possible it is also registered which environmental sub values are
mentioned by the volunteers.
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In table 6.2 all the nature images of the volunteers are noted down per person. The most expressed
nature images in both the first and second interview are the wilderness and use nature image and the
least popular nature image during both interviews is the functional nature image. Three out of the six
volunteers would fit best within the wilderness nature image in the first interview while everyone
would fit in best with the use nature image in the second interview. Kate can’t be placed in one nature
image based on the first interview since the same amount of wilderness as use nature image like
remarks are made. Table 6.2 shows clearly though that no one of the volunteers expresses just one
nature image throughout an interview, this will be looked at in the next chapter.
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Table 6.2 The nature images expressed per volunteer. A tally is kept from remarks made by the volunteer during
each interview (interview 1 and 2), pointing to a certain nature image. The nature image with the highest score
is the prevailing nature image during that interview (that is the nature image with an x). At the bottom of the
table is shown what differences there were in the prevailing nature images when we look at all volunteers at
once.
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7. The analysis
In the previous two chapters I have first described the three months volunteering based on the
diary and then I worked out the information that I got from the interviews. In this chapter I first will
look at the differences of the environmental values and nature images in the first and second interview
in order to understand and explain these differences based on both, the information obtained from the
interviews and from the diary. After that a comparison will be made between the nature images as
expressed by the volunteers and the nature images predicted based on the environmental values. Then
the chapter will finish with a paragraph about why every volunteer mentions more than one nature
image.

7.1 Comparing before and afte r
A problem with the information from the two interviews is that it only shows what people think at
two different moments in time but the time in between, all the experiences everyone had etc., is like a
sort of black box but that is where the diary comes in handy since it can be seen as a part of the
contents of this black box. So in order to understand and explain the outcomes of the interviews I need
the diary because that can tell me a lot about the environmental values and nature images of the
volunteers and what might have influenced that. The fact that I experienced everything myself as well
makes it much easier to understand certain remarks and events. In this chapter therefore I’ll try to
explain the outcome of the interviews based on the diary.
To start I will, as promised in the previous chapter, go deeper into the question if the volunteer
themselves had the feeling that the volunteer programme changed their view on nature. Kate, Peter and
Suzan all seemed to think that they appreciate nature more or are closer to nature now they have been
in the bush for a month. Kate mentions the fact that she lives in the city as a reason to feel closer to
nature now. Peter on the other hand mentions that he didn’t feel that his view on nature had changed
because he already spent a lot of time in nature before he came here, so that nature in Africa is
different from nature in Germany doesn’t seem to matter now. Suzan mentions that she feels that her
senses are woken up. This is something I can definitely understand because when you are in nature in
Africa you really have to use all your senses because otherwise you might run into something
dangerous like step on a snake that you could have seen, run into an elephant that you could have
already smelled or meet a daggaboy that you could have already heard (if it wasn’t the buffalo itself
then because of the twittering of the oxpeckers on his back). John mentions that he changed in that
way that he now sees that even the Kruger NP is threatened by influences of people. From this I get
the feeling that he actually was disappointed because he really saw the Kruger NP as a wilderness area
and that being there changed his view because he saw how there are tarred roads running through the
park, artificial waterholes at several places and besides that also loads of tourists everywhere. Also the
movie of one of the film students could have influenced him because that was about the destruction of
nature/the Kruger NP by tourists. This change in view on the Kruger NP might also explain why he
said that the Kruger NP was nice first but that it gets boring after some time. Ian mentions that even
though he has learned a lot it didn’t change his view on nature. Only Jenn (who is the only one of the
volunteers that I interview that had been there for more then one month) said she felt that it did change
because now she is more familiar with nature and also gets more excited by nature. During those two
months she often expressed how beautiful or cute certain animals were and she did also mention that
things became more interesting if you knew more about it e.g. when she told John, to make him a bit
more excited about the birds, that she first wasn’t interested in birds either but that when she knew
more about it it became much more interesting. In her answer Jenn also mentions that she has survived
it here. Considering her tonsillitis and tick bite fever which both were cured with a course of
antibiotics you can imagine that it wasn’t a really easy two months especially also because of the
general negative attitude towards the programme that was an often returning subject of conversation.
And then the bugs, as she also mentioned herself, she became less scared of bug which doesn’t mean
however that all bugs are fine now. In the second halve of the second month she got a terrible fright
again because of a large dung beetle that flew into the car so it was mainly the little bugs that she was
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now fine with. To me it was clear though that Jenn wasn’t overly interested in nature since she
sometimes didn’t come on the evening/nightdrives, she said herself about this that she found some of
the drives very boring and: “being the typical British tourist I’m not interested in birds and trees” (see
the diary). One day when we saw Kudu she also almost fell asleep. Another thing she mentioned to me
was that her friends back home wouldn’t recognize her the way she looked right now because she now
hardly ever wore make-up and the trousers she was wearing were bought especially for the volunteer
programme (and not from the style she would usually wear). This all doesn’t sound that positive but
on the other hand she said before she left that she wouldn’t have mind to stay another month, so from
being an indoors person as she described herself in the first interview she now says to be much more
likely to be in nature which can be seen as a change in attitude towards nature even though her nature
image (according to the information I got from the interviews) didn’t change over the two months.
As I mentioned in the previous chapter there were several larger changes in the environmental
values. The first two are the consumption environmental value which was only mentioned by two
people in the first interview and by five in the second interview and the space environmental value that
was mentioned also by two people in the first interview and by four people in the second interview,
the use environmental main value in total was mentioned by four volunteers in the first and by six
volunteers in the second interview. This means that all volunteers expressed at least one use
environmental value in the second interview so it seems that everyone understood after their volunteer
programme that nature can be used for many things and maybe that it is not always bad to use things
from nature. During the programme we learned about or experienced different types of nature uses.
One of them of course the use of the space that nature provides because that is something we, in my
opinion, did there all the time and not just when we did a game drive. Other types of use that we
learned or heard about is e.g. poaching, this was mainly in the first month when we tried to do a fence
patrol to find the holes that poachers make and the one time that we saw a poacher with his poaching
dogs walking on the railway but also in the third month where a thief came through a hole in the fence
(made by poachers) and stole a lot of the stuff from several of the volunteers (being so close to where
many people lived it was mainly subsistence poaching in this area). Even though we didn’t go to a
local school to help with the vegetable garden (instead just bringing them a pan with already cooked
food), we did hear about the use of wild plants and trees like that you can use the devil’s thorn as soap,
how the silver cluster leave has medical uses and that you can eat the fruits from the marula tree and
that these fruits are also used to make Amarula cream. I feel that this causes people to realise much
more than you often realise in Europe what a rich source of resources nature is and not just for oil, gas
or renewable resources like wind and sunlight. The fact that people might realise more what you can
all get from nature after the volunteer programme can easily cause them to express more use
environmental values. I would have expected though that more people would have expressed the space
environmental value because that’s a type of nature use that we saw around us all the time and that is
also how we used nature ourselves. From John I can imagine that he didn’t express the space
environmental value because of his remark that he saw that there were even threats from tourists in the
Kruger NP, so then maybe using nature for tourist purposes isn’t seen as something good anymore by
John. Jenn on the other hand mentioned that she is now more likely to be outside then before she did
the volunteer programme so that could mean that she is also more likely to value nature for the space
that it provides to do outdoor activities now even though she didn’t express that as such yet. The
biggest change in the knowledge/believe environmental values was that in the first interview five
people expressed the conservation environmental value while in the second interview only two
expressed it again. I would have expected though that more people would have expressed a
conservation environmental value in the second interview then in the first because they had been busy
with a conservation project in the time in between the interviews. During that time they have seen
species like the african wild dog, ground hornbill, cheetah and black rhino that are all endangered. So
what causes that only two of the volunteers expressed the conservation environmental value again.
Maybe the fact that the work that we did at the concession wasn’t directly related to the conservation
of specific species made that people felt that apparently there was no real need for such a thing. On the
other hand, seeing certain animals that don’t look threatened can cause people to think that everything
is fine with that species. If you see e.g. a group of twelve african wild dogs on your first trip into the
Kruger NP (like what happened with the group that arrived in the second month) it might be difficult
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to realise that that is a threatened species. With all those endangered species, if you see them
everything seems to be just fine because they are right at their place in the bush and you just can’t see
from that one animal that it is one of a threatened species. Only if someone tells you or you read
somewhere that it is an endangered species you will know it. So the disappointment of what
conservation work entails together with the fact that threatened species don’t look threatened at all
when you see them in the wild (even though someone tells you how special it is to see one) can cause
people to stop valuing nature or aspects within nature because of it’s threatened status. Within the
knowledge/believe environmental main value I had expected that the intrinsic environmental values
would have been expressed more in the second interview. From the diary I noted that often things
were said that point to feelings or values that animals have on their own and not for people. I then
think of e.g. Clair who said once: ”It’s a good mother” about a hyena or Jenn who said about an
elephant: “He looks so sad”. But maybe it was something that was said in the spur of the moment
while it’s not something that they value nature for and then it can also always have been something
that didn’t come out during the interviews. The last bigger change within the environmental values is
of the aesthetic environmental value that was mentioned by four people in the first interview and in the
second interview by six people. The sensation environmental main value however was expressed by
every one during both interviews. This was mainly expressed on the questions what their favourite
animal is and what their favourite plants or tree is. Both Peter and Suzan expressed a humanistic
instead of an aesthetic environmental value during the first interview but during the second interview
Peter mentioned both sensation environmental values and Suzan expressed only the aesthetic
environmental value. Considering the amount of times that people said how beautiful especially
certain animals and sunsets were I can conclude that the volunteers have seen many beautiful things
during their stay and this could have caused that Peter and Suzan both expressed the aesthetic value in
the second interview.
In general it can be said that the volunteers in total expressed more environmental values in the
second interview than in the first interview. This points to the fact, as I mentioned before, that the
volunteers often learned new things about nature during the volunteer programme and or experienced
nature differently then they had done before. These different/new experiences make that people have
the opportunity to realise that there are reasons to value nature that they had never thought of before.
So after their time as a nature conservation volunteer the reasons to value nature have become more
diverse.
.
Within the nature images, there were also some changes. Three people were placed within the
wilderness nature image based on their first interview but based on the second interview they were
placed within the use nature image. Two other volunteers were placed within the use nature image for
both interviews. One of the volunteers could not be placed in either the wilderness or the use nature
image based on the first interview because both nature images seemed equally important but in the
second interview she could, just like the other five volunteers, be placed in the use nature image. As I
mentioned before about the use environmental value, it seems possible that the fact that we used
nature and heard a lot about what nature can be used for caused the volunteers to realise more what
nature can mean for people when we use it. So that explains why every volunteer mentioned more use
nature image like remarks in the second interview then in the first interview (and that also includes the
volunteers that were already placed within the use nature image for the first interview). This shift
towards the use nature image then explains why no one is classified within the wilderness nature
image in the second interview since the use of nature became more important for all the volunteers
during the volunteer programme as the explanation for the change in the use environmental values also
shows. The lantana eradication can also have influenced this shift towards the use nature image
because it showed that people sometimes have to do something because nature can’t always solve
‘problems’ (of course in this case first caused by people) by itself. Only Jenn made many more
remarks that point towards the wilderness nature image in the second interview than in the first
interview. One example is her answer on the question what real nature is for her, in the first interview
she says it is: “Being in a vast open space, with nothing, no humans well limited human contact and
just left to develop by itself”, in the second interview though she said: “Somewhere where no one has
really been before, it just is untouched with things”. The second answer fits with a wilderness nature
image because she mentions real nature as being untouched but the first answer fits much better with a
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use nature image because she does see some human in the open space and even talks about being in an
open space which means that it is used. But why is she the only one who expresses in proportion more
wilderness nature image like things in the second interview than in the first. Jenn is the only one of the
interviewed who has been there for two months and she did call herself an indoors person which no
one else did. Then she is also the only one who got tick bite fever which was of course a direct
consequence of being in nature. Further the remark in the second interview that she had survived the
bush for two month might show that the concession seemed like a real wild place for her. If you then
also know that she heard stories that had happened in the Kruger NP about a ranger who got killed by
a lion when he was sleeping in his tent and a field guide that got killed by a hyena in his house, then
maybe it’s not that strange if you start seeing the area as wild. All that might have influenced that Jenn
mentioned more wilderness nature image related things in the second interview.
I just tried to give an explanation about why all the volunteers expressed more use nature images
like things in the second interview then in the first interview but the reason can be different for the
different volunteers. Something that I noted from the diary is that often experiences were not ‘rated’
the same by different people, some people e.g. thought of the exciting experiences as the nicest
experiences. In the first month for example Noa, Ian and Jenn mentioned that the highlight of that day
was that we almost got stuck in the Nsikazi river. During the second month one of the highlights that
was mentioned several times is the night on the rock. In the third month a highlight was that we saw
the lions chasing the giraffe and as Miriam mentioned that was not a sighting but an experience, we
were not just looking at the animals anymore we had become a part of what happened because if the
giraffe wouldn’t have gone into the grass again it had ended up on top of our car (something that has
happened once in South Africa already). After a full day game drive in the Kruger Scot mentioned the
speeding at the dirt roads at the end in order to get in time to the gate as the best part of the day. In
general it seems that the people that like the exciting things (the more adrenaline rush like
experiences) are also the people that seem least interested in e.g. birds. Other people would e.g. think
of the sighting of a daggaboy on the concession as the highlight of the day instead of the almost
getting stuck. And Peter for example mentioned, on the day that Scot liked the speeding, that he could
sit for hours at a bird hide in the Kruger NP just to watch the hippo’s and the birds. Peter would also
say: “Even just fetching Simon from Bushcamp I like, it’s so thrilling to have the chance to see
something on the way”. These two different attitudes toward the experiences that you can have during
a volunteer programme can influence strongly how volunteers experience their stay and as well how it
possibly influences their environmental values and nature images.
The last thing that I want to mention here is that culture also plays an important role in the
volunteer experience even though it is a conservation programme. Especially during the first two
month people were disappointed in the programme. They felt that nothing important got done while
loads of things were promised, Noa e.g. was annoyed that nothing happened in time and for the local
people there the lack of organisation seemed almost normal while for the Europeans it wasn’t
something common. This is why the term T.I.A. was often used and that was usually not meant
positively. The frustration that was sometimes caused could in my opinion have been much worse if
we had been in other surroundings. Noa e.g. was very frustrated by the whole volunteer programme
but still felt kind of sorry when she left because she said she would miss the area and for example all
the sounds in the evening. So I don’t know what the effect of the cultural differences is on the
environmental values and nature images but I do think that it was the environment that we were in that
made it easier for people to cope with those differences.

7.2 Comparing the predicted and expressed nature images
In this paragraph I will compare the nature images as the volunteers expressed them during the
interview with the predicted nature images that are based on the environmental values as expressed by
the volunteers in the interviews.
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Following table 3.3 and table 6.1 I determined the nature image per volunteer per interview based
on the environmental values that they expressed (see table 7.1). Kate didn’t express any of the use
environmental values during the first interview and
according to table 3.3 the wilderness nature image is Table 7.1 The most likely nature image based
the only one for which the use environmental values on the environmental values.
↓
Interview 1
Interview 2
aren’t important. During the second interview though
volunteers
the consumption and space environmental values were
Kate
Wilderness
Use
both expressed which are use environmental values
John
Historic
Historic
and together with the fact that the other main values
are also expressed a use nature image is the most
Ian
Wilderness
Use
likely nature image based on the environmental values.
Peter
Wilderness
Use
John didn’t mention any of the process environmental
Jenn
Use
Use
values during the interviews and following table 3.3
Suzan
Use
Use
only for the historic nature image the process
environmental values are not that important. For Ian
the wilderness nature image fits best with the environmental values he expressed in the first interview
even though he didn’t mention any process values, the functional nature image is clearly not correct in
this case because both main environmental values that are related to that nature image are not
expressed. Ian did express the intrinsic environmental value though, which is an important value for
the wilderness nature image and not for the historical or use nature image. In the second interview Ian
expresses all the main environmental values which leads to a use nature image. For Peter, based on the
environmental values, the wilderness nature image is most likely for the first interview because even
though all main environmental values are expressed it’s the scientific environmental value which is the
only use environmental value that is related to the wilderness nature image. Besides that the aesthetic
nature image is not expressed and that one is only not related to the functional and wilderness nature
image. During the second interview Peter did express the consumption and space environmental
values as well as the aesthetic environmental value so based on that the use nature image is then the
most likely nature image. Jenn’s environmental values from both interviews lead to the use nature
image. She expresses all the main environmental values and more specifically also the experience
environmental value that is not particularly related to other nature images then the use nature image.
The same goes for Suzan but she also expresses the space environmental value that is very important
for the use nature image (see again table 3.3).
If I compare table 7.1 and table 6.2 then it becomes clear that the nature image that I predicted
based on the environmental values is not fully correct for Kate in the first interview and wrong for
both John’s interviews. For Kate I predicted the wilderness nature image but table 6.2 shows that the
wilderness and use nature image are equally important. Kate made three remarks that pointed to the
wilderness nature image, one that pointed to the historic nature image and again three that point to the
use nature image so there is no difference between the wilderness and use nature image. Besides that,
even though the environmental values in general pointed to the wilderness nature image, the fact that
she expressed the experiential and the aesthetic environmental value isn’t really in favour of the
wilderness nature image. The fact remains though that no use environmental values were expressed
and that strongly points towards the wilderness nature image. John didn’t express any process values
which caused that I saw the historical nature image as the most likely one for him based on just the
environmental values. Based on the nature images that John expressed it became clear that in the first
interview the wilderness nature image was the prevailing nature image and in the second interview it
was the use nature image. In comparison with the environmental values the wilderness nature image is
the one I expected least because of the consumption and space environmental values that contradict
with the idea of the wilderness nature image. The fact that John expressed both the functional nature
image as the wilderness nature image in one interview also contradicts. This might show though that
he can’t be correctly placed within one nature image, maybe he should be placed in more then one.
Since nine out of the twelve nature images were correctly predicted from table 7.1 in comparison
with table 6.2 it is clear that, as the definitions of environmental values and nature images suggest, the
environmental values do say something about the nature images. A problem with combining the two is
that nature images are too complex to be determined just by looking at the environmental values. As
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described in the theoretical framework chapter the nature images are determined by looking at three
different aspects so, as the fact that not twelve out of the twelve nature images were predicted
correctly shows, just looking at the environmental values is too simple. Another thing which makes
nature images very complex is that one nature image excludes the other while one person can have
several opinions which don’t all fall within the same nature image, this will be looked at in the next
paragraph.

7.3 Volunteers mention more than one nature image per person
In this paragraph the issue that all volunteers expressed more then one type of nature image per
interview will be looked at in more detail.
The fact that both the wilderness and the use nature image are expressed often is very interesting
since the one doesn’t want any human influence whilst the other doesn’t mind the use of nature areas
especially not for recreational use. Often though the answers of people showed that they found it
difficult to choose to do nothing e.g. Jenn answered once: “I would clear some area from the trees so
the heather can grow but I wouldn’t remove all the trees. It would kind of be a balance I would try to
leave it as to whatever it wants to do.”. In her answer she says that she will remove some trees but on
the other hand she mentions that she would try to leave the area to do what it wants to do, which is
actually the opposite of removing trees. With the whole global warming and renewable resources
debate going on it is possible that people want to do something with nature but that they don’t feel that
it is justifiable at a societal level to influence nature in any way. On the other hand something that I
found notable from the interviews was that different ‘solutions’ were given for different places.
Several people e.g. mentioned that they would remove a dead animal in Europe but in Africa it would
get eaten by hyena or something so there they would leave it. Other people would act differently if it
was in a national park then when it was outside a national park. To me this clearly shows that people
don’t see nature as just one thing, there are different types of nature that should also be treated
differently. From how people explained what real nature is I think you can say that national parks are
often seen as real nature while e.g. nature in Germany is often not seen as real nature. Suzan for
example mentioned a national park as an example for real nature and Ian remarked: “[…] I think if
human use nature it’s not real nature. If the humans use it, it will change and it will be like in
Germany the forest […]”. This differentiation in nature types could also cause one person to have
different types of nature images because for what they see as real nature other rules apply to whether
or how much you can use nature then for ‘not’ real nature, further the type of nature might also
influence what you look for.
A question that often came in mind during the twelve weeks in the bush, and which influences
how people look at nature, was whether volunteer tourists are ‘just’ normal tourists or not. Peter for
example mentioned after he arrived that he didn’t want to be just a tourist but that he wanted to really
live in the country in order to experience it. Jenn mentioned something similar, she had only seen
tourist Africa so now she wanted to see real Africa and she wanted to see what the standard tourist
doesn’t see (on the other hand Jenn mentioned, like in the previous paragraph, that she is a typical
British tourist). Clair and Ron made clear that they were there as a volunteer to make a difference and
I’m sure they wouldn’t like to be seen as normal tourists. Also Scot’s remark: “I love it here. I don’t
want to be a normal tourist, I want to experience the bush and South Africa the way the locals would
experience it.”, shows that he didn’t see himself as a normal tourist. In many ways I can agree with
their idea of not being a normal tourist because if you think of a holiday abroad then digging holes for
pitfalls, fixing roads and eradicating lantana is not really the first thing you would think of. The time
spent at one place is also not typical for a holiday in South Africa since most people seem to make
round tours through the country. But if you then look at the two Kruger trips that are a part of the
volunteer programme then that is something typical for a day out, so actually very touristy (even
though we did have to clean the game vehicle ourselves the day before). Also on the concession we
did a lot of game drives when there wasn’t anything urgent to do (while I think there was e.g. still
more then enough lantana that we could eradicate). During game drives but actually also when you
just drove on the concession an often used term is: ‘sighting’. With a ‘sighting’ you usually mean that
you saw an animal so a beautiful sunset is not described as a nice sighting. I noticed that what is seen
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as a good sighting or bad sighting changes over time. The first time that people see a lion e.g. they will
be very happy even though there is a lot of grass or branches in front of a lion that is just lying there
(as lions do for about 22 hours a day) but after you have seen several lions you get more picky and in
the end only sightings where you see lions actively and without too much plants in front of them will
be seen as a good sighting. So whether a game drive is good or not is measured based on the ‘sighting’
during that drive. And then there is the picture making. The volunteers didn’t differentiate themselves
from ‘normal’ tourist when it concerned pictures. Clair e.g. often said that she had such a nice little
film from something and once she even said: “Come on push a tree over for us that would be nice on
video”, also she would e.g. mention: “The sun is nice behind us” which meant that it was good for
pictures. And then Scot who wanted to have pictures from everyone, after his camera was stolen and
before he had bought a new one, because he wanted to show the people back home what he had seen.
All that photography can of course be a hobby but it is also something typical for tourists. Then there
is also the term ‘big 5’ which is a term that is very well marketed in the tourist industry, there are
tourists who think they have had a bad game drive because they didn’t see the whole ‘big five’ no
matter what kind of other special things they have seen. In the map that you can buy from the Kruger
NP (in the Kruger) you find a checklist of mammals and one of birds so that you can check off
everything that you have seen. Scot although he fell asleep during several drives made sure that he
checked off all the mammals that we had seen but the birds are just birds, he said, so he didn’t check
off those. A typical example of this chase for the ‘big five’ for me is that after Scot and Peter came
back enthusiastically from a game drive in the Kruger NP, Peter said: “We’ve seen everything” and a
bit later: “except for buffalo and leopard”. This means that he especially mentioned to have missed
two animals from the ‘big five’ while even though they had seen many animals, there were also loads
of other animals that are not a part of the ‘big five’ that they hadn’t seen. All in all the volunteers did
do some hands on work at the concession, Clair and Ron were even of the opinion that the volunteers
were used as manual labourers instead of volunteers. But on the other hand there were loads of real
tourist activities. Those two different types of activities, lets say volunteer and tourist activities, can
also cause different views on nature. When I was working hard in the field I felt maybe more
vulnerable then when we sat in the car for a game drive which means that I experienced nature in two
different ways and I’m sure that I wasn’t the only one who felt like that. When you are out in the field
there are more direct dangers. Besides that you’re concentrated on the work and often make noise with
the work you are doing but still you have to make sure that there are no dangerous animals around,
that is why someone always had to do the so called ‘cat scan’ or when we were further then 40m away
from the car that a rifle had to come with us. One of the direct dangers in the field are for example
snakes, like the one day that we wanted to cut lantana and heard a puff adder hissing, and after Ed’s
bush first aid course and all the pictures he had shown you really wanted to make sure that you didn’t
end up like that (a puff adder e.g. has cytotoxic venom which means that your flesh rots away, not a
very pleasant thing to look at let alone when it’s on your own body). As soon as you are back in the
game vehicle though, that kind of direct danger is almost gone (which doesn’t mean that nothing can
happen to you when you’re in a game vehicle). Some people probably felt the same type of
vulnerability as I felt in the field, in camp at night because some people told me that they were scared
to go to the toilet at night. In general you might be able to say that in the field you are more of a
volunteer busy working while in the game vehicle you are more of a tourist busy with making pictures.
These different activities also cause different experiences, in the field you have to obey the rules of
nature but in the game vehicle it feels more like you make the rules for nature. Considering that
everyone was both the volunteer and the tourist shows that nature images (and probably also the
environmental values) can vary between those two different ‘personalities’.
A complex thing about nature images is therefore that you can’t base it on just one thing that
someone expressed, it is always a combination of things that people expressed (this is not the case for
environmental value that can be determined based on one thing that is mentioned). Since often (for
nature images) contradicting things are expressed by one person it is very difficult to place that person
within a single nature image. The fact that the volunteers are not dogmatic when it concerns the nature
images together with the fact that one nature image excludes the other, shows that it is questionable
whether people can be classified within the nature images. This issue will be dealt with further in the
discussion (paragraph 8.2).
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8. The conclusion, discussion and reflection
In this chapter I will answer the research question that I stated in the introduction and specified in
the theoretical framework chapter. After that the discussion about the theoretical framework and the
reflection will follow.

8.1 Conclusion
The research question as I stated it in the introduction is:
What changes occurred in the environmental values and nature image of nature conservation
volunteers during the Pretoriuskop Kruger National Park volunteer programme and how can these
changes be explained and or understood?
In the theoretical framework chapter I also asked if you can predict the nature image by looking at the
combination of environmental values that someone expresses. Further I said that I would mention the
environmental values and nature images separately in the conclusion.
I wrote in the theoretical framework chapter that it seemed possible to predict the nature images
based on the combination of environmental values a volunteer expressed. From the previous chapter it
can be concluded that predicting the nature images based on the environmental values is not very
reliable. Even though the prediction was not very far off, the complexity of the nature images makes
that a 100% correct prediction of the nature images is not possible.
In the theoretical framework chapter I did some predictions about how the environmental values
and nature images would change and what might cause that change. For the environmental values I
predicted that the knowledge/believe and the sensation environmental values would be the most
expressed environmental main values during the first interview. During the second interview I
expected that the use and process environmental main values had become more important. This change
would have been caused by what the volunteers learned about nature in general, nature conservation,
the importance of nature for food production and the importance of nature for providing space for all
sorts of activities. In practise the change that occurred did indeed show that the use and process
environmental main values became more important in the second interview. The first interview on the
other hand shows that the knowledge/believe and sensation environmental main values are indeed
most important but already four out of the six volunteers mentioned the use and the process
environmental main value in this first interview. That means that the change that took place wasn’t as
large as I had thought. The reason that I mentioned for this predicted change isn’t very far off, since I
think that the volunteers indeed learned a lot about such subjects. The importance of food production
hasn’t come out from the programme as I had thought because we didn’t do the expected kind of work
at schools. Further the volunteers didn’t just learn about different nature uses, they also used nature
themselves. The most important thing that can be concluded about the changes in the environmental
values is that during the second interview more different values were expressed per volunteer then in
the first interview.
For the nature images I predicted that the use nature image would be expressed more often in the
second interview then in the first interview. This prediction was based on the assumptions that the
volunteers would realise more after the volunteer programme that people and nature can’t really be
separated from each other, that tourism in the Kruger NP provides many jobs and thus food on the
table for many families and also that many people in South Africa are still directly depended on what
nature brings through agriculture but sometimes also through hunting or poaching. The prediction that
the use nature image would be expressed more in the second interview is correct (no one could even
be classified within the wilderness nature image anymore). The reason why though seems a bit
different because we haven’t really been confronted with the fact that many people in South Africa are
still dependent on things like agriculture on the other hand we did hear about poaching. The
importance of tourism for the job provision wasn’t a topic that we talked about but during the third
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month we were confronted with the fact that people wouldn’t be happy with losing their job. The fact
that the use nature image became more important after the volunteer programme shows that people
realised the importance of nature for people more. Further, all volunteers express both wilderness and
use nature images which are nature images that don’t fit well together this then shows that the
volunteers aren’t dogmatic when it concerns nature images and also that the classification of people
within these images is very questionable.
The answer on the research question mentioned in the introduction is therefore that both the
environmental values and the nature images changed in the ‘use’ direction. For the environmental
values the use and process environmental values became more important after the volunteer
programme and for the nature images the use nature image became more important after the volunteer
programme. These changes are caused through using nature (often in the touristy way), seeing other
people use nature, helping with a conservation task and learning about different uses of nature. But the
classification in nature images must be questioned.

8.2 Discussion theoretical frame work
In this paragraph the theoretical framework that I used as described in the theoretical framework
chapter will be discussed and compare with other studies, first the environmental values and then the
nature images.
If I compare the results of my interviews with the results of Campbell & Smith (2006) then the
conservation environmental value seems to show a resemblance, in their research 84% of the
volunteers who were busy with turtle conservation and research expressed the conservation
environmental value which is almost the same as the five out of six volunteers that expressed a
conservation environmental value during their first interview. Campbell & Smith (2006) however
conducted only one late-stage interview with every volunteer and during the second interview (so at a
late stage during the volunteering) that I conducted, only two out of the six volunteers mentioned the
conservation environmental value. The volunteer projects do differ from each other in that among
other things, the people that Campbell & Smith (2006) interviewed were all directly involved with the
conservation of an endangered species and that was not the case with the volunteers that I interviewed.
So that shows that the activities, and not just what people are told, must have an influence on the
environmental values of someone. Campbell & Smith concluded that the most important
environmental values were the science, conservation, aesthetic, humanistic and experiential values,
according to them those were the values that caused volunteers to pay. Similar, in my research the
conservation, experiential and aesthetic environmental values are most important in the first interview,
that the scientific and humanistic values are less important for the people participating in the volunteer
programme that I researched can be explained by the nature of the programme because it was broader
then just the scientific research and conservation of one particular species (like with the turtle
volunteer programme). Campbell & Smith (2006) didn’t find any consumption and process
environmental values within their research while these environmental values were expressed by
several volunteers in both the interviews that I conducted and even more in the second then in the first
interview. The fact that the turtle volunteer programme is so much focussed on just that one species
and the scientific research that comes with it is a likely explanation for especially not expressing
consumption because it’s not likely that people that try to protect turtles will appreciate it when they
see that people are poaching those animals. Further the focus on one animal makes that it is more
difficult to see the whole ecological picture then when the programme is focussed on a wider range of
animals and plants.
The fact that the results of my research show that after a month more environmental values were
expressed, because of what the volunteers had learned and experienced, corresponds with a remark by
Campbell & Smith (2006) which comes down to the ability that volunteer organisations have to raise
awareness about the environment among the volunteers. The idea of the conscious raising ability of
volunteer programmes is also endorsed by McGehee & Santos (2005), who mention that to be a reason
for people to be more likely to become (more) active in a social movement or (more) supportive of
activism.
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A critical observation has to be added though especially for the idea of the intrinsic environmental
value because that value appears not to judge nature but the whole idea of environmental values is a
type of commodification since it is people who determine the value of nature. This means that even the
intrinsic environmental value is commodified because it is people who determine that nature has a
value on its own.
Jacobs (2007) mentions that within the Dutch population the number of people having an image of
nature towards the wilderness side is higher than towards the functional side, whether this is
something universal or not is unknown he said. From the first interview per volunteer I could say that,
for the mostly German and Swiss volunteers, the wilderness nature image was indeed most important
but for the second interview it shifted to the more functional nature image side. Looking at the results
from the interviews it became clear that none of the volunteers consistently expressed one nature
image. This is consistent with what e.g. Dagevos et al. (2000) and Steg & Buijs (2004) say that
changes in nature images happen slowly and gradual, meaning that there must be transition periods in
which people don’t have one particular nature image. That however means that it is extremely difficult
to do research on nature images because there will always be people within a transition period. Placing
those people in a single nature image is then very debatable. During this research a lot of doubt was
created about the concept of the nature images. Even though a transition could explain the different
nature images that one person expresses the idea to try to fit someone’s meanings and ideas into a
single nature image assumes a static character of people because there is no place for ‘changing
personalities’ of people or fast changing nature images. As mentioned in chapter 7, people were during
their stay as a volunteer both volunteer and tourist and these two personalities could explain the (for
the nature images) ‘contradicting’ meanings and ideas that were expressed. Something else that was
mentioned is that people attached different meanings and ideas to different areas (Europe and Africa).
This both means that one person can have more then one nature image so can’t be placed in just one of
the nature images. In my research I described nature images as “a relatively stable network of
meanings and ideas that people attach to nature” (Jacobs, 2007) but in Buijs (2009) a conceptual frame
is described of images of nature in which values and beliefs together form value orientations and then
those three things together form a nature image. Value orientations can be seen as values that are
guided into a certain direction through (a combination of) beliefs that an individual has (Manfredo et
al., 2003). So if people have the same values but not the same beliefs about nature, different value
orientations can arise (Manfredo et al., 1999) and thus different nature images. In Campbell & Smith
(2006, p.95) it is mentioned that volunteers are “highly susceptible to the message” that the staff of the
volunteer project ‘sends off’, so through interaction the beliefs, values and views can change easily
and in that way the description of nature images that Buijs (2009) gave means that the nature image
(of in this case the volunteers) can change as well which shows that people don’t have a very static
character. Further we have to keep in mind that the nature images are a type of frames and that it only
represents the real world based on what people express and that it doesn’t necessarily say anything
about who someone really is or how someone will behave (Dewulf et al., 2009).
From the above it becomes clear that nature images should not be used to describe people’s views
on nature in a too general way because a nature image is often time (e.g. before or after new
knowledge is obtained), place (e.g. Europe or Africa) and situation (e.g. busy as a volunteer or as a
tourist) specific.

8.3 Reflection
My research didn’t always have the expected result, partly because of things mentioned in the
discussion but something else is that much more valuable information could have been obtained
through the interviews. Besides the fact that I only had a small sample for the interviews, it is therefore
important to really reserve a lot of time for an interview which makes that there is enough time to get
to the bottom of what people answer (since it is e.g. for the nature images good to know why people
think what they think). It’s also important to have a quiet spot to interview because it is annoying
when people walk around all the time during the interview (as was normal at most places in the camp)
and besides that it is best for the consistency of the research if the same spot is used for every
interview. Another problem with the interview was that it I had to explain certain questions and that
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can have easily influenced the answers so it would have been useful if the questions I had prepared
were more language proof. Especially the question about the naturalness of landscapes or aspects in
landscapes could have been done more efficiently with pictures then with descriptions. Another thing
with the interviews is that during the first interview the interviewees hardly knew me but during the
second interview they knew me rather well and that potentially influences the answers because they
might e.g. feel more comfortable during the second interview. During the first interview I asked things
that the interviewees might never thought about before which means that they suddenly had to think
about those issues in order to come up with an answer. This means that the answers in the second
interview are maybe not just different because of the experience that the volunteers had but also
because they thought about these issues before (during the first interview but maybe also after that
interview). In this way the volunteers are also influenced by me because I made them think about
particular issues.
Looking at my observations, it is clear that certain people are mentioned much more than other
people. Jenn e.g. was my tent buddy which made that I spoke with her more often then with other
people. In the first and second month there were also a couple of volunteers that kept very quiet while
others talked a lot which caused that the people that did talk are mentioned much more often in my
diary notes. Further, I had to divide my attention during leisure time because not all volunteers spent
that in the same way. For the diary writing I noticed that when I was tired I sometimes tended to forget
to write things that were good to mention in the diary, usually I noticed though that I was tired so then
I checked the next day in order to add some things. Besides that even when I wasn’t tired I could
forget to mention things in the diary that I didn’t remember anymore or hadn’t noticed as important at
that point, even though I tried to avoid that by always working through the day in a chronological
order. Also remarks that I thought were important were not always written down immediately because
while working that wasn’t always possible and when I had a normal conversation with someone I
didn’t want to put the attention on the fact that I was doing research on them by writing the remarks
down during the conversation already, everyone did know however that I did research on the
environmental values and nature images of the volunteers. Clair, Ron, Jenn and Peter e.g. also asked
me a bit more about the research I was doing but further I tried to really just be one of the volunteers
and mostly I was also seen as such. Therefore I didn’t have the feeling that people were not less open
than they would usually be and Peter even once told me something because he thought that that could
be useful for my research.
The environmental values that I described in the theoretical framework worked relatively well
since it was most of the time clear which values were expressed. Only with the process environmental
values this appeared to be difficult, even though people showed clear process values it was often not
possible to place it within just one of the sub values because the expressed value was broader. The
division into three sub values is therefore not adding any value to the research and could have been
avoided if the same method was used as by Campbell & Smith (2006) who created a list of
environmental values after they had conducted the interviews and so knew what was expressed by the
volunteers. When it concerns the nature images, it became clear that it would have been better to have
used only three different nature images like e.g. in Buijs et al (2007). The fact that both the functional
and use nature image focus on what nature can mean for people makes it more complex. This means
that the functional and the use nature image as described in the theoretical framework chapter could
better merge into one nature image in which the use of nature is a central issue, both the products as
the space that nature provides. On the other hand it might have been best not to have used a fixed pre
set frame of three or four nature images at all (which is like the cognitive approach as described by
Dewulf et al., 2009). Now it was me who decided which nature image fitted best with a person (I tried
to explain these choices but it still is very subjective) but a more interactional approach (as also
described by Dewulf et al., 2009) would have given the volunteers more chance to explain their
answers and to help decide what kind of nature image suits best with their meanings, ideas and beliefs.
Till now everything was concentrated on the changes in the environmental values and nature
images of the other volunteers but did the programme change mine as well? I don’t think it did,
probably because it wasn’t my first time in that area and because nature (e.g. conservation and use) is
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something that is more part of my daily life than for the average person that comes as a volunteer on
this programme. On the other hand I know more now, how it is to have to watch out for all sorts of
animals all the time. Also I did learn a lot more about guiding and about the local flora and fauna than
what I had learned during a short ranger course that I did in Hazyview before and this new knowledge
caused that I started to like the area even more.
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Appendix 1: Glossary
African wild dog (Lycaon pictus): these animals can be seen as the wolf from southern Africa
since many have been killed because of the bad name they had. Nowadays they are
endangered and only an approximate 350 individuals in the Kruger NP (Tinker & Tinker,
2007).
Amarula cream: this is a South African drink which tastes like Baileys but is made from
distilled marula juice mixed with cream.
Bataleur (Terathopius ecaudatus): this is a large, 55-70cm in height (Sinclair et al., 2002),
bird that has just been renamed and is now officially called a short-tailed eagle.
Big 5: the term ‘big 5’ is used a lot in the tourism sector. Originally this term was used by
hunters for the 5 animals that were most dangerous to hunt on foot namely the buffalo,
elephant, black rhino, leopard and lion. For tourism purposes both black and white rhino
are seen as a part of the ‘big 5’.
Biltong: dried meat like what they know as beef jerky in America but then it can be made
form beef as well as from wild meat. This is a typical South African thing that not all tourists
like to eat.
Braai: a typical South African barbeque, it’s a part of the South African culture.
Concession: A concession within the Kruger NP is an area that is not owned by SANParks
but that is part of the Kruger NP and also the same management is applied to the
concession as is in the rest of the Kruger NP. In this report, with ‘the concession’ I mean
the Mdluli concession. Below is a conceptual map of the Mdluli concession (see figure1, all
the dirt roads are not included, just the tar road that leads to Numbi gate).

Figure 1 Conceptual map of the Mdluli concession. 1. Numbi Gate, 2. Nk ambeni, 3.
Nsik azi Camp, 4. ‘the rock ’, 5. Nsik azi river, 6. ‘Brok endam’, 7. Border fence of the
Kruger NP, 8. Railway, 9. Main lodge

Daggaboy: this name, meaning mud-boy, is given to old buffalo (Cyncerus caffer) bulls that
have left the herd and like to lie (or wallow) in the mud, they are considered dangerous
since they are easily agitated because they miss the safety by number that they had in a
herd (Carnaby, 2008).
FGASA: Field Guide Association of South Africa, FGASA level 1 course is to become a by
the DEAT (Department of environmental affairs and tourism) recognised field guide.
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Gate closing time: the gates from the Kruger NP as well as the rest camps close at a certain
time (depending on the time of year) and if you arrive after the gate is closed you have to
pay a fine. If the cars from 1 safari company often come too late this might mean that they
loose their license to drive in the Kruger NP.
(Southern) Ground Hornbill (Bucorvus
leadbeateri): this is a very rare bird, 90100cm in height (Sinclair et al., 2002).
The ground hornbill is very picky when it
concerns nesting places and that is
probably a reason that they became
endangered. See the picture to the right
(figure 2).
Greater Kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros):
this is the second largest antelope in
southern Africa (see the picture to the
right, figure 2). SANParks uses the head
of a Kudu as their logo.

Figure 2 Ground hornbill (left), male Kudu (right)

Honey badger (Mellivora capensis): this small, approximately
26,5 cm in height (Cillié, 2006), animal is not commonly
sighted (see figure 3). It’s known for its aggressive
behaviour because it has attacked cars, killed several
animals larger then they are themselves (for example a
gnu) and lion and leopard try to avoid confrontations with
the honey badger (Carnaby, 2008).

Figure 3 Honey badger

Impala (Aepyceros melampus): the
impala is with an approximate 130000
individuals (Tinker & Tinker, 2007) the
most common mammal in the Kruger
NP. (see figure 4)
Kruger NP: Kruger National Park
Landy: this is short for Landrover which
in this case meant the open game
vehicles that we drove in on the
concession.

Figure 4 Impala

Lekker: this word is one of the most popular words in South Africa meaning nice or good.
Both English and Afrikaans speaking Afrikaners use this word.
Mud wallow: this is a depression in the soil where water collects, this attracts animals to drink
and wallow (digging, lying, playing etc. in the mud e.g. to cool down in the mud or to get rid
of parasites) there. Through the wallowing the depression gets bigger and deeper and then
sometimes even contains water throughout the year (Carnaby, 2008).
Open game vehicle: this is a vehicle in which tourist can be driven around which has no
windows on the sides. Only people with at least a FGASA level 1 are allowed to drive in
one of these cars if you go into the Kruger NP.
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Rhino: in southern Africa there are 2
types of rhinos, the black (Diceros
bicornis) and the white rhino
(Ceratotherium simum). The black
rhino is very rare to see in the
Kruger NP because of their habitat
being in thick bushes but also
because
there
are
only
approximately 300 in the Kruger NP
(Tinker & Tinker, 2007). The white
rhino is much more common with an
approximate 3000 individuals in the
Kruger NP. The names black and
white are misleading since both
rhinos are more or less the same
colour grey. The name white has to Figure 5 black rhino (left) and white rhino (right)
do with a wrong translation since it
should have been wide because of their wide squared lip (see figure 5), suitable for grazing
(the black rhino has a pointed lip suitable for browsing).
SANParks: South African National Parks, this is the organisation that manages all the
National Parks in South Africa.
Sour veld: this vegetation type is found on soils that leach easily so isn’t very rich in nutrients,
the most common tree is the silver clusterleave and the most common grass is the yellow
thatching grass.
Spoor: has the same meaning in Afrikaans as in Dutch namely track. In Afrikaans English
this word is often used instead of track.
Tick bite fever: this is as the name already suggests something you can get from the bite of
certain types of ticks. It often causes fever like symptoms often with a bad headache and it
can cause people to feel depressed.
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Appendix 2: The inte rvie ws
Subject and question list for semi-structured interview A
What is your age?
Where do you come from?
Did you often come in contact with nature before you came here? Yes/No, how often? (e.g. Daily,
weekly or monthly?)
What is your highest finished form of education? Did this include courses like biology?
What is your current occupation (gap year, student or work) and is it environment related? If yes,
how?
Did you grow up in a rural area or in a city?
What were your activities in nature areas when you were a child?
Is this your first time in (Southern) Africa?
What picture of South African nature do you have and what shaped this picture?
What is your first impression of nature here?
Why did you choose to do a conservation volunteer programme?
What is the reason for doing this programme in South Africa?
What do you expect from your work here?
Is there a particular aspect in nature conservation that you like most/are most interested in?
What do you think of when you hear the word nature? (Plants, Animals, ecological connection, food
or other products.)
What is your favourite animal and why?
What is your favourite plant/tree and why?
In your opinion, what is the best or most important quality nature has?
What is real nature for you, mention examples.
What experience that you’ve had in nature do you like best?
Do you have fears for nature or are you scared of things you might run into in nature? (E.g. for
specific (groups of) animals, plants or natural forces.)
Do you think that this influences whether you like to be in nature or not? And how?
Which experience in nature is worth most for you? And why?
What do you look for in nature?
To what extend can people use nature for example for economic/human development?
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Imagine that you are a manager of a nature area, at this moment the area is used by people for
recreational purposes. How would you manage this area and it’s recreational users in the following
situations, and why?
- In the forest is an area with endangered endemic plants (only occurring there, nowhere else in
the world), a lot of recreation can harm this plant specie.
- There are some exotic species (species that are broad there by humans) that recreationists like
to see but which might compete strongly with indigenous/native species.
- A large animal died and is situated at a spot where the people who use the area can see it.
- The forest in this area is a big mess after a storm.
- The heather (low shrubby plant) area, which is there because of overgrazing by sheep, is a
landscape that recreationists like but is now invaded by pioneer tree species.
- In the area is an overpopulation of elephants, they eat a lot and this causes the area to become
more and more open (and containing less and less food).
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Do you consider the following landscapes or aspects of the landscape as real nature or not?
Yes
Natural
No
enough
Small scale arable fields
Meandering river
Coastal dune area with wind mills
Channel
Ocean
Large scale farmlands
City park
Weeds growing at the sidewalk
Dessert
Production forest
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Subject and question list for semi-structured interview B
What picture of South African nature do you have in mind now?
What have you learned during the programme that you find most important?
If possible, would you choose to do this programme again?
Is there a particular aspect in nature conservation that you like most/are most interested in?
Do you have fears for nature or are you scared of things you might run into in nature? (E.g. for
specific (groups of) animals, plants or natural forces.)
How does this influence whether you like to be in nature or not?
What is the most beautiful experience in nature, was this during the volunteer programme?
What is the most fearful experience in nature, was this during the volunteer programme?
What do you think of when you hear the word nature? (Plants, Animals, ecological connection, food
or other products.)
In your opinion, what is the best or most important quality nature has?
What is real nature for you, mention examples.
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What is your favourite animal and why?
What is your favourite plant/tree and why?
To what extend can people use nature for example for economic/human development?
Imagine that you are a manager of a nature area, the area is at this moment used by people for
recreational purposes. How would you manage this area and it’s
recreational users in the following situations, and why?
- In the forest is an area with endangered endemic plants (only occurring there, nowhere else in
the world), a lot of recreation can harm this plant specie.
- There are some exotic species (species that are broad there by humans) that recreationists like
to see but which might compete strongly with indigenous/native species.
- A large animal died and is situated at a spot where the people who use the area can see it.
- The forest in this area is a big mess after a storm.
- The heather (low shrubby plant) area, which is there because of overgrazing by sheep, is a
landscape that recreationists like but is now invaded by pioneer tree species.
- In the area is an overpopulation of elephants, they eat a lot and this causes the area to become
more and more open (and containing less and less food).
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Do you consider the following landscapes or aspects of the landscape as real nature or not?
Yes
Natural
No
enough
Small scale arable fields
Meandering river
Coastal dune area with wind mills
Channel
Ocean
Large scale farmlands
City park
Weeds growing at the sidewalk
Dessert
Production forest
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Do you have the feeling that this volunteer programme changed your view on nature?
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